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Let Ep denote the finite field version of the extension operator for the parabola in F. We give 
an exact formula of ii e,  [] for L, and the best constant and extremiser in the inequality 
116p[-01 116 '5 CO 2 for p 2 mod 3. 
We also prove that for a collection £ of affine one-dimensional subspaces of 	it is true 
that 
f (cx(x) ,- 	 y 	 fF,- (E Qxe- (X) dx  LEC 
where ce > 0, q > 2 and £" is £ translated so that it contains the origin. Using this we give the 
extremisers and the best constant of the Kakeya maximal inequality in the finite plane. This 
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Foreword 
This thesis contains results in Fourier Analysis over finite fields that is often thought of as a 
model case for 'real' Euclidean Harmonic Analysis. I have divided my work into two parts, 
that are more or less independent of each other. The first part concerns the restriction problem 
of Fourier Analysis. In Chapter One I introduce the problem and explain how to define the 
corresponding concepts over finite fields. 
Then in Chapter Two I proceed to a special case, namely an extension estimate of type 
(L 2 , L 6 ) over IF3 , the field of three elements, and show an exact formula of the L 6 norm of 
the image of the extension operator. This then enables us to find the best constant and the 
extremisers in the extension inequality. Also, we shall see that this suffices to do the same on 
the so called sharp line, i.e. an (L2 , L 6 ) estimate, and in this case we shall be confronted by 
a slightly unexpected and certainly new phenomenon: the extremiser is neither the constant 
nor the Dirac delta function. Furthermore, the exact formula is a symmetric function that 
makes the case of IF3 truly unique. The exact bounds are much better than what is obtained 
by interpolation. 
In Chapter Three we begin our analysis of the (L 2 , L 6 ) extension inequality over arbitrary 
fields of prime order, leading to the interpretation of the problem in spectral theory and corn-
binatorics. Our aim is to understand the spectrum and the eigenvectors of an operator closely 
related to the extension operator. We shall see that this is in fact the same as having a good 
qualitative description in 1F of the collection of all solutions of the system of equations 
f x+y+z=a+b+c 
) x2 +y2 +z2 =a2 +b2 +c2 
and that depending on whether p 1 mod 3 or p 2 mod 3 we have significantly differ-
ent answers. Chapter Three is closed by an important lemma giving the spectrum and the 
eigenvectors. 
Chapter Four contains the proof of the fact that the (L 2 , L 6 ) extension inequality is ex-
tremised by the constant functions and the computation of the value of the best constant in 
case p 2 mod 3. This is based on the special properties of the operator we have described in 
Chapter Three. 
In Chapter Five we consider the analysis of the Kakeya problem in vector spaces over finite 
fields, the topic of the second part. I prove a result about the maximal Kakeya operator 
introduced: beginning with careful examination of simple special cases, namely the problem in 
IF and F, we solve these completely and then realise that the solution works in any F, in fact 
in F as well. We shall also compute the best constant and the extremisers. Note that this 
constitutes a new proof of the Kakeya theorem in F. 
It is important to draw the attention of the reader to the computer experiments we have 
made - these have been essential in coming to understand the 'uncharted territory' of this 
thesis, so the Appendix containing the code of these programmes is integral part of this work, 
however we do not use these in the formal proofs. 
Appendix A is a survey of the Kakeya problem over finite fields, giving detailed results of 
areas that we have not mentioned in the thesis. This is included for the sake of completeness, 
and we do not rely on these results anywhere in the main text. 
Appendix B contains the codes of programmes used at various points of the thesis. 
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Appendix C contains the description of a C++ programme I have used to carry out numerical 
experiments about Kakeya sets in TF. Up to Section 7 I only give the code and some of my 
design considerations. In later sections I describe the results of computing many random Kakeya 
sets and some of their parameters. For example we shall find some evidence that for any n ~! 2 
and a Kakeya set K C FPn the average of the constant C in the IKI ~! CpTh inequality tends to 
as p goes to infinity. Also we shall compute the interesting root of a function defined for 
1F with n 3 which was the key to our results in Chapter Five. 
We have used computer algebra software in our work. Mathematica is trademark of Wolfram 
Research, and Maple is trademark of Maple Software, Inc. 
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Chapter 1 
An Overview of the Restriction 
Problem of Fourier Analysis 
1.1 Introducing the Fourier Transform 
The origins of the Fourier transform can be traced back to the 18th century and are connected to 
Fourier's attempts to solve the heat equation and other problems in physics. Various methods 
that apply different forms of the Fourier transform have been immensely successful in solving 
partial differential equations ever since. 
In this chapter we first define the Fourier transform for Lebesgue spaces and mention funda-
mental results concerning it. After this we give a brief introduction to the restriction problem 
of the Fourier transform in Euclidean spaces, this is followed by a recent result concerning the 
representation of certain L 2k-norms of the extension operator. This result has been the starting 
point of our research of similar questions in vector spaces over finite fields. We conclude our 
introduction by defining the Fourier transform and the restriction problem in these spaces and 
stating the relevant known results. 
The definition of the Fourier transform that I am going to use is the following: for a finite 
measure p on IR and 	R define the function 
= [ e — 
27ri(x ,  d(x) 
J R' 
where (.,.) denotes the inner product of W that is for x, y E W with x = (xi,... ,x) and 
(X,  Y) 
= 	X j j. 
When t is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure with - = f then we dx 
shall write 
1(e) 
= f f(x)e 2 	dx 
and this is the Fourier transform of the function f if  f E L'(]R). The space LP(R) is defined 
as the collection of measurable functions with 
f If(x)dx <00 
where dx always means integration with respect to the appropriate dimensional Lebesgue mea-
sure (here for example n-dimensional). For p > 1 this is a Banach space with the norm 
IIfIILPR) = (
JR- f(x)lPdx) 
that is often denoted by I If lip if the dimension of the underlying space is clear from the context. 
It is important to define the space L°°(R) as well; this is the space of functions f that are 
almost everywhere equal to a bounded function, the norm on this space is 
fllL00(R) = inf{K : l{x 	: lf(x)l > KII = O}. 
All of the above definitions are easily extended to any o-finite measure space (X, t) in the place 
of 1R'. For this case we use the notation 
If iILP(X,dji) =  (JX If (x)II d tL(x) ) 
1 
or just f IILP(d1i) if it is clear from the context what the space X is. 
For functions in LP spaces with p> 1 the definition of the Fourier transform is more delicate. 
To formulate it we need the definition of the Schwartz space S(R), which is a set of C°° (Rn) 
functions I so that lixUf(x)ll is finite for any multi-indices a and 1•  A multi-index is an 
element of N' and if a = (a i ,. . . , a) then the definition of the above differential is 
f\Ql 	f\a, 
1— 
19x l 	49x" 
the power Xa  is defined as x' .. . x. The only property of this space important to us now is 
that it is dense in LP(R) for p < 00. 
We use the absolute value notation to denote different things; for multiindices a = (ai,... , a) 
let lai mean a. For a complex number it means its modulus and for a vector in R' 2 it is 
its Euclidean length. 
We shall use the following result very often. 
PLANCHEREL'S THEOREM. For all f E S(R) we have 
lf(x)I 2 dx 
=
ii()l 2 d 
and hence by the fact that the Schwartz space is dense in L 2 (Rn) the Fourier transform extends 
to an isometry of L2 (1R). 
Another result we need is the Hausdorff-Young Inequality. Before stating it we define the con-
jugate exponent of a p ~! 1 to be P  P and we shall use the notation p' for it. 
THEOREM. For every f E L'(Tft) fl L(1l) we have if MLP'(R) 	If iiLP(R) 
It is by this inequality how we can define the Fourier transform for the L'(R') spaces with 
1 <p < 2. It is very important to point out that the Fourier transform is defined up to sets of 
Lebesgue measure zero. This inequality has a long and very interesting history, starting as an 
inequality for Fourier series and with q an even integer, and leading to the interpolation theory 
of Banach spaces. 
The next property of the Fourier transform that we mention here is its action on convolution 
of functions. Let the complex-valued functions f and g be defined on W, their convolution is 
the function 
(f * g) (x) = 
JRM n 
f(x - y)g(y) dy 
provided the integral exists. It is well known that L' (IRa) is a commutative Banach alge- 
bra with the convolution as multiplication. It is important to know that if f, g E L 1 then 
ill * gui 	ilflii Ilglii, and for f E JY and g E 12' we have if * gIl 	If II 
THEOREM. For f  and g in 8(W 2 ) we have f * g() = f() ) for all E TR". 
It is of great significance that exp(-27ri (x, )) is a character of the group W2 for every 
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and so the Fourier transform is a function defined on the dual of the group, this is the starting 
point of generalisations. A character of a group G is a homomorphism from G to GL(1, C), 
that is complex numbers of modulus one. 
A topological group is a group G which is a topological space so that the transformation 
T G x G -* G defined as T(x, y) = x 'y is continuous. This is a non-trivial requirement and 
implies for example that the group G is at least a Hausdorff space if any separability condition 
holds at all. A Hausdorif space is a topological space in which two different points have disjoint 
neighbourhoods. One also wants to have a measure on G that is connected to the topology 
not just any measure, and the notion of Borel measures serves this purpose. The Borel sets 
of a topological space are the sets belonging to the a-algebra generated by the compact sets. 
Borel measures are of course measures that are finite on Bore! sets. It can be shown that in 
a locally compact topological space there exists a regular Bore! measure. A space is locally 
compact if each point has a compact neighbourhood. In a locally compact topological space 
a Borel measure p that is positive on non-empty open Borel sets and for all x E G and Bore! 
set E satisfies p(xE) = p(E) is called a Haar measure. It can be shown that on every locally 
compact topological group there is at least one regular Haar measure ([20]). When (G, S, p) is 
a measurable group i.e p is not identically zero, G is a group, S is a a-ring and p is invariant 
under left dilations, and S(x, y) = (x, xy) does not change the measurability of sets, then the 
Haar measure is unique on Borel sets up to multiplication by a constant. 
For any locally compact Abelian group let x denote a character. The dual group of G 
is denoted by G*  and its elements are the characters of G, its multiplication is defined as 




where p is the Haar measure of G. For this Fourier transform the Parseval formula has the 
form 
G fdp* 
= J f g dp. 
The constant c depends on the normalisation of the Haar measure we use in the Fourier inversion 
formula 
f(x) = cf I(x)x(x) dp*(X) 
here p is the Haar measure of G*.  The standard reference of Fourier analysis on locally compact 
Abelian groups is Rudin's book [35]. The specialty of R and is that their duals are 
isomorphic to them. In the rest of this dissertation F is the finite field on p elements where p 
is a prime number. 
In this work we are not interested in this level of abstraction, to us it is far more important 
that apart from being a group, RI is a vector space. Superficially the Fourier transform looks 
all the same for any dimensions, in fact, the dimension of the space does not seem to play any 
part whatsoever. Easy examples show that the Fourier transform can behave very badly on 
subspaces of R', however to our great surprise it exhibits interesting, non-trivial behaviour on 
curved submanifolds of R, and this is the topic of the next section. But before we proceed let us 
see an example demonstrating that the Fourier transform cannot be restricted to hypersurfaces 
so that it is a bounded operator between any LP(R) and L(Rl). 
Indeed, let p> 1, N = 2 and 0 E Co' (R) and define f(x1,x2) = which is in L(R2 ) 
however 
I(12) = f f e- 27ri(~ iXl+~2X2) I 	2) dxidx2 = 
=  f
-2riixi 
e + lxii 
fe_2 7ri~2X2 41 (X2) dX2 dx1 
therefore 1= oc on 	01. 
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1.2 The Euclidean Restriction Problem 
E.M. Stein observed the following in the 1960s. If the Fourier transform of the measure IL is in 
an L 8 space with s < oc then with 1 =1 - < 1 it is true that P 	2s 
1/2 I L 2 (ll,ji) 	lI/hII L S(fl )IIfIILP(u) 
for I in the Schwartz space S(W) of functions. The proof is as follows. 
j
I  1(X)  12 dp(x) = f I(x)1(x) d1t(x) = f T(C)  (f * ,
V)() d 
by the Plancherel formula and using the Holder Inequality this is 
< Ill liplif * PI P, 
and if = I + - 1 then by the Young inequality 
< Ill III!IL'M3. 
This means that even if the support of the measure is of Lebesgue measure zero we can still 
define the Fourier transform of f almost everywhere with respect to It. 
When is it true that 1t v is in L 8 (Rn) ? As we mentioned earlier measures supported on affine 
subspaces of W do not have this property. On the other hand if the support is contained in 
a hypersurface with non-vanishing Gaussian curvature then jf' E L 8 with an s < oc. Using 
stationary phase methods one can prove the next result. (Cf. [9] or [43]) 
THEOREM. Let E(t) = (t,-y(t)) be smooth with t E J -1 and 'y(0) = 0, V'y(0) = 0 and the 
Gaussian curvature of E defined as 
det I & 
/ 	y 
is not zero in the origin, furthermore p is a smooth function with compact support in jn—1,  let 
(f IL) = Ll 
f(>(t))p(t) dt 
then for 161 > 1 
Ii()I 
Furthermore there is an e > 0 depending on y only so that in the cone I'/nI 	for all N E N 
and multi-index c 
I0()I 	Ca,N II_N. 
If the support of p has small enough diameter then on 
{I'/eI 	}n{II > if 
we have 
exPib() () 
where '/' C is real valued, homogeneous of degree one, and its Hessian in the ' variable has 
rank n - 1 everywhere. The function a() has the property I&a()I '< C C IkI. 
So jl E L 8 (We) if s> 	Surfaces that fulfill the requirements of the theorem are for example 
the sphere and the paraboloid so we know that if IL  is supported on the surface of either of 
12 
these then 
III IIL(R',u) 	CIII IILP(1R) 
with 1 !~ p < 	What is the largest range of (p, q)'s such that an inequality like this can be 
true with Lq on the left-hand side? 
The standard way to generate conjectures like this is to test them on approximations of the 
unity and the constant functions. We summarise these results in the usual 
(, ) 
diagram, 





Figure 1.1: The range where the restriction operator may be bounded. 
introduce. 




with p being taken from C0(1Rn_1),  then the operator Er defined by 
=  JRn- I 
g(t) exp(21ri (, (t)))p(t) dt 
is called the extension operator of the Fourier transform for E. 
LEMMA. With the above definitions the estimates 
IIfIIL(d,L) 	CIII IILP(') and IIE>gIILP(R)  "' CII9II Lq(R _1 ) 
are equivalent. 
In the following two lemmas we deduce the bounds for p and q where the estimates may be 
true for the (N - 1)-dimensional unit sphere SN_i = {x E R N : J xJ = 1}, some people call one 
or both of these standard Knapp examples. 
LEMMA. If I1f Lq(S _1 ) ~ CIII IILP(RN) then the inequality 
1>N-l-1 (i_:  1) 
qN-1 	p 
is true. 
Proof. Let C denote the spherical cap {x E SN_i : 1 - (eN, x) <82}  where eN = (0,... , 0, 1). 
Observe that IX - CNI2 = 2(1 - (eN, x)). Let f,5 be the characteristic function of the cap. There 
13 
is an N dimensional rectangle R containing C5 with side lengths (8,. .. , 6,82) 






 I 	= L. frN-1 
where R*  denotes the dual of R having centre at the origin and sides 	(6_l ,. , -1 , 
parallel to respective sides of R. Observe that for E R* it is I  (eN - x, ) I :!~ E for any x E C5. 
To continue with the lower estimate we may take the real part of the integrand and use that 
cos(c) ~! 1 if J al !!~ - and hence 
= L. ICS e_ 2 _eN)d(x)de 
CR (1051) 
= 6_N_1+q(N_1) 
Comparing these and knowing that it must hold for all 6 > 0 finishes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA. Another necessary condition for the extension (restriction) inequality to hold is 
1 < n-i 
p' 	2n 
Proof. This we prove by taking g to be identically 1 and applying the previously stated theorem. 
Whether the restriction inequality holds in this range is a very difficult problem and it 
is far from being solved even for the sphere. This conjecture is connected to other major 
unsolved problems of Euclidean harmonic analysis, such as the Kakeya problem or Bochner - 
Riesz multipliers, see [9] and [46]. The restriction operators for different surfaces are intimately 
connected to various partial differential equations, a link we shall explore further in the next 
section. 
1.3 The Representation Theorem 
As an introduction to some of the methods we apply later we examine the partial differential 
equation called the free Schrödinger equation, Cf. p.  369 of [43]. For (x, t) E Rd x R consider 
the partial differential equation 
0u 
-- =iLu, u(x,0)=f(x) 
where L is of course the Laplace differential operator in the x variable 
52 
57X-2 + + D7X-2 1  
It was proved by Strichartz in 1977 that the following a priori estimate is true, Cf. [43] ibid or 
[44] 
llu(x,t)ll Lq(Rd xR) ~ CJf j a 
when d ~! 1 and q = 2d+4 . Let us write the Fourier transform in Rd  x R with the t-variable 
separately written i.e. 
Fu(r, 0 = JRd fR 
e2 	x)+tT)u(t, x) dt dz 
and applying this to the Schrödinger equation yields the formula 
.77u(-r, ) = 6(r - 27r l1 2 )f(). 
The symbol 6 stands for the Dirac delta measure that assigns mass 1 to the origin and 0 all 
other points of R. Since 6 is the Fourier transform of the constant 1 function in the sense of 
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distributions and applying the inverse Fourier transform we can see that the solutions of the 
free Schrödinger equation are essentially obtained by applying the extension operator for the 
paraboloid to the Fourier transform of the initial data. It is not necessary to say more about 
this question for our further discussion 1 . 
After the work of Strichartz the sharp value of the constant, hereinafter denoted by Sd,  and 
the extremisers in dimensions d = 1 and d = 2 became known only very recently in the works of 
Foschi ([16]), Hundertmark and Zharnitsky ([21]). In particular the latter two authors proved 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM. (Representation) Let P1 and P2 demote certain orthogonal projections then 
	
 ieit f(x)i 6 dcdt= 	(f®f®f,Pl[f®f (9 fl) L,(v)IR fR  
and 
IRJR2 Ie"f(x)I 4 dxdt = (f® f,P2[f ® fl) L 2 (R4 ) . 
(This is Theorem 1.8 of /211.) 
(Extremisers) Furthermore, let d = 1 or 2; the function f L(Rd) is a maximiser of the 
inequality 
1iUiILP(JRdxIR) ~ Sf 2 
if and only if it is a Gaussian, i.e. 
f(x) = Aexp ((—A + it)Ix - a1 2  + (b, x)) 
where A E C, A, t e R with A > 0, a E R d  and b E C2 . (This. is Theorem 1.5 of [21].) 
In higher dimensions Gaussians are known to be local extremisers, but no one knows if they 
are the only extremisers, although this is widely believed to be the case. The methods of these 
authors do not extend to higher dimensions because the critical exponents are not even integers 
any longer. For an extended discussion of this see Remark 1.6 (ii) of [21]. 
We only give the proof of the d = 1 case in some degree of detail to motivate the results 
concerning similar problems that we solve for the extension problem of the Fourier transform 
over finite fields, that we shall introduce later on. 
By definition 
u(t,x) = (4xi 	ft) f(y)expi 	
y)2 dy 
and so we can multiply outJ ul' as 
e di7d u(t, x)16 = (4t)3 IV fnZ3  f ® f 0 f(i) f Of 0 f()e 	
__ 
and using the magic formula ö() = f exp(—it) dt understood in the sense of distributions 
we obtain 
ff I u (t, x)i 6 dx dt = 
±f 
 1,3 2ir R3 
The right-hand side can be written as Q (f (Df 0 f, f Of ®f) with  Q defined for test functions 
F and G as 
1 
 f I   77 Q(F,G) 	 (((1,1,1),_))6(II2 - I2)i)G()dd. 2ir V V 
'We remark that some authors prefer to write exp itA instead of the extension operator notation, we follow 
this practice only when we quote from such sources. 
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This is a symmetric quadratic form so there is a symmetric quadratic operator A generating it, 
indeed 
A[G](i1) =G(5(((1, 1, 1),1) _))6(I11 1 2 - KI2)d. 2ir 53 
This operator maps test functions into L 2 (ll) and extends to a bounded linear operator on all 
of L 2 (il), this is Lemma 2.1 of [21] and is a fairly technical computation that we do not repeat 
here. 
The key observation is that A[G] depends on ij via 1111 2 only and the projection of 77 on the 
line with direction (1, 1, 1). Let L1 denote the closure of 
span{G(((1, 1,1), ij) , 1111 2 ) : C E C'°(1R x 
in L 2 (1l 3 ) and by P1 the projection onto this subspace. Hence A[G] E ran(Pi) and for C = 
G(((1, 1, 1), 71) , 1111 2 ) 
2/A[G](11) = 	f ö(((1, 1,1), ) K1 2 )S((( 1 , 1, 1), - ))G1)I2 - lI 2 d = R3 
= ö(1,1, 1),i) , Ii) 
where in the last equality we have used another technical result from [21]. This means that 
20A acts as the identity on a dense set within ran(Pi ), but it also maps into ran(Pi ) so 
A 1= P1 as was to be shown. 
To show that the extremisers are all Gaussians Hundertmark and Zharnitsky first show that 
if an extremiser f is differentiable and never zero then g = log 1 satisfies 
(112 — 1)3)9 ' ( 171) — (Ill - 173)9'(172) + (1)1 — 772)9'(3) = 0 
coming from the fact that f(1)i)f (112)1 (113) is invariant under rotations with axis (1, 1, 1). Dif-
ferentiating with respect to 1)i  gives 
9' (172) — 9 ' (173) 
1)2 - 113 
for all 11j  and so g" is constant, hence f is a Gaussian. To get the complete proof further results 
about convolutions with Gaussians need to be invoked, but for us this is not important since 
we now turn to our main subject and formulate these problems for the extension operator of 
the Fourier transform over finite fields. 
1.4 The Extension Problem over Finite Fields 
As we have mentioned earlier the Fourier transform may be defined in very abstract situations, 
and vector spaces over finite fields are certainly covered by these general results. 
In the main part of this work we shall see results in Fourier analysis over finite fields 2 . To 
avoid technicalities we restrict the discussion to prime fields that is fields with a prime number 
of elements and characteristic larger than two. The second restriction is needed because we 
shall formulate the analogue of the restriction problem and that cannot be done in vector spaces 
over the field with two elements. 
The characters of IF 7,, the field with p elements, are of the form 
2iriax 
ea x -+ exp 
P 
where a is any element of IF7,. Notice that for a 0 one has 	ea (x) = 0. We shall need 
a celebrated result of algebra due to Wedderburn that a field with finitely many elements is commutative 
and isomorphic to one of F. 
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the 'dot product' in vector spaces V over finite fields, defined by the usual formula' 
for xEV and 6CV* 
which is not an inner product, but from the geometric perspective it can play the same roles, 
such as vectors 'perpendicular' to a given non-zero vector form a subspace. Also we have 
e(x,))={ 
pfl 	if =O 
x EF 	 0 if:?
~ 0 . 
The Fourier transform of f : Il -* C is defined as 
1(e) = :i: f(x)e(— (x,)) 
xEF 
so the Haar measure of FP  as a group is the un-normalised counting measure. Sometimes it is 
convenient to use the integral notation fF, for this sum to emphasise the similarities between 
this and the Euclidean versions of the pr oblems concerned. The Fourier inversion formula is 
therefore 
f(x) = - 	 f()e((x,)) 
CEFpn  
thus making 1(x) = (f)V(x) if we set the inverse Fourier transform to be 
9' (x) = - 
1 	g()e((x,)). pn 
EE1F 
The Plancherel theorem has the form 
j2I f(x)2 = - i I1()12. pn 
xE1F ~ EFPn  
The surfaces in R" that we looked at, the sphere and the paraboloid, are parameterised by 
polynomials and in 	we plan to prove results for 'surfaces' defined the same way. So a 
polynomial q : 1F - 1F is said to parameterise a k dimensional surface in 	and the surface 





and the extension operator of this surface is defined as 




in complete analogy with the Euclidean version. 
Stationary phase estimates, that is estimates of integrals of the form 
J ep(x) dx ~ Cm()A(IIpIIoo + IIVPII1) k 
where 	- R is smooth and its derivatives up to order m are bounded from below on 
the compact support of the smooth function p, play a crucial part in the proof of the extension 
estimates in Euclidean vector spaces. These are partially available in vector spaces over finite 
fields, although in slightly different form. 
3 But we never use a dot to denote this. 
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Gauss' law of quadratic reciprocity states that xEF e(x2 ) = 	( n2) 2  and from this it is 
clear that (a ~4 0) 
>e(ax2 +bx+c) =p. 
xE]F,, 
However, we need more general results because we want to prove statements about surfaces 
other than only polynomial curves of degree two. The following theorem is a highly non-trivial 
result due to Weil. 
THEOREM. Let q IF - IF be a polynomial of degree d and suppose that gcd(p, d) = 1 then 
e(q(t)) <  (d— 1)'p 2 
Itarp  
The original proof, using homology and similar highly abstract techniques, is far beyond the 
scope of this work and even the accessible proof given in [25] would be an unnecessary digression 
for us. This is not the most general form of the theorem but for our purposes it is sufficient, 
Cf. [8]. As a corollary we have for polynomials q of degree at least two so that im(q) does not 




that is I o-,' (x) 	(d - 1)p- 12for x 0. We shall apply this result in the following form ([8] pp. 
10 - 11). 
LEMMA. Let 1 ~ k < n and d = n - k + 1. If p > d define the polynomial surface by 
q(t) = (t1,.. 	 .. 
then for x 0 
e((x, q(t))) 	(d - 1)kp 
tEF 
and so Io'(x) 	(d 
The restriction problem in vector spaces over finite fields is the inequality (we shall denote 
the polynomial by s from now because we need the letter q for exponents) 
IIi(s(.)) "Lv 'I 	 CIfIjq' (1F) (Fe) 
with a C> 0 independent of the characteristic of the fields. This is equivalent to the following 
so called extension inequality 
Cg 
From now on L means eq  norm with respect to the normalised counting measure. It is more 
convenient to work with the extension operator and most of the time k = n - 1. 
The conjectures for the optimal range of (p, q) are derived the usual way, by testing the 
inequality on the constant function and on singletons. 
LEMMA. We have the following necessary conditions on the exponents in the extension inequality 
if im(s) contains no non-trivial hypersurfaces. Testing on the constant 1 function we obtain 
q = 2n 
and testing on the characteristic function of a singleton yields 
q = n p' 






Figure 1.2: The range where the extension operator in K may be bounded. 
Proof. We want 
llgdoii Lq(F ) 
to hold with a C > 0 independent of the size of F. Let us first deal with g(x) = 1 for all x E ]Fk. 
Using the Weil bound we have that 
IFIk e((x,p(s))) = lIFl 
sE1F" 
therefore dcr i 	= IIF'I - . Clearly ll II LP ( d) = 1 due to the normalisation so we need 
IFI 4 to hold and that means < 
If g is supported on one point only then the left-hand side is 
1 
IIXdaii Lq r () 
= 	
FI) 
while the right-hand side is 
IlX{x0}IIL(d) 	
() 
and comparing these the stated inequality follows at once. 
Several positive results are known towards the proof of the restriction conjecture. For 
example let s : F - F be a polynomial and q = 2r and suppose that 
tr) E (F 	: 	s(ti)+"+s(tr)}l <A 
for all E F then 
(g das )''lI Lg (r . ) ~ 	 II9I1 L 2 (d) . 
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To prove this we multiply out and use that 
gdu8 * -.. *gdo-3() 
= pk(ri) 	
t1,t 	
g(s(ti)) . . .g(s(tr)) 





Ig(s(ti)) .. .(s (tr ))I2 
+ 	
) 
s(t1) +  
and summing the square of this over all 6 E FPn we get 
~ Ap 4 IIgIIL2(d). 
This is the adaptation of the Fefferman - Zygmund method for the finite field setting. This result 
for example shows that s(t) = (t, t2'. . . ,t) satisfies 1(gdu8)V2 C9 2 where C depends 
only on n. More importantly for n ~! 3 and the paraboloid s(ti,t_ j ) = (t1,. . . ,t_1,t) we 
have (gdo.3) V J4 241 119112 which is true because A = 2p 2 in this case. However, a better 
estimate of the L 4 norm can be given, first proved in a weaker form by Mockenhaupt and Tao 
([31]) and in its present form by Bennett, Carbery, Garrigos and Wright ([8] Th. 12) saying 
that in three dimensions if the paraboloid does not contain lines then 11 (g do-3 )" 114 21 I[M 1 . 
In Figure 1.3 point A shows the conjectured best estimate, point B is the Fefferman - Zygmund 
]Jq 
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Figure 1.3: The results for the paraboloid in lF. 
result and point C represents the theorem of Bennett et al. 
To conclude this introductory part we mention that the method of Stein and Tomas can 
also be applied here and gives that if —1 is not a square then for the paraboloid one has 
II (g do-) VI s 5 C II 112 with an absolute constant C. Originally this appeared in [31], in its 
present form it is due to Carbery [8]. Note that g > 
It should be obvious even from this brief account that the area of Fourier analysis in vector 
spaces over finite fields is an exciting new area of research and it offers numerous unsolved (and 
solvable) problems. To mention a few that have not come up in our discussion yet we first 
say that the Kakeya problem can be formulated over finite fields but the link to the extension 
problem is not so clear, and perhaps cannot be so clear as in the Euclidean case, see [31] 
especially Theorem 9.1. Another area that has lead to substantial improvements in case of 
the Euclidean restriction problem is bilinear estimates (Cf. [2] and [47]) that are completely 
unexplored in the finite field case 4. 
4This author has tried to go in this direction, without any success though. 
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Chapter 2 
Exact formula for I I E3 V1 116 over 
the field F3 using spectral 
decomposition 
2.1 Introduction 
After reviewing the L 4 case as motivation we shall give the exact formula of the L6 norm of the 
images of the extension operator of the parabola over the finite field of three elements as well 
as the extremisers and the best constants in inequalities of the kind 
11S31f1116 ; CIIfII q 
with q = 2 and also with q on the sharp line of the extension estimate. In the (L 2 , L 6 ) estimate 
this constant is 091 = 1.034010691 and the extremisers are the constants. Perhaps, more 
surprisingly the inequality (L2 , L6 ) which is on the sharp line is extremised by the constant 
multiples of the function 1(0) = 0, f(1) = 1(2) = 1. We are going to prove that the sharp 
constant in this estimate is 	= 0.8780722265. 
More importantly, we believe, we shall compute the spectral decomposition of the very 
closely related operator A defined as 
E e = A[f](t1,t2,t3) 	 f(s1s2s3)X{ 	}(S1S2S3) 
s i,s2,s3E1F3 
that has the property that 
IIe3[fIII = (f®f®f,A[f(9fef]).. 
The example of 73 is the simplest meaningful case of the problem and not all the tricks we shall 
see later will be necessary here. The reason why 3 is special is odd and can become clear only 
after the initial parts of the next section where we analyse A for general p. 
2.2 The L 4 (IIF) case 
It is not necessary to restrict the discussion of the L 4 case to the field of three elements, and we 
shall refer back to this section when dealing with the L 6(F2) case for prime numbers p larger 
than three. 




:= 	(t) exp I —(tb +t22)) 
" tEF 
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for the extension operator in IF. For this we keep the sum notation throughout the following 
computation. The L4 norm we are interested in is 
f  
jepp](6)14 d6 





(t i )exp f -(tii + t 	 (t2)exp I —(t2j + t2)) 







--(sji +8 	 qS(s 2 )exp - -(s21 +s2)) d = 
P 	 sEF 2 
P 	/2ri 2 	2 	2 = 	 (t1)(t2) 	 I exp I -((t1 + t2 - 8j - 82)1 + (t + t2 - 8 1 - 82)2)) d 
tjEFt2€Fs1EFs2€F 	 .J 	\. p 
and by computing the integral, that is knowing that 
exp 	= o 
rEIF,, 
if x 54 0 and p for x = 0 we obtain 
+ 	+ 	
(t1)(t2) t/(Si) q5(S2). 
s1 + s2 = t1 + t 2 
One of the most important facts' about the paraboloid is that for ti and t 2 fixed if (s,, 82)  is 
a solution of the system of equations 
S1 +S2 = tj+t2 
S+S = t+t 
then either Si = t 1 and S2 = t2 or s i = t2 and s2 = t 1 . Applying this we find that the above 
equals 
0(ti)(t) 	 +I(t)I4. 
t1t2 	 t 
Remark. From this observe that one eigenspace of the operator A is the space of functions 
supported on the 'diagonal'. Another is the space of symmetric functions  supported on the 
complement of the diagonal. There is a third eigenspace, namely the anti-symmetric functions 
supported on the complement of the diagonal, but they will not play a role in our estimates 
because the eigenvalue belonging to them is zero. For the first space it is 2 and for the second 
it is 1. 
Consequently, we obtain the following formula 
IIS[]II = 2  IhM - IIII. 
From the first chapter we know that the estimate on the sharp line in this case is (L 2 , L 4  ) and 
that means that we need to find the smallest C > 0 so that 
2 
11011 
 4 - IIIl 	CII 4 II2
Naturally we shall use Lagrange multipliers. The condition is that 110112 = 1 and the sufficient 
1 This fact comes up very often and is a key ingredient of many results, most notably of bilinear restriction 
estimates, Cf. Theorem 2.3 of [47j especially pp. 976. 
2 The function f RI 	C is called symmetric in this context if for all x E W' and in the symmetric group 
on n elements f(c(x)) = 1(x). 
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i=o J  
and evidently this means that for all £ we must have xt = 	= 
Checking that there do not exist any boundary extrema is a very similar computation. 






that is for all j = 1,...,p - 1 we have 4x = 2Ax3 . Leaving aside for the moment the possibility 
of further variables being zero we have x 3 = 	meaning x3 = 	and this translates to 
VP- 
- 
This clearly is smaller than what we already have, if more variables are zero that just decreases 
the L 4 norm further. 
The inequality is therefore extremised by the constant functions and the value of C is 2- 
2.3 The L6 (F3) case: notations and basic definitions 
Let E3 denote the extension operator over IF 3 of the parabola i.e. for 6 E (JF3 ) * x (IF3) * let 
=1 
where f is defined on the parabola in the plane IF, or is the unnormalised counting measure on 
the parabola and x is the character belonging to All this means that for a function f now 
defined on IF3 we have 
= 	f(t)exp (27ri(t 1 +t2 2)/3). 
tEIF3 
by parameterising the parabola the usual way {(t, t 2) t E  IF}. 
One of our aims is to compute the norm 11e3 [f] ll6 which is to be understood as the L 6 norm 
on the two-dimensional vector space over the dual of IF3. The only practical implication of 
working over the dual is the different normalisation. 
As we want to compute the L 6 norm of a finite sum we should first of all multiply out. 




=11 +13 +  t j=1 Sj + 2  + S3 = t j  + t2  + t3 
S1, 	 . , t3 E F3 




3This notation seems unnecessary in this simple case but in later stages of the work it will be of some value. 
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It is clear then that with the operator A defined for g : IF —~ C as 
A[g](a,b,c)= 	g(x,y,z) 	x2+y2+z2=a2+b2+c2) 
1 x+y+z=a+b+c 
8 (  x,y,zEF3 
we have obtained the following expression for f : IF3 - C 
1e3 [f]II g  = (f®f®f,AIf®f(&f})L2 
where the normalisation hidden in the (.,•) notation is a multiplication by A . It is clear that A 
is given by a symmetric matrix that only has 0 or 1 entries. The tensor product f ® f o f should 
be interpreted this way: f : IF3 —* C can be thought of as a vector in C 3 i.e. [1(0), 1(1), 1(2)] 
and so 
f ® f ® f = [f(0) 3 , f(0) 2f(1), 1(0) 2 1 (2), 
f (0) f(j )2 ,.. ., f(0) 3 ] 
 
that is the kth entry is f(a)f(b)f(c) if k = 9a + 3b + c with a, b, c E 10, 1, 21. 
We shall give the spectral decomposition of A and use it to find 1IE3 [11  as a function in 
the 'variables' 1(0), 1(1), 1(2). For real-valued f this is a symmetric polynomial of degree six 
and we shall express it as a polynomial of various Lt  norms of f, i.e. elementary symmetric 
polynomials. 
The matrix A can be very easily generated. 
a[i][j] 
= { 
1 if sum[i] sum[j]mod3 and sq[i] sq[j]mod3 
0 otherwise 
for 0 :!~ i :!~ 26 and 0 f~ j :!~:- 26. The definition of sum[i] and sq[i] is the following: let us express 
i E [0, 26] in the form [x, y, z] where 
x = [i/9] , y = [(i — 9x)/3j and 
z = i — 9x — 3y. 
This is my preferred way of thinking of numbers between 0 and 26 and I shall sometimes use 
[x, y, z to index rows and columns of the matrix A. Now define 
sum[i]=x+y+z and 
sq[i] = 	+ + z 2 . 
Let us see a 'brute force' programme that finds all solutions of the system 
f x2+y2+z2=A 
1 x+y+z=B 
as well as computes the matrix A. 
The rows of the matrix are indexed starting with 0 for two reasons: on the one hand the 
natural number zero clearly belongs to [0,0,0] (whereas 1 does not), and secondly in C++ the 
arrays are numbered like this 4. 
The following C++ programme prints the matrix for us. 
#include (iostream> 
#include <c,nath> 
using namespace std; 
mt main() 
{ 
mt mtx (27] (27]; 
mt i,j; 
for(i=O; i<27; j++) { 
for(j0; j<27; j++) { 
mt a(3] b(3]; 	// these hold i and j in G(3) 
jot suin[2], sq(2] 
41n Maple they are not and this is fertile soil for annoying mistakes. 
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a[O]=i/9; 	 b[0]j/9; 
a[l] = (1- a[01s9) /3; 	bEll = (j - b[01s9) / 3; 
a(2] = i - a[0]*9 - a[1]*3; 	b(2] =j - b(0]*9 - b(1]*3; 
sum[0l = (a[O] + all] + a[21) 1 3; 
sum[l] = (b[O] + b(l] + b[21) 1 3; 
sq[0] = (a[01*a[0] + a(lJ*aEl] + a12]*a[2]) h 3; 
sqEl] = (b[01*b[0] + b[l]*b[l] + b[21*b[21) I 3; 
if(surn[O] == sum[l] && sqEO] == sq[l]) mtx[i] (j] = 1; 
else mtx[i][j] = 0; 





The programme is not intended to be very sophisticated, we can get away with almost 
anything as the size of the matrix is not a problem. The programme as we said is the simplest 
conceivable: for every pair of indices (i, i) it computes both component in base 3 and checks 
if they solve the system of equations. If they do it puts a 1 in the corresponding coordinate of 
the matrix5 . 
Later we shall see the need to optimise as much as possible 6. 
Let's observe the matrix given by our programme. 
10 00 0 0 0 000 000 100 000 00000 00 1 









0000100000 10 100000000000000 
000001010001000100010100000 















In Figure 2.1 we can see the same matrix produced using Maple 10. The black squares denote 
l's and the place of 0's is white. For larger matrices we shall use this later method only. 
As the matrix is sufficiently small we can see immediately that the number of l's in each 
column' is either 3 or 6. To be precise it is 6 in the columns: I = {5, 7, 11, 15, 19, 21} and 3 
elsewhere. We can also readily see that these columns are the same, and orthogonal to any 
other column. Therefore if w is the 5th column of A then 
A.w=6w 
so 6 is an eigenvalue of A with eigenvector w. 
The columns containing three elements are not all the same e.g. the 0th column has 1 in 
places 0, 13 and 26 while the first column has 1 in places 1, 3 and 9. So these two are orthogonal 
5Yes, we don't even use that the matrix is symmetric. 
6Note as well that A is of dimension p3 but has only roughly 0(p4 ) non-zero entries so computationally a 
matrix is not the best data structure for this problem as memory will be allocated to each entry, but as p grows 
it is more advantageous to keep track of the two coordinates of the non-zero entries instead. Indeed, the same 
programme works quickly for 5 and 7 but not for 11 as the matrix for that problem has 1 771 561 entries. 
7As well as row for the matrix is symmetric. 
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Figure 2.1: A picture of the matrix A produced by Maple 10. Black rectangles denote l's everywhere 
else only zero values. 
and we realise quickly that 0th, 13th and 26th columns are the same and orthogonal to any 
other hence 3 is an eigenvalue with 0th column as eigenvector. 
Notation: The kth column of A will be denoted by wk in the rest of this chapter. 
By adding a few features to our programme we can easily prove that these observations are 
true. 
mt count[27]; /1 this counts the number of l's in each row of intx 
for(i0; i<27; j++) { 
mt RowSum = 0; 
for(j=O; j<27; i-i--i-) RowSum += mtx(i]Ej]; 
count[i] = RowSum; 
cout << i << "-th row contains " << count [I] << " l's.\n"; 
} 
for(i0; 1<27; i++) { 
cout << 1 <<"-th row same as: 
for(j=O; j<27; j++) if(mtx(i] [j] == 1) cout << j << 
} 
The variable count Ii] contains the sum of elements in the ith row of the matrix, and the 
next loop compares each row to all the others. Again efficiency is sacrificed for simplicity. The 
output is the above matrix followed by 
0-th row contains 3 l's. 	 14-th row contains 3 l's. 
1-th row contains 3 l's. 15-th row contains 6 l's. 
2-th row contains 3 l's. 	 16-th row contains 3 l's. 
3-th row contains 3 l's. 17-th row contains 3 l's. 
4-th row contains 3 l's. 	 18-th row contains 3 l's. 
5-th row contains 6 l's. 19-th row contains 6 l's. 
6-th row contains 3 l's. 	 20-th row contains 3 l's. 
7-th row contains 6 l's. 21-tb row contains 6 l's. 
8-th row contains 3 l's. 	 22-tb row contains 3 l's. 
9-th row contains 3 l's. 23-tb row contains 3 l's. 
10-th row contains 3 l's. 	 24-th row contains 3 l's. 
11-th row contains 6 l's. 25-th row contains 3 l's. 
12-th row contains 3 l's. 	 26-th row contains 3 l's. 
13-th row contains 3 l's. 
0-th row same as: 0 13 26 14-th row same as: 14 16 22 
1-tb row same as: 1 3 9 15-th row same as: 5 7 11 15 19 21 
2-tb row same as: 2 6 18 16-th row same as: 14 16 22 
3-tb row same as: 1 3 9 17-th row same as: 17 23 25 
4-th row same as: 4 10 12 18-th row same as: 2 6 18 
5-th row same as: 5711 15 19 21 19-th row same as: 5711 15 19 21 
6-th row same as: 2 6 18 20-th row same as: 8 20 24 
7-th row same as: 5 7 11 15 19 21 21-tb row same as: 5 7 It 15 19 21 
8-th row same as: 8 20 24 22-tb row same as: 14 16 22 
9-th row same as: 1 3 9 23-tb row same as: 17 23 25 
10-th row same as: 4 10 12 24-th row same as: 8 20 24 
11-th row same as: 5 7 It 15 19 21 25-th row same as: 17 23 25 
12-th row same as: 4 10 12 26-th row same as: 0 13 26 
13-th row same as: 0 13 26 
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So we have confirmed the following: in the matrix A 
Column number Same as Eigenvector with eigenvalue 
0 13,26 3 
1 3,9 3 
2 6,18 3 
4 10,12 3 
5 7, 11, 15, 19, 21 6 
8 20,24 3 
14 16,22 3 
17 23,25 3 
We also know that for example the 0th column has 1 entries in places 0, 13, 26 etc. 
Let .7 denote the set of indices {0, 1,2,4,8, 14, 17}, the set {wk}kEJ  contains the eigenvectors 
belonging to the eigenvalue 3. 
Consequently, 3 is an eigenvalue with multiplicity 7 and 6 is with multiplicity 1. We claim 
that zero is an eigenvalue with multiplicity 19. Indeed, this can be seen from the reduced row 
echelon form of A as follows8 : using the 0th row we eliminate the 13th and the 26th, with the 
1st the 3rd and the 9th etc. After this rearrange the rows and the last 19 can have zero entries 
only. 
2.4 The formula for 1E3 [f]lIg 
Let us denote the vector representation of f ® f ® f by v, then we have that 
1 
iEJ 
since when the normalised eigenvectors tii form the eigenspace belonging to the eigenvalue IL 
the projection to that space is given by 
Proj[v] = 
IV 
We have observed that if the number of l's in w, is 3 then it is an eigenvector belonging to the 
eigenvalue 3 this proves the above formula. 
Let W denote the set of normalised eigenvectors of A. The main question of this section is: 
What is [E3 [f]II g as a polynomial of If II, If II, and so on? (Provided there is such a 
polynomial!) 
As we know 
I3[f]II6 	I 
(V,  W) 2 
WE W 
and this is enough information to answer the above question. 
Take first the eigenvector w i = [la,.. . ,1 3 ,..., 1261  where 0 = [0,0,0], 13 = [1, 1,1]  and 
26 = [2,2,2]. For a vector an index of an entry denotes its place, every element not explicitly 
stated is defined to be zero. Therefore 
(Wi, v) = f(0) 3 + f(i) + f(2) 3 
let's take w 2 = [11,... 1 13,...,19,...] next. Here we have 1 = [0,0,1], 3 = [0,1,0] and 9 = 
[1,0,0] and so we obtain 
(W2, v) = 3f(0) 2 f(1). 
8We don't worry about the eigenvectors, as they surely do not make a difference as we shall compute the 
norm by using projections to the eigenspaces of A. 
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And so on, the eigenvector with 6 non-zero entries is w5 and that gives 
(W5, V) = 6f (0)1(1)1(2) 
since 5 = [0,1,2] and so on. 
Before stating the formula we point out two important characteristics of the problem: 
• The eigenvectors of A cannot be written in the form g ® g ® g with some g : 7 3 - C this 
is clear. However, if p gives 2 as a remainder when divided by 3 then we do get tensor 
product type eigenvectors because [1, 0,. . . , 0] is an eigenvector. But this is the only such 
case. We shall return to this point in great detail in the next section when we give a full 
characterisation of the matrix A for arbitrary characteristic p. 
. The solutions of the system of equations 
x 2 +y2 +z2 = a2 +b2 +c2 
x+y+z = a+b+c 
have quite interesting symmetry properties, such as if [a, b, c] and [x, y, z] is a solution 
than for any t E F the pair [ta, tb, tc], [tx, ty, tz] is also a solution, the multiplication is 
obviously in F. Furthermore, for any permutation ir E S3 the left-hand side a solution 
[a, b, c] for fixed x, y and z gives the left-hand side [ir(a), ir(b), ir(c)] with the same x, y and 
z. One might believe, as I did for a while, that these will be all the solutions we can have 
- start with a trivial one i.e. with something on the diagonal and apply permutations 
and multiplications by all possible t E F one after the other and this way we can generate 
all solutions. This is false even in the case of F 3 : we cannot reach [1, 1, 11 and [2, 2, 2] of 
the 0th column this way for obvious reasons. 
By inspecting the matrix and counting the different types of eigenvectors we obtain the 
formula 
	
v3 [f] 11 6= 361 (0)2 1 (1) 2 1 (2)2 + (f(o) 3 + f(i)3 + f(2) 3 ) 2 + 9 	f(i) 2 f(j) 
ijEF3 
This formula has also been checked by the computer. Strictly speaking this is only true if 
ran(f) c 1, for complex f's we have 
3 11.63 [f]11  6 = 361f(0)121f(1)121f(2)12 + If(0) + f(i) + 1(2) 3 1 2 + 9 	If(i)1 2 11(i)1 4 
ijEF3 
which is the exact formula and may not be expressed as a polynomial of LP norms. We may 
not suppose that f is real valued, theoretically it is entirely conceivable that the extremisers 
are given by complex valued functions, however the above formula demonstrates that this is 
not the case. It is maximal if f is real and positive because in that case no cancellation can 
come from the term If(0)3+f(1)3+f(2)312.  From now on we shall be working with such f and 
refine the formula further by expressing it in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials. 
Being symmetric function of the variables f(0), 1(1) and f(2) the above expression must 
be a polynomial of elementary symmetric polynomials. Our suspects have the following form: 
&(a, 0, 'y, 8) [f] := c(f(0)3 + f(i) + 1(2) 3 ) 2 + 
-i-j3(f(0) 2  + 1(1) 2 + f(2)2 )(f(0) 4 + f(i) + f(2)) + 
+y(f(0) 6  + 1(1) 6 + 1(2)6) + 8(f(0) 2 + 1(1) 2 + 1(2) 2 ) 3 
The reason is that we must have at least these because the terms occurring can only be repre-
sented by these. It turns out that this is all we need, so for example (f( 0)+f(1)+f(2))(f( 0)+ 
1(0) + f(2)) is not needed. We shall confirm this by comparing the formula we obtain and the 
exact expression for 3 lIE3 [1] I; we do not claim at this stage that this is the right expression 
we just want to find out what would it be if it were. 
The coefficients may be found by comparing them to those of 311.63[f] 11 . 
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• From 1(0) 2 1(1) 2 1(2) 2 we get 36 = 65 i.e. S = 6, 
• From 1(0) 41(1) 2 we get )3 + 18 = 9 i.e. = —9, 
• From f(0) 3 f(1)3  we get 2c = 2 i.e. a = l  and 
• Fromf(0) 6 weget'y-2=1 i.e. y=3. 
Therefore if there were an exact formula of this kind then it must be of the form 
6111 ii + 3111ig + i 	9 llfil hf11 ' 3 	4 . 
By multiplying this out we now confirm that this is in fact the case. 
LEMMA. Three times the L 6 norm of 3 [f] may be represented as a symmetric polynomial in 
the variables f(0), f(1), f(2), moreover 
311e3 [f]hi g = ii(1,-9,6,3)[fJ. 
so it is a polynomial of certain I lf lip norms. 
Proof. This is done by typing the following commands in Mathematica 5.2. We shall call the 
value of the extension operator F and the conjectured exact formula in terms of L k-norms C. 
Also for clarity we introduce x, y and z for the three values the function f can take. 
Define F by 
F[x_, y, z_] 	36*x2*y2*z2 + (x3 + y3 + z3)2 + 
9*(x2*y4 + x4*y2 + x2*z4 + z2*x4 + y2*z4 + y4*z2) 
then type Expand [F [x, y, z]] to see what it is. For convenience we also introduce the auxil-
iary function 
pow[x_, y. • z_, n_] 	xn + yn + zn 
now define G by 
G[x_, y 	z_] := 6*pow[x, y, z 213 + 3*pow[x, y, z, 61 + powEx, y, z 312 - 
9*pow[x, y, z, 2] *pow [x, y, z, 41 
and multiply this out as well by Expand [G [x, y, z] 1, and finally compare that they are equal, 
for example by the command Expand [F [x, y, z] - G [x, y, z] 1. The result is 0 and that is 
what we wanted to see. 
2.5 Extremisers and the best constant 
We want to find the best Co so that 
e3 {f] 6 ~ C 111112. 
The obvious option is to use Lagrange multipliers, but before proceeding with the proof we 
mention the geometric formulation (generalisation in fact) of this problem: 
Question: A set of pairwise orthogonal vectors W is given in R° where each vector has only 0 
and 1 entries and 
wEW 





This is an interesting problem in itself and it would be good to know the solution in general. 
Unfortunately, we do not know how to do it in general only in the case when vectors have 0 
and 1 entries only. This reduction is meaningful in terms of Fourier Analysis (Cf. [451), and 
makes the problem much easier, we omit the solution. 
The dyadic pigeonhole principle (Cf. [45]) ensures that we can find the best constant Co 
up to a power of log ITFI in similar situations by considering functions that take two different 
values only, say 0 and 1. In our case this means that we need only to consider the following 
three functions: 
ranfo : [1,0,0], ranfi : [1,1,0] and ranf2 : [1,1,1]. 
We find that 
• 0(1, —9,6, 3)[fo] = 1 since U011LI = 1 for any £. 
. 0(1,-9,6,3)[fi]=6.2 3 +3.2+22 -9.2.2=22 and 
• 1i(1,-9,6,3)[f2]=6.3 3 +3.3+32 -9.3.3=99. 
Therefore 
S I1
13[fO]1I = = cfo which gives c0 = () = 0.8326. 
11 6 - 22 - 6" .c "6 
11e3[f1]06 — 	— c1 j 	providing c1 = (-) 	0.9856 and 
' I1 13[f '116 - "6 2j - 99 = cIIf2Ij 	- giving c2 - (--) 	1.03401 
and we need to choose the largest so up to a power of log 3 we have the best constant i. e. 
11 g 
II3[f]I1 6 	 111112. 
The exact constant may be confirmed to be the conjectured /ivalue by the method of 
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Lagrange multipliers, as we now show. 
We have a function F that we want to maximise relative to a constraint. Both the function 
and the constraint are polynomials. The function F(a, b, c) is defined as 33 [1] where the 
variables a, b and c are the values taken by f, while the constraint is a2 + b2 + c2 - 1. The 
question is to find A and (a, b, c) so that VF(a, b, c) = AV(a 2 + b2 + c2 - 1). This is doable 
by hand, but one may use computer algebra software such as Maple instead, after all this is 
something they are really good at: working with polynomials. Once we know the answer we 
can check it by hand. 
pow : (a,b,c,n) -> ao+bn+cn; 
F : (a,b,c) -> 6*pow(a,b,c,2)3+3*pow(a,b,c,6)+pow(a,b,c,3) ^2-9*pow(a,b,c,2)*pow(a,b.c4); 
Lag 	(a,b,c,lambda) -> F(a,b,c)-lambda*(pow(a,b,c,2)-1); 
eqi diff(Lag(a,b,clambda), a) = 0; 
eq2 := diff(Lag(a.b,c,lambda), b) = 0; 
eq3 : diff(Lag(a,b,c,lambda), c) = 0; 
eq4 := diff(Lag(a.b,c,lambda), lambda) = 0; 
solve( {eql, eq2, eq3, eq4, a>O, b>O, c>O}, [a,b,c,lambda]); 
The solve command gives the answer A = 11 and a = b = c = l/'. We have already seen 
that for this choice of a,b and c we have I'3[f]II = (a2 + b2 + c2 ) 6 . 
In order to check that there are not any extrema on the boundary we need to look at the 
following three cases: 
• Case 1: when one of the variables is zero, say c 0, and a b; 
• Case 2: when c = 0 and a = b; and finally 
• Case 3: whenc=b=z0anda> 0. 
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In all of these the problem is reduced to a one-variable problem. 
Indeed, in the first of these cases by scaling we may suppose that b = 1 and then we only 
have to see whether (using the above notations) 
F(a, 1,0) = 6(a2 + i) + 3(a6 + 1) + (a3 + 1)2 - 9(a 2 + 1)(a4 + 1) 	(a2 + 1)6. 
Define (a) := F(a, 1,0) - 	a2 + 1)6  we need to show that this is always negative for a> 0. 
The function 0 is a polynomial of one variable and the interesting part of a - (a, 1,0) can be 
seen in Figure 2.2 and we can also compute the roots of 0 to any degree of precision we want. 
Figure 2.2: The graph of a -40(a, 1, 0). 
For example use Mathematica 5.2 with the following commands: 
f[a-] := 6*(a2 + 03 + 3*(a6 + 1) + (a3 + 02 - 9*(a2 + 1)*(a4 + 1) - 11/9*(a2 + 1)6 
NSolve[f[a] == 0, a, 171 
the command NSolve gives the roots of the polynomial 0, they are 
—0.578377179217522 -1.301261803720136i 
—0.578377179217522 +1.301261803720136i 
—0.295616376777631 - 0.183488252937170i 
—0.295616376777631 + 0.183488252937170i 
—0.163665932340962 - 0.986408393120380i 
—0.163665932340962 + 0.986408393120380i 
0.040392522857139 -1.622326965065175i 
0.040392522857139 +1.622326965065175i 
0.348652149367627 - 0.120590184676436i 
0.348652149367627 + 0.120590184676436i 
0.648614816111348 - 1.283023103800260i 
0.648614816111348 + 1.283023103800260i 
to 17 significant digits. These are all complex numbers with non-zero imaginary part, there are 
12 of them so by the fundamental theorem of algebra our polynomial, which is of degree 12, 
cannot have real roots. 
In the last two cases we apply scaling again and realise that we have already done the 
necessary calculations. 
We have computed the exact constant and the extremisers in the extension inequality in the 
two-dimensional vector space over the field of three elements and our results are summarised 
in the next theorem. 
THEOREM. The inequality IIE3[f]II 	IIfII is true for all functions f : 1F3 -* C and is sharp 
for the constant functions only. 
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2.6 On the sharp line 
The exponent 2 on the right-hand side is, however, not the most interesting one since it is not 
on the sharp line. 
Testing the extension estimate 
Sp[Y]IILP(F2) 	C  IIgIlLQ(d) 
on the usual g 1 and the Dirac deltas we obtain that 
1 	1 	1 	1 	1 
— ~ — and — ~ --- 
p_ 4 p2 2q 
and so the sharp line is given by = 1 — for = and the value q = 3/2 belongs to that. 
Therefore we are naturally more interested in that first of all, thereafter all the other q = 




112 	 213 
Figure 2.3: The sharp line of the F 3 extension problem. 
questions is slightly surprising. Let us recall the definitions of fo, fi and  12  that we have been 
using in previous sections of this chapter. The function fo  is the 'Dirac delta', Ii  is zero in the 
origin and constant elsewhere, and 12  assigns the same value to all three points elements of IF 3 . 
By substituting them into the extension inequality we discover that neither fo  nor  12  gives 
the largest constant but Ii  does. Indeed, 
6 1 lI 	IfII  	C(lf(0)l + lf(1)I + 3IIfII + 	- 9111lI IIflI3 	 +    
leads to the results 
C1~ 	0.8610 for 12 
ci 	J 	0.8780 for Ii 
C1 > 	0.8326 for 10. 
This may seem unusual at first. A modification of the programme we have used earlier provides 
further evidence. It now takes random vectors of length one from L (IF3 ) and substitutes them 
into 93 and computes the difference of the L 6 norm of the result and the right hand side. This 
is a typical run of F3SharpLine. 
C: \c++maths>F3SharpLine 0.00001 
Number of Steps: 4294967 
We are below the error bound 0.000010 for the vectors 
0.0000417991 0.6289902939 0.6309297826 
0.0000103257 0.6287145827 0.6312052085 
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0.0000497182 0.6295372025 0.6303834108 
0.0000754709 0.6295267725 0.6303935776 
0.0000774286 0.6293780588 0.6305421499 
0.0000255039 0.6289170786 0.6310029998 
0.0001052911 0.6294987960 0.6304211776 
0.0000341806 0.6286046035 0.6313148211 
0.0000826982 0.6298252761 0.6300951276 
0.0001040144 0.6296863821 0.6302337173 
0.0000343039 0.6286129371 0.6313065044 
0.0000101632 0.6294941654 0.6304266848 
Number of vectors found : 12 
Time elapsed: ............ 25.96800 sec. 
Note that 	0.62996052. The code is given in Appendix B. 
Based on the intuition derived from these numerical experiments and the computations us-
ing f3 we claim that the following result is true. 
THEOREM. In the (L, L 6 ) extension inequality over IF3 the best constant is 	and is at- 
tained in case of the functions that are 0 in one point and () in the two other points. 
Remark. Notice that the constant is smaller than what is obtained by interpolating between 
the (L 2 , L 4  ) and (L', L°°) estimates: 
62-4 = 0.87807222645052969404... < 2 - - 
	
=1.4057211088362487381... 
Proof. Let 1(0) = x, 1(1) = y and f(2) = z making 311e3 [f]I1 g 
2 6(x +y2  +z2 )
3 +(x3+y3+z3)2-9(x2+y2+z2)(x4+y4+z4)+3(x6+y6+z6)=:f(x,y,z) 
and we want to find the maximum of this under the condition x 2 +y2 +z2 -1 =: g(x, y, z) = 0. 
For those of us who believe the Chinese proverb saying that a picture is worth ten thousand 




Figure 2.4: Graph of the function (X, Y) -+ f (XI  y,(1 -x - y)). 
Let us consider the case y = z = 0 and x = 1 first, note that 1(1,0,0) 1 and this is below 
the claimed maximum of of f restricted to the domain x + y + Z2 = 1. (The reader is 
requested to verify that this is equivalent to the statement of the theorem.) 
Next let us have z = 0 in which case we can define 
fi(x) = f(x,(1-x,0) = (6((x 2 +y2 )) 3 +((x3 +y3 )) 2 -9((x2 +y2 ))((x4 +y4 ))+3((x6 +y6 ))) 
and our claim is that the maximum of f, (x) is at x = (1/2) 13 and that this is the global 
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maximum of the function f. It is easy to differentiate fi  (x) and we obtain 
f(x) = 	18 (2w - 2 (i - x3/ 2) "3) (x2 + ( i - x3/2 ) 4/3) - 
/ 	 \ / 	 \ 
—9 (x 2 + (i - x3'2)4/3 ) (4x 3 - 4/ (i - x3/'2) 5/3 ) + 
+2 (3x2 - 3/(1 - x3/2)) (X 3 + ( i - x3/2) 2) - 
—9 (2x - 2V/x_(i - x3/2) 1/3) (x4 + (i - x3/2) 8/3) + 3 ( 6X5  - 6 (i - x3/2) 3) 
and the question is to find where this is zero. In [0, 1] there are six such places. First of 
all x = 0, that we have dealt with, then x = ( 1/2) 2/ 3  where f is 	and f((1/2) 2/3 ) 
81/(222/3 ) - 2721/3 = —8.50447... so it is a local maximum. The rest of the places where f 
vanishes are the one-third of certain roots of the polynomial 
1 - 737w + 13636w 2 - 118545w3 + 338469w4 - 315771x5 - 51521w6 + 69850w7 + 75625w8 
only two of them are real and hence of interest to us, namely x = 0.111663... and x = 
0.974967.. ., these however give the same value 0.964203... and this is smaller than the value 
provided by (1/2) 2/3 . 
In the remaining cases we may suppose that x, y and z are non-negative. This case unfor-
tunately involves trivial but complicated computations that are best done by computer. The 
Lagrange method may be used and we examine only one of the several critical points, the rest 
are left to the reader. 
For a local extremum to exist when x > O,y > 0 and z > 0 there is a A so that Vf = AVg 
in that point. Take for example the point ( , , ) given by the Lagrange method. To find 
out what it is we compute the derivatives and Hessian of (x, y) -4 f (x, y, (1  - 	- 
The partial derivatives that we need are 	, 4 an d 	none of them is very revealing. 
First let us look at 
32f - (2(3X2 _3V'(1 	3/2 	
3/2)) 2 
—x — 1' 
- x3/ 2 - 
(Z 
+y2 
 + (i - 3/2 - 3/2)4/3) (12X2 + lox (i - 3/2 - 3/2)2/3 - 2 (i 
	p3/2) 5 /3 ) - 
18 (2x - 2/ (i - x312 - 3/2)1/3) (4x3 - 4/ (i - 3/2 - 3/2)5/3) + 
2 (21x - 3 (i - 12 - p3/2) \ 
2 	
) (
x+v + ( i —x312 _3/2) 2 ) - 
9 (2+ 	
x 	- (i - x312 - 
(1 - x3/2 - y3/2)2/3 	 ) ( + V
4  + (i - x312 - p3/2)8/3) + 
3 (30x4 + 27x (i — 21 - y ) 
2 	3/2\ 2 - 3 (i - x3/2 - p3/2)3) + 
VrX 
6(6 (2x - 2,,/-x- 
 (1 - 12 - p3/2)1/3)2 (x
2 + y2 + 
(i - 3/2 - 3/2)4/3) + 
3(2+ 
	- x312 - 3/2)l/3) (x
2  +y2 + (i - 3/2 - Y3/2)/)) 
Vrx-  (1 - x3/2 - y3/2) 2 / 3 
We also need the second derivative with respect to y which is 
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= 2 (3y2 - 3/(1 - x3/2 - 3/2)) 2 - 
	
9(x2 +y2 + (i -x3/2 -   
	
(  	
2 (i - x3'2 - V3/2)
5 /3 
VrV- 
  1,3/2)4/3)     iy   +  1Oy(1   _3/2   -   3/2) h/ 3 
 
18 (2 - 2/ 	—x (i 	3/2 	3 —y /2)
1 / 3
) (4y3 _4/V(1_x3/2 	3/2)5/3)+ 
2 (21y 3(1 _x3/2 - p3/2) 
- 2 	
) (x+y3+ (i 	3/2 	





i - 	- Y3/2) 1/3 
- 	
(x + + (i - 
x3/2 - 3/2)8/3) + 
Vry- 
3(304+27(1_x3/2 —Y3/2) 2 3(1_x3/2_y3/2)3 
6 (6(2Y_ 2,/y (1 - I2 	
3/2)h/3)2 (x2 +y
2 + ( i 	
3/2 - 3/2) 4/3) + 
3 (2+
(1 	
x3'2- 3/2) l/ 3 
 - - y3/2)2/3 	
) (x2 + y2 + ( i - x3/2 - 
3/ 2 )4/3) 2 ) 
and finally the mixed partial is the following 
821 
- 81v'/ (i
\ 2 - x3/2 - y3/2 ) + 2 (3x2 - 3V'(1 - x 	- y) 





1 - x 3/2 - 
Y3/2) 2/3 
(x2 +y2 + ( i — s —Y
3/2) 3/2 	 4/3) + 
+36 (2x - 2/ (i - S 	-Y
3/2) 3/2 	 1/3) (2 - 2/ (i - 	- p3/2) 1/3) ( + y2 + ( i - 
3/2 - 3/2)4/3) + 
18v'/V (2 +y2 + ( i - x3/2 - p3/2) 4/ 3) 
—9 (Y - 2/ 	x 	
—Y3/2)i 
 
(i 	3/2 	 ) 4x
/3\ 7 	
- 4v' 	— x 	—y  (i 	
3/2 	3/2) 5/3) - 
— 
(1 - 3/2 - 
9 (x - 2J 	 — x 	y (i 	
3/2 	3/2) 1/3)  (4y3 - 4,J (i - x 3/2 - y3/2) 5/3)   + 
(x 4 + y4 + ( i - x312 - 
p3/2) 8/ 3 
y ++ (i -x 3/2 - 3/2)2) - 
	 (1_x3/ 2 _ y3/2) 2 /3 
We can now substitute the values x = y = 	and these expressions give that the Hessian 
matrix at that point is 
2,Y3- —/ 
—/ -2 
its two eigenvalues are -3.33 and -30-  	therefore this is a local maximum. Indeed, the value 
of f here is which is smaller than 11, our candidate for the global maximum. This can be 
seen in Figure 2.4 very clearly. 
Two other critical points are cubic roots of certain roots of the polynomial 
1-705x+41844x 2 -1367614x3 +13743072x4 -13582809x5 -406652238x6 +609825267x7 +4729175361x8 
that are about 0.558111305 and 0.1158470807. In the first case the eigenvalues of the Hessian 
are about 8.80596 and -2.918, therefore it is indefinite and we have a saddle point of I here 
with value 1.20998. 
The second is a local minimum with eigenvalues of the Hessian being 7.89283 and 6.61 135. 
The examination of the further critical points is not given here in detail. 
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Chapter 3 
The (L 2 , L 6 ) estimate for the 
extension operator: a 
spectral-theoretic approach 
3.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter we generalise the approach of the IF3 case seen in Chapter Two to the case of 
any prime p larger than three. 
The general setup is the following: for all n 1 and k ~! 1 integers, we want to compute 
the L2k  (Fn  ) norms of the operator defined for : 	- C by the formula 
=1 	)e((x i ,) +e2)d2(e) 	 (3.1) 1 
where tip is the unnormalised counting measure over the vector space IF' where is taken 
from. The right-hand side of (3.1) is just an exponential sum of course i.e. 
= E 	)exp(27ri((x_ 1 ,) +X n 2 )/P). 
Here we are only concerned with the case k = 3 and n = 2. We shall work in complete 
generality, in this context meaning that the underlying field is any prime field of characteristic 
at least five. This restriction of the character is necessary indeed, since the value of the Legendre 
symbol ( j ) will have heavy influence on some properties of ,, and this expression is of course 
meaningless for p = 3. 
Our method, as has been previously, is to multiply out the L 6 norm of the value of the 
operator e[0] and realise that it has the form _0p 6 . 	= 
where A is a symmetric matrix. The aim of this chapter is to describe and analyse this matrix 
to an extent that will later on enable us to find the best constant and the extremisers of the 
(L 6 , L 2 ) extension estimate. That is, however, the content of the next chapter, but we admit 
that this aim is only partially reached: for certain primes our method leads to polynomial 
inequalities that we have not been able to prove. 
All these results are very combinatorial in nature but we also apply linear algebra and 
spectral theory. In fact what we must understand in the following pages is the structure of 




and this is in essence combinatorics. By the end of this chapter we shall have a very appealing 
qualitative description of the solutions. In order to simplify the formulae we often write x = y 
instead of x y mod p, this will always be clear from the context. 
To conclude the introduction we remark that we believe our methods can be extended 
relatively easily to other cases, e.g. estimates of (L 2 , L 2 ')-type and also to higher dimensional 
paraboloids. We have started this work but due to the shortage of time we cannot include any 
of it in this piece of writing. 
3.2 Formulation of the problem 
After having seen the fairly simple case of IF3 we now proceed to solving the problem over larger 
fields, as we have said, this will only be achieved partially. Compared to IF3 we shall see truly 
new phenomena - in most cases in linear algebra and geometry in vector spaces over finite 
fields. 
There are also number-theoretic considerations for example the properties of the Legendre 
symbol influence the final results considerably. The smallness of IF3 really manifests itself by 
the fact that there is only one non-zero square in it as well as in F3 3 most of the vectors (89 % of 
them) have two or more coordinates which are the same while starting from 7 7 this ratio goes 
below 50 % and tends quickly to zero. These elementary facts will be important. Furthermore, 
in IF3 polynomials cannot have terms like XiXjXkXi  with pairwise different variables. 
We shall rely on results from number theory concerning the number of solutions of quadratic 
equations, here we only give a brief summary of facts we need in the present chapter and the 
interested reader is referred to standard text. 
DEFINITION. We call an integer k a quadratic residue mod p if the congruence x 2 k mod p 
can be solved. If it cannot be solved and k 0 then k is a quadratic non-residue mod p. 
The proof of the following claim is an elementary exercise but helpful as an introduction to our 
main topic. 
LEMMA. There are exactly (p— 1)/2 quadratic residues mod p.If x 2 k mod p can be solved 
then it has two solutions. 
DEFINITION. The Legendre symbol is defined for any prime p and integer k relatively prime 
top to be 1 ilk is a quadratic residue mod p, and —1 if it is a non-residue. Fork = 0 it is zero. 
The notation for the Legendre symbol is ( 
This section deals with everything we need to know about the number of solutions of 
quadratic forms in vector spaces over finite fields. It is essentially verbatim copy of pp.  280-283 
of [25]. Fields in this section have characteristic larger than three and are not necessarily prime 
fields. 
THEOREM. Every quadratic form Q E IFq [xi,. . . , x,] is equivalent to a diagonal quadratic form Fn 
j1 aç1 
PROOF. Induction on the number of variables. Omitted. 
There is of course a matrix representation of the quadratic form Q, we shall call Q non-
degenerate if this matrix has rank n that of course means that none of the a2 's is zero. The 
determinant of the matrix is the determinant of the quadratic form by definition. Equivalent 
quadratic forms have related determinants since the equivalence is created by a non-singular 
matrix C between the matrices A and B of the quadratic forms: B = CT AC and this implies 
that det(one) = det (other) det(C) 2 . 
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DEFINITION. For any finite field lFq the function v is defined to be —1 for non-zero elements 
and q - 1 for zero. 
LEMMA. For any finite field Fq we have 
v(t)=O 
tE]F q 
and for any b e lFq it is 
: 	 k 
v(ti) 




_1 v (b) qm_l ifk=m 
Proof. The first identity does not require a proof. For 1 k <m we have 
v(t1) . . . V(tk) 	 v(t1). .. v(t,) 	 1 = 
tif"+tmb 	 tl ..... tk 	 tk+1+"+tm=bt1tk 
= qm_k_l 	v(ti). .. V(tk) 
= qm_k_l ft E v(t) = 0. 
ti......tk 	 i1 tiEFq 
If k = m we use induction on in. For m = 1 this being trivial let us suppose that it holds for 
m ~! 1 and we shall prove it for m + 1. To see this consider 
V(ti) . . . V(t m+i) = 	 V(ti) . . . V(tm)(V(tm+i) + 1) 
ti+"+tm+ib 	 ti+"+tm+1b 
= 	 v(ti) . . . v(tm)(v(b - ti - 	 - tm) + 1) = q 	v(ti) ... V(tm) 
ti.....tm EFg 	 ti++tmb 
by hypothesis. 
NOTATION. We shall denote by N q (Q(xi,. . . , x) = b) the number of solutions of the quadratic 
Q = b in 1F. For most of our applications q = p and it is obvious what n is so we do not 
indicate dependence on it. 
DEFINITION. (Quadratic character) Let p be an odd prime and q = p. The real-valued func-
tion i on IF'q \ {0} is defined to be 1 if c is a square and —1 otherwise. This is a multiplicative 
character of lFq and with some work it can be shown to be unique and for a = 1 it must therefore 
be the Legendre symbol. Cf. pp  189-191 of [25] esp. Th. 5.6 and Th. 5.8. 
We shall not need results for JF' for n 3 only the following result for n = 2. We remark 
that for general it one uses this lemma and induction in the proof. 
LEMMA. For  E IF, and al,a2 E IFq not zero we have 
Nq (aix + a2x = b) = q + v(b)77 (—aia2) 
where ij is the quadratic character of lFq . 
Proof. By definition Nq (ai x 2 = ci ) = 1 + 77(ci/ai) therefore Nq(aix 2 + a2x = b) equals 
Nq (aix = ci) Nq (a2x = c2) = 	 (1 + 71(c i /a i )) (1 + 7(c2/a2)) = 
cj+ =b 
l, c2 E F, 	 e j , c2 E IFq 
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=q±ij(ai) E 1)(ci)+1)(a2) :i: 77(c2)+?](ala2) 
CiEFq 	 c2EF1 	 el +c2 = b 
'z E IFq 
= q + 77(aia2) > r(bc - c2 ) 
CEFq 
by a well-known result about Gauss sums the last sum here is v(b)77(-1) and we are done. 
The starting point of our work was the following pair of questions. 
QUESTION A. What exactly is ll1,[f]ll in terms of the L 8 norms off for various f. In the 
previous chapter we have seen the case of 73 for k = 3. Based on that and the L4 -result we 
should have something of the form collfIl + c1 f ll lIfll +... in mind. 
QUESTION B. Suppose we know an (L 2 , L 21 ) estimate for S,,, what is the best constant, and 
what are the extremisers? This constant may depend on the characteristic of IF. 
The latter question is especially interesting on the 'sharp line' i.e. for an (I)', L)  estimate with 
= !1 •  If q = 2k, as it is the case in this work, then we get that 
2k(n-1) 	 n 
or 
= 2k(n - 1) - n p 	2k(n - 1) 
and hence for n = 2 we will have p =k k  1  See Figure 2 of Chapter Two. 
The main results we shall arrive at are the following answers to the above questions: 
• II [f]ll cannot be expressed as a polynomial of the L 8 norms because of its combinatorial 
properties i.e. it is not a symmetric polynomial in the variables x3 := f(j), j E F7,, 
however one can give an exact formula based on the geometric properties of the solutions 
of the corresponding system of quadratic equations; (directly we shall only see this for 
k = 3 but that is more than enough) 
• If p = 2 mod 3 the sharp constant in the (L 2 , L6 ) inequality is 
e6/p2 +p —  1 
p2 
and the inequality is maximised by the constant functions, that are the closest equivalents 
to Gaussians in this setting. (Cf. [21]) 
• For primes p 1 mod 3 we cannot prove this, but we are convinced that the constant is 
the same. 
In the next section we introduce the main object of interest in this chapter. We shall express 
I I[f ] 11 6 6 using a linear operator, later we shall describe this operator using spectral decomposi-
tion and based on this decomposition we can find the best constant and the extremisers in the 
following chapter. 
3.3 Definition of the operator A 
Let us begin the analysis of the problem by multiplying out the L 6 norm, that is 
lleP[1ll6(F) = f 
	d,t;(x) 
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where f is the normalised counting measure on IF. From now on we shall be writing sums 
instead of integrals, whereby the above equals 
3 	3 
i: HtjH)x E=Et 
t1 ,...,s3EFj=1 	 { E = E4 } 	
(3.2) 
the multiplication by is necessary for normalisation purposes', however, since we want an 
exact formula it has very little meaningful part for quite some time. 
We can see that (3.2) defines an operator denoted by A on functions f 7 - C by 
A[f](t 1 ,t2,t3) 	 f( 8 1 s2s3)x{ E s t =Et }(SlS283) 	 (3.3) 
81,32,s3E]F 
and that where the normalising factor has been hidden in the (.,.) notation. As in the IF3 
case we resort to the following procedure to establish a one-by-one correspondence between the 
functions f : IF - C and vectors of C 
Let f : IF3 - C be given and choose an arbitrary ordering  of the elements of F P  - we could 
choose any but we naturally use 0, 1,2,. . . , p3 - 1. By writing the numbers from 0 to p3 - 1 in 
base p form we can define a correspondence between the function f and a vector in 1F 
[1(0 ), f(1),. . . f(p3 - 1)] 
and hence 0 0 0 0 0 is 
[(0)3 , (0)2(), (0)2(2) 	 - 1), 1(0)(1)(0), (0)(1)2,  (0)4(1)(2) ..... 4'(p - i)] 
which might look chaotic but there is a very useful way of thinking of it and in fact this is the 
first crucial step toward the solution of the problem. Note that the kth entry of the vector is 
O(a)O(b)O(c) where k = p 2 a + pb + c which is of course unique as a representation. 
*** 
The dominant theme of these discussions may now be seen clearly from (3.3) namely that we 
must understand the structure of the solutions of the system of equations 
81+82+83 = t1+t2+t3 
S + s2 + S3 = t + t2 + t3 1 	 (3.4) 
in IF and knowing this everything else is on the level of technical details. 
The operator A has several remarkable properties, first of all of course that it is a matrix. 
Now let us see some more pictures of A. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 been made using Maple 10. As usual the black squares indicate a 1 entry 
and the rest of the entries are 0. In Appendix B I shall describe how to draw these pictures. 
The matrices in this work are indexed from zero in accordance with the standards of most 
modern programming,  languages, but this practice here is justified anyway as for example the 
0th column contains the solutions of (3.4) with [0,0,0] on the right-hand side. The precise 
definition of the matrix is the following. 
Write each number k between 0 and p3 - 1 in base p that is of course unique and gives 
k =p2a+pb+c that is avector [a,b,c] with a,b,c,E {O,l,...,p— 11. Let 
sum[k] :=a+b+c mod  and sq[k] :=a2 +b2 +c2 mod  
and the entry a [i] [j] of A is defined as 
a[iI [•} 	
{ 
1 if sum[i] sum[j] mod p and sq[i] eq[j] mod p 
0 otherwise 
1 To see this do all the steps of the multiplication. 
2 Not in the sense of the algebraic theory of fields but in the sense of fixing a list containing all elements 
exactly once. 
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Figure 3.1: The matrix A over the field IF 5 . 
Figure 3.2: The matrix A over the field of seven elements. 
The matrix is symmetric and non-negative as can be seen also from (3.3) or by the con-
sideration that we count something here: the number of solutions of (3.4), and how we have 
arranged these solutions. In fact, there is quite a lot more symmetry involved in this problem 
than it is suggested by these simple observations. 
Remark. I cannot emphasise strongly enough how important it has been to use various 
software in course of this work. To illustrate this point I mention that without knowledge of 
the special form of the matrix A one would not think of computing the square of it, but exactly 
computing A 2 made me aware of its special structure. (I have noticed that the number of 
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non-zero entries does not grow - needless to say that this is the decisive step.) 
3.4 The spectral decomposition 
Usually it is an entirely hopeless to compute exactly the eigenvalues of a matrix of dimension 
larger than say five, even if we otherwise seem to know a lot about it. If however one prevails 
then the amount of information that becomes available is almost limitless. What we need to 
compute is the inner product (x, Ax) for x = q5 ® 0 0 0 and the theory of self-adjoint matrices 
tells us the following. 
Decompose the space CP 	L2 (lF) as the direct sum of the eigenspaces of A; if the eigen- 
values are .A 1 ,.. . , .Xe, the space belonging to A j is H3 and the projection to H3 is Proj H  then 
for any x one has 
A[x] =AProj[x]. 	 (3.5) 
Notice furthermore that any x can be written in the form 	(x, e) e3 where e3 is the 
adequate basis of the space hence 
A[x] 
=








The answer to Question A is (3.6) expressed as a polynomial of various L8 norms of 0 implicitly 
meaning that (3.6) is a symmetric polynomial in the variables x 3 := (j), j E F',. As it has 
been alluded to, this is not the case. 
But why did we believe then that this is possible at all? The reason is simple, in case of 
k = 2 that is q ® 0 it can be done as we have seen at the beginning of the previous chapter. 
In the remaining part of this chapter we shall be concentrating on the system of equations 




where we have changed the notation in order to avoid writing indices. There are two types 
of solutions, the first of which we shall now describe, but first we must state exactly what we 
mean by a solution of (3.7). 
DEFINITION. The six-tuple (x, y, z, a, b, c) E 	is called a solution if it satisfies (3.7) with the 
elements taken in exactly this order, i.e. solutions are elements of the vector space lF. 
When we observe these equations it should become clear in a second that they have many 
solutions. Let us think in terms of the matrix A: the diagonal of course is filled with 1 entries 
since x = a, y = b and z = c is always a solution. The labeling is entirely arbitrary so x = b, 
y = a and z = c is a solution as well; another way of saying this is that for a, b and c fixed, for 
any element x of 83, the symmetric group on three elements, from a solution [x, y, ZI we can 
get a new solution [ir(x),ir(y),ir(z)]. 
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There is another transformation that generates further solutions from a known one, namely 
for any t E IF 
(tx) 2 + (ty)2 + (tz)2 = (ta) 2 + (tb)2 + (tc)2 
tx+ty+tz = ta+tb+tc 
let us denote this by St.  This transformation is of a very different kind, it moves elements from 
one column to another. 
There are some other transformations or symmetries that one might use here. To mention 
one of them define for t E IF and [x, y, z] E 
T : [x, y, z] - [x + t mod p, y + t mod p, z + t mod p]. 
For a solution [x, y, z], [a, b, c] of course we obtain a different solution if we apply T to both of 
these vectors. For example consider T1 on IF5 acting on [0, 0, 1], [1,0,0] then we shall have the 
following points 
[1,1,2], 	[2,1,1] (32,56) 
[2,2,3], [3,2,2] (63,87) 
[3,3,4], [4,3,3] (94,118) 
[4,4,0], [0,4,4] (120,24) 
and with the exception of the last these are on the line y = x + 24 in the obvious coordinate 
system induced by the matrix A. This symmetry accounts for the fact that many solutions are 
on lines parallel with the diagonal. We shall not make use of this in the sequel. 
3.5 The Number of Solutions 
In this section we shall describe the matrix A in so far as necessary to find the best constant 
in the inequality 
	
IIp[fII6 	CIfII. 
The number of solutions of 
I x 2 +y2 +z2 =a2 +b2 +c2 
x+y+z=a+b+c 	
(3.8) 
is found using the number-theoretic results stated earlier in this chapter. Let a2 + b2 + c2 = B 
and a + b + c = A be fixed; first we want to know 
N(x 2 +y2 +(A—x—y) 2 =B) 
to do so we complete the squares and obtain 
y — 1 A + 
1 
 X) 2 + 3 
 (x — 1 A) 
 2 + 
1 A 2 _ 1B=O modp 
make the obvious change of variables and use the lemma cited in the introduction. 
N(3x+ = B— A2) =P+v(B_A2) 
(_3) 
where 
(2 	6 ) = ~ 	
3B=A2 
—1 if not 
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So we need to solve 3B = A 2 in 1F,. 
3a2 +3b2 +3c2 —(a+b+c)2 O mod 
 1  )2 
	
2 (_ b - 	+ 	- a) 2 0 mod p 
After a change of variables this becomes 3X 2 + 4y 2  0 mod p and our lemma from number 
theory tells us that 
N(3X 2 + 4Y 2 = 0) = p + v(0) p + (p -  1) 
(-3) 
\p) 
EXAMPLE. To check our answer let p = 5 when (-3/5) = (2/5) = —1 and so N5(3X 2 +4Y 2 = 0) 
has one solution and N5 (3B = A 2 ) has five. Therefore in five columns of A we have a single 1 
entry (the diagonal) and in the rest of the columns there are p - (- 3/p) = 6. This completely 
agrees with our previous findings. 
EXAMPLE. If p = 7 then (-3/p) = (4/p) = (2/p) 2 = 1 and so N7 (3X 2 + 4Y 2 ) = 13 and 
N7(3B = A 2 ) = 91. So in these cases we have 13 entries in the columns while we have 6 
otherwise. 
The following lemma describing the matrix A is the main result of Chapter Three. 
LEMMA. (Structural description of A.) The following are true: 
The matrix A has two types of columns, the one contains )tp := p 
- () 
1-entries the 
other p 	p + (p - 1) 
(f). 
The first kind will be called main the second exceptional. 
Two different columns of A are orthogonal. And a column with n 1-entries is repeated n 
times. The following equality holds 
p3 = #{main}Ap + #{exceptional}j 2 . 	 (3.9) 
The spectrum of A is {0, j,, A} and its columns are the eigenvectors belonging to non-zero 
eigenvalues. If a column contains /t or ) 1-entries then the corresponding eigenvaiue is 
pp or ), respectively. The eigenvalue , is called exceptional and A main, following the 
convention of (1) introduced for eigenvectors. 
The number of exceptional eigenvaiues j, is p, the number of main eigenvaiues ) is 
p(p— 1). 
We have the following qualitative/combinatorial description of the two types of columns: 
The exceptional eigenvectors correspond to elements of F: for t E TF there is a 1 
entry at [t,t,t], and if p 	2 mod 3 then this is the only entry. lip = 1 mod 3 
then the vector contains further one entries at coordinates of the form [x, y, z] with 
x, y, z pairwise different. Given [x, y, z] one exceptional eigenvector, the rest may be 
obtained using the transformation [x,y,z] - [x+s,y+s,z+s] mod pfor ails E 1F. 
The main eigenvectors are one of two types. One contains two entries of the form 
[x, x, y] with x 0 y, and entries of the form [a, b, c] with a, b, c pairwise different. 
The other only contains [a, b, c]-type of entries. Exactly half of the vectors are of 
each kind. (We only need this for p 1 mod 3.) 
Remark. Later on it will be better to think of solutions of (3.8) as an equivalence relation on 
1F. Formally it is introduced as {x, y, zI e IF is in relation with [a, b, c] 1F if and only if the 
above system of equations can be solved. Clearly, this is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
In this chapter we prefer to use the eigenvector description (eigenvectors are the orbits of ) 
because we are talking about the matrix A. In the following proof we sometimes use the word 
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orbit for equivalence classes. 
Proof. We have proven (1) in earlier parts of this section, because given the nth column of 
the matrix A, the number of 1 entries of it is exactly the number of solutions of the system of 
equations (3.8) with a right-hand side specified by the base p form of n. 
Now we turn to the proof of (2). Let the kth column of A be fixed with k = ap2 + bp + c and 
let [x, y, z] C IF be a solution of (3.8) with k1 xp 2 +yp+z, this means that the (k1, k) entry of 
A is 1. Suppose that in row k' of A we also have a 1 in the k 1 th row, and let k' = a'p2 +b'p+c'. 
Now take another row of A where in the kth column there is a 1, if any such exists, and let 
k2 = x2p2 + Y2P  + z2 , so (X2, Y2, z 2 ) and (a, b, c) solve (3.8). What we need to show is that in 
the k'th column there is a 1 in the k2nd row, i.e. 
x2+y2+z2 = a'+b'+c' 
X 2  + y + z = a'2 + b
/2  + 
this however follows from 
x+y+z=a+b+c=x2+y2+z2 
x 2 +y2 +z2 =a2 +b2 +c =x+y+z 
and 
= a+b+e 
= a2 +b2 +c2 . 
Notice that all this is saying is that 'being a solution of (3.8)' defines an equivalence relation on 
the vector space IF. It also follows from the argument above that a column with n 1-entries is 
repeated n times if we add the obvious fact that A is symmetric. Indeed, if the element indexed 
by (k 1 , k) in A is 1 then the k 1 st row has the same number of 1 entries as the kth column and 
we apply the above reasoning (n - 1) times. 
The equation (3.9) states the fact once again that there are only two possibilities for the 
number of 1 entries in a column of A i.e. for the number of solutions of (3.8). 
To see that the spectrum of A contains 0 consider that there are many columns which are 
the same. Now let w be either of A or /1p  then w is an eigenvalue of A with an eigenvector 
given by a column v of A that has w 1 entries. Indeed, when we compute Av then every row of 
A that does not have a 1 entry where v does is orthogonal to v so the corresponding element of 
Av is 0, while those that have a 1 entry at a place where v has, are identical to v so the element 
in Av is w, therefore Av = wv as stated. The proof of (2) is complete. 
As a first step of the proof of (3) let us first verify that P1p + p(p - i)A = p3 . It is easier 
to do the cases () = 1 and —1 separately. If u p = 1 and ? = p + 1 then we need to have 
P + (p - l)p(l + p) = p3 , for ji. = 2p - 1 and ) = p - 1 the corresponding expression is 
(2p— l)p+p(p - l)(p — 1) =p3 ; both are true. 
Next we shall demonstrate that solutions of the form [t, t, t] are always special. We need to 
solve 
f x+y+z=3t 
) x 2 +y2 +z2 =3t2 
the case F3 is not included. Substitute the first into the second 
x 2 +y2 +(3t—x—y) 2 =3t2 
multiply out, complete the square and you will have 
(x2 + - t) 2 + (y - t) 2 = 0 
the number of solutions of this in 1F is the number of elements in the orbit of [t, t, t] and this 
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is, independently of the value of t, 
N(4X 2 +3Y 2 =0) = N(X 2 +3Y 2 =0) =p+(p— 1) 
p) 
Since there are p such vectors, all of them different, hence they are in different orbits, and so the 
lower bound of the number of special eigenvectors is at least p. As every eigenvector is either 
main or exceptional and we know their total number giving an upper bound of the exceptional 
eigenvalues is enough to establish the truth of our claim. As a byproduct we shall obtain a 
complete description of the structure of the exceptional eigenvectors. 
We prove next that [x, x, y] cannot be in the orbit of [t, t, t. For simplicity we only do this 
for t = 0 for other values of t the computation is essentially the same. Let us try to solve 
2x+y = 0 
2x2 +y2 = 0 
in IF2  with x and y non-zero. We have y = —2x and y 2 = 4x2 therefore 6x 2 = 0 and x = 0, a 
contradiction, Therefore [x, x, y]-type vectors are always in main orbits. (By the way, we have 
proved that if there is any non-trivial element in an exceptional eigenvector then it has pairwise 
different coordinates.) 
The vectors [x, y, z] and [x', y', z] cannot be in the same exceptional orbit: This is our old 
friend 
x+y = 
x 2 +y2 
meaning that y = x' and x = y'. 
One exceptional orbit determines all the others: Suppose that [t, t, t] and [x, y, z] with x, y, 
z pairwise different, are in the same orbit, then for any s E IFr, we have that 
[t+s,t+s,t+s] and [x+s,y+s,z+s] 
a trivial claim since 3(t + s) = x + y + z + 3s and for 
3(t + s)3 = (x + )2  + (y + s)2 + (z + 
one only needs to multiply out and arrange the terms 
3t2 + 6ts + 3s2 = x 2 +Y +Z +2s (x + y + z) +3s2 . 
---- - 
30 	 3t 
We have computed that there are p solutions with p, entries, the rest must hence be with ) 
entries and that means that their number is p(p — 1). This finishes the proof of (3). 
To prove (4) we summarise what we have learnt about the exceptional orbits while proving 
(3). The structure of the exceptional eigenvectors is substantially different in the cases jLp = 
— 1 and pr, = 1.3 
For ji7, = 2p — 1 the exceptional orbits contain only vectors of the form [x, y, z] with 
pairwise different coordinates. This is made possible by the fact that 3 divides p — 1 since 
with any [x, y, zJ in the orbit we also have six other of the form {ir(x), 7r(y), ir(z)] with 
ir E S3. So the p — 1 elements are divided up into a collection of triples, (p - 1)/3 of 
them there are, each contributing 6 new elements to the orbit. Finally there is the [t, t, t] 
element giving in total 6 2  + 1 = 2p — 1 as we need to have. 
3As we know for p = 5 the exceptional eigenvectors contain only the trivial element, while in the other case 
they are really large, see the example given above with p = 7. Notice that the exceptional orbit containing 
[0,0,0] also contains [1, 2,4) and [3,5,6] together with their images under the action of S3, and that is the 
complete description of the vector, we have all 13 non-zero entries. 
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• If pp = 1 then 
f x+y+z=3t 
1 x2+y2+z2=3t2 
cannot be solved except trivially i.e. t = x = y = z. The reader has already seen the 
proof of this in the first paragraphs of this section. 
This gives the description of the exceptional orbits to the extent necessary for our purposes. 
Let us now turn to the main orbits. 
We know that elements of the type [x, x, y] cannot be in exceptional orbits. We shall examine 
the solutions of the system of equations 
I x+y+z=a+2b 
) x2+y2+z2=a2+2b2 
by substituting a = 2b - x - y - z we obtain 
6(b+4(x+y+z))2+2(xy+xz+yz)+567(x+y+z)2 =o 
therefore we need to find the quadratic character of 
189 (x+y+z)2 
4 xy+xz+yz 
which determines whether there are two solutions b or no solution at all. In practice this 
qualitative answer suffices. An elementary computation shows that 
(A) =(\) 
\ (xy+xz+yz
P 	a\.. 	p 
Conclusion: for x, y, z E 1F there is a and b so that [x, y, ZI and [a, b, b] are in the same main 
orbit if and only if xy + xz + yz and 7 have the same quadratic character mod p. 
There are at most two [a, b, b] -type elements in a main orbit: The proof is again an elemen-
tary computation. Suppose a =A c and b d and that 	 - 
I a+2b=c+2d 
1 a2+2b2=c2+2d2. 
If we substitute c = a + 2b - 2d and multiply out then we get 
0 = 2b2 + 6d2 + 4ab - 4ad - 8bd + 2d2 
that is 2a (d - b) = (d - b)(2d - b + d) and since d b we obtain 
2a+b 	4b—a 
d= 	and c= - 
Having established a rule connecting two such solutions we cannot have more than two. 
Since every element of JF3  must go into one of the orbits we have the following description 
of the main orbits. Remember that the vectors of type [t, t, t] have been used already. There 
are p(p - 1) main orbits and exactly that many vector of type [a, b, b], these are in the main 
orbits, so in exactly half of the main orbits there are two [a, b, b]-type vectors (because these 
go in pairs) and the rest of the vectors are [x, y, Z)-types with x, y, z pairwise different. In the 
rest of the main orbits there are elements of type [x, y, z] only. 
This finishes the proof (4) and the lemma. 
Unfortunately, the description of the main orbits is not in itself enough to find the best 
constant and the extrernisers in the (L 2 , L 6 ) estimates. As we shall see in the p p = 1 case we 
can reduce the problem to the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality knowing what the exceptional orbits 
are. However, if tip = 2p - 1 then such a reduction is not possible, or we have not been able 
to find the way to do it. It does seem very likely, though, that more efficient estimates are 
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needed, but let us not get ahead of ourselves. The aim of the present chapter is reached with 
this lemma, we only make a few comments to finish with. 
In order to have a better oversight of these results we repeat them in form of corollaries 
with the cases () = ±1 separated. After that we shall give a few examples. 
COROLLARY A. Suppose that () = 1 then the main eigenvalues A = p - 1 and the number 
of different kinds among the eigenvectors is p(p - 1); the exceptional eigenvalues are jLp = 2p —1 
and there p different kinds of exceptional eigenvectors. 
COROLLARY B. If () = —1 then we have p(p - 1) different kinds of the main eigenvectors 
and p of the exceptionals; the exceptional eigenvalue ii,, = 1 in this case and the main is p + 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let us compute some of these numbers. 
p 
() 
AP pp #{main} 
5 -1 6 1 20 
7 1 6 13 42 
11 -1 12 1 110 
13 1 12 25 156 
17 -1 18 1 272 
19 1 18 37 342 
23 -1 24 1 506 
29 -1 30 1 812 
31 1 30 61 930 
37 1 36 73 1332 
As usual I have used Mathematica to compute these with the following commands. 
\ [Lambda] [p_] : = If [PrimeQ [p] == True, p - JacobiSymbol [-3, p]1 
\ [Mu] [p] = If [PrimeQ [p] == True, p + (p - 1) *JacobiSymbol [-3, p 11 
Nr[pJ := If[ PrimeQ[p] == True, p*(p - 01 
For[p = 5, P < 40, 
If[PrimeQ[p] == True, 
Print [{p, JacobiSymbol[-3, p], \[Lambda] [p], \[Mu] [p], Nr[p]}]]; p++] 
As we are using the quantity () very often we compute this applying the Law of Quadratic 
Reciprocity 
() = (-1)(-1) 	
() 
which is in fact (_3) f —1 	ifp2 mod3 
1 ifp1 mod 3. 
For the first case examples are p = 5 or p = 11, and for the second p = 7 this is in accordance 
with our previous results. 
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Chapter 4 
The (L 2 , L 6 ) estimate for the 
extension operator: the exact 
constant and the extremiser for 
p=2 mod 3. 
4.1 Introduction 
In this section our aim is to find the extremisers and the best constant in the (L 2 , L6 ) estimate 
over certain fields. This is based on the results of the previous chapter concerning the spectral 
decomposition of a closely related self-adjoint matrix denoted there by A. It might be disturbing 
and unsatisfactory that we restrict the scope of this work to primes p 2 mod 3 in this chapter. 
This is not because we have not tried but because there is a significant technical difficulty with 
primes p 1 mod 3 unrelated to the harmonic analysis we are interested in. The problem will 
be reduced to proving an inequality about functions of several variables - a difficult question 
in its own right. 
Using the definitions of the previous chapter we want to find the best constant C in the 
inequality 
IIEP[cf1II6(F) = 	 c6 1101162 
as well as those functions 4 so that this holds with equality. The result of this section is the 
following. 
THEOREM. If p 2 mod 3 then in the above extension inequality the best value of the constant 
is 
 e2 ±p_1 
and the inequality holds with equality for the constant functions only. 
We shall also indicate the partial progress we have made in the p 1 mod 3 case. 
4.2 Initial considerations 
Exactly as in the case of 1F3 we can compute the following quantity based on what we know 
about the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
£ 2 
= i: I(w,®(g )I2 
j=1 	 wEW 
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where W is the set of unnormalised eigenvectors i.e. the different columns of A. 
Let ), denote the eigenvalue belonging to w of W, then IIwII = ), and we denote by 7 
the vector A W r  w and by W their collection. Furthermore W = Wx ,, U W,,, where 
WA9 = { w e W : A P = A} 
the sets W, W and W are defined analogously. 
Observe that W is an orthogonal system of vectors in CN  where N = p3 . The generalised 
Bessel Inequality implies that for any v E CN we have 
I ( ii;,  V) 12 < llvll. 
ii?EW 
Hence we know that for any v it is true that 
i2 
	
A 4wv) 	iivii 
wE W 
and we only need to modify v a little bit to obtain an upper estimate of the quantity we are 
interested in. The details are as follows. 
Writing the vector v E CN in the form 
[VO,V1, ... ,Vk,... 
observe that for each k there is exactly one w in W that is non-zero at vk. Define the vector 
V ' e CN  by v 	A,,vk where w is the vector that has a non-zero entry in the kth co-ordinate. 
The generalised Bessel Inequality for v' gives 
I (ü5, v') 12 	11 V , II 22 
5EW 
the left-hand side is obviously 
E l(wv)i. 
WE W 
The right-hand side is a little more complicated now but we can state the trivial 
AkIvkl 2 <max{ ApJLP}> 1vk 12 
with Ak meaning the A w of the w that controls the kth co-ordinate ('Dirac delta vector'). We 
know that in the one case this constant is pp = - 1 and in the other it is A9 = p + 1. The 
question is whether this is the best we can say. 
If we forget about the special form of v = 0 0 0 ® 0 then this is indeed the best we can say. 
To see this for example in case of the exceptional eigenvalue p p being 2p - 1, we compute liv' ii 
for the vector that is 0 everywhere except in the 0th co-ordinate. We have 
IIv'II = 	E ApIvkI + 	/9IkI = 
=A9IIvII+p 	i 	IvkI2. 
k:AkEW, 9 




On the other hand we have seen that C j1 
	
~ , therefore in case of 	—1 the best constant 
is 	But using the Bessel Inequality at such an early stage, apart from being inefficient, 
ruins our chances of using that v is a tensor product. 
Surprisingly however it works perfectly in the p p = 1 case because the eigenvalues are 
different by a large order, and the exceptional orbits are small. This is the content of the next 
section. To conclude this section let us compute the value of IIe[1l]1I for both values of . By 
11 we denote the constant function c(j) = 1 for all j E IF. The answer is the number of one 
entries in A, known to be 
#{ exceptional }i+ #{ main }.\ 
• Ifi=2p-1 then this isp(2p-1) 2 +p(p-1)(p-1) 2 =p2 (p2 +p-1)therefore 
e[] II = p2 (p2  + p—i) 11 ® ® 	= p2 + p — i p3 	 p 	1101162* 
• If a1, = 1 then Ije[ll]Ig = 	p + (p + 1)2p(p 	p2 (p2 + p — i) and so the rest of the 
computation is the same as above. 
4.3 The best constant for p 2 mod 3 
In this section we shall prove that if p p = 1 then the best constant in the inequality 
II[IlI6 
is not ./X but the slightly smaller J2_1.  It is best to present this line of thought by 
invoking the following equivalence relation on elements of ]F 
[x 1 ,x2 ,x3 ] 	[yi,y,y] 
if and only if [Xi, X2, x3, yi, Y2, y3] is a solution of the system of equations 
xi+x2+x3yi+y2+y3 modp 
mod  
Of course this is an equivalence relation; the equivalence classes are denoted by L. This has 
already been mentioned before the proof of the main lemma in Chapter Three. We may write 
that (Y = [X1,X2,X31) 
I 	 1 2 
{} 
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality this is not larger than 
Ii 	II. 
{i} EEA 
The collection of equivalence classes belonging to the main eigenvalue ) is denoted by WI and 
the same for the exceptionals by E. Using this notation the above is 
LEEL 
I 
ETIUe 9EA 	 AE IE EL 
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We need to estimate this from above by CI ®®II and for C the constant function 
suggests that 
,. 2 v' 
C2 -  p  - 
It is known that the numerator is p 2 (p2 + p - 1) while the denominator is p3 hence our goal is 
to prove that 
C2 - 
P + p - 1 
P 
We can achieve this in the following way. 
Rearrange the inequality 
(p+l) 12 
P 
the following way. Notice first that 
AE9XU(E YEA 
because we sum over the entire vector space. Therefore, by collecting the L 2 norms of the 
tensor product on the left-hand side, the inequality we need to prove is this: 
	
P2+P_1] 	 1®®)I2 
The coefficient on the left-hand side is 
(P +l)_P l =P+ l ) =  




We are in the position now to use the specific information about the exceptional solution in the 
(-3/p) = —1 case, i.e. that every A contains only the element on the diagonal of A meaning 
that 
= > 
AE IE 	 tEF9 





This is what we needed to prove, additionally equality holds only in case of Xt = 1 for all t E 1F1 
The reader will recall that we are not using the proper normalisation here because we 
dropped a 1 earlier on, we now state the main result of this section with that in place again: 
the best constant in the inequality II E  [] ~ C 1 	is 	1 and equality is attained only 
for 0 = R. 
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4.4 Remarks on the p 1 mod 3 case 
If we try to apply the above line of argument then we fail to prove anything in case p p  = - 1 
and A, = p - 1 because the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality we use is prohibitively inefficient this 
time. Nevertheless we conjecture that in this case as well we have as the best constant 
and the constant functions are the extremisers. 
Based on the main lemma of Chapter Three we can see that (if 0 is the extremiser then it 
can be taken to be positive because of no cancellation in the operator) 
/ 	 \2 	/ 	 \2 
>i: (>2 ®4~I®)) + > 
LE 	EL 	 EOJ1 YEA 
has the form 
/ 	 \2 
> (t 3 +6 	>2 O (a)O (b)O(c)) + 
tEF 	\ [a,b,c].-.[t,t,t] 	 J 
/ 
+ >2 (6 	>2 O(x)O(y)O(z) + 3(a)2(b) ) + 
a, 	\bEF 	[x,y,z]'[a,a,b] 
2 
	
+36 	 >2 
y-1o, b] 
for all (o, b) € iF \ { diagorn1 } 
and if we now apply the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality anywhere in this formula we will obtain 
trivial results only. (Almost, as we shall see.) 
All we can prove is the following result for p = 7. 
LEMMA. The inequality Il87[]II ~ C2 holds with C = /72_1 = 	for functions with 
range {O, 11; it holds with equality for the constant 1 function only. 
Proof. We can be completely explicit when expressing II7[]lI. The exceptional orbits con- 6 
tribute (using the F = q ® 	notation) 
/ 
F(Y)) = 
AE4E \YEA  
= >2 ((t) 3 + 60(t + 1)(t + 2)(t + 4) + 60(t + 3)(t + 5)(t + 6)) 2 
tEl?7 
and we estimate the main orbits using the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality 
/ 	 \2 
(>2 F()) 	>i: k>2 F(ã ) 2 = 




AE9A YEA 	 E 	 EEA 
and there is a lot of cancellation but only because p - 1 = 6, this line of argument does not 
work for other primes for this very reason. 
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By the above the quantity we need to estimate from above 
(F())2+ 
	(YEA) 1E 	 AE!J1 
is not larger than 
((t) + 6(t + 1)(t + 2)(t + 4) + 6(t + 3)0(t + 5)(t + 6)) 2 + 
tEF7 
+6 (110116 - 	(( t) 6 + 6(t + 1) 2 (t + 2) 2 (t +4) 2  + 6(t + 3) 2 (t + 5) 2 (t +6) 2 ) 
tEF7 
If we multiply this out and cancel the terms 
36 	(t + 1) 2 (t + 2) 2 (t +4) 2  and 36 E 0(t + 3) 2 (t + 5) 2 (t +6) 2  
tEF7 	 tEF7 
then we have 
	
6IIII — 5IIII + 12 	(t) 3 ((t + 1)(t + 2)(t + 4) + (t + 3)(t + 5)(t + 6)) + 
tEF7 
+72 	(t + 1) 2 (t + 2) 2 (t + 4) 2 (t + 3) 2 (t + 5) 2 (t +6) 2 . 
tEIF7 
The question is if this is smaller than 
72 +7_i  
7 	IIII2 
Collecting the 11011 6  terms on the right-hand side we need to prove that for 0 : F 7  —* {O, i} it 
is true that 
-5 110116 +12 > 	(t) 3 ((t + 1)(t + 2)(t + 4) + (t + 3)0(t + 5)(t + 6)) + 
tEF7 
+72 	ft(t+i) 	IIII. 
te]F7 j=1 
There are seven different types of q5 : F 7 —> {O, 11 that need to be examined. 
If q5 = X{o} or any other point then we have 
17 
_5.1+12.0+72.0< 
which is true. If 0 = X{1,2} or any other set of two elements then 
—51+12•0+72•0< 
which is also true. For sets of three elements it is again only 11 I that contributes non-zero 
terms so the inequality holds for these as well. If we have the characteristic function four 
consecutive elements such as 11, 2, 3,4} then 
+ 1)(t + 2)(t + 4) and (t) 3 (t + 3)0(t + 5)(t + 6) 
are still zero so the inequality is true. The first non-trivial case is when we have the characteristic 
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function of four elements but there is a gap such as in {O, 1, 2, 41 in which case we have 
—5-4+12(1+1)+72-0 = 4 < 1 4 
By the cyclic nature of the expression we do not need to consider any other sets of four elements. 
If we have a set of five elements than there is either one gap of length two or two gaps of length 
one each. Both cases are covered by the inequality, e.g. in the latter case 
—5.5+12(1+1+1+1)+72.0=23!~ 5 
7 . 
For sets of six elements there is only one gap and we get 
13  3 _5.6+12.6+72.1=114< 
For the set of seven elements we have equality. The proof is complete. 
Due to the technique of the proof i.e. considering all the different types of functions 
IF7 - {O, 11 we cannot extend the above proof to 0 : IF7 -p R+. Also, trying to use Lagrange 
multipliers with the left-hand side of the inequality leads to a system of polynomial equations 
of several variables. And it is not obvious how to solve it. 
The unfortunate fact is that new methods are needed to resolve this problem, which is not 
any more a question in harmonic analysis but in non-linear optimisation. 
When we started our research of the (L 2 , L  6 ) extension estimate our original aim was to 
prove a theorem analogous to the result of Hundertmark and Zharnitzky ([211),  to be precise 
we wanted to express II E  [q5] I as a polynomial of various L 8 norms of q5.  As we have seen in the 
second chapter this is possible for p = 3. For such a result to hold it is necessary that II[] 1 16  
is a symmetnc function in the variables (j), j = 1 . . . ,p since 11011, is such for all s < 00. 
By inspecting our exact formulae for the p 3 cases it is clear that these are not symmetric 
functions. 
Indeed, consider the case of F 7 . There we have 
[0,0,0] 	[1,2,4] 	[3,5,6] 
however it is entirely false that 
[1,1,1] 	[0,2,4] 	[3,5,6] 
meaning that the term 	 is missing from 11,6p []IIg (it cannot come from a main 
orbit!) although 	 is included. 
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Chapter 5 
L 1 estimates for the finite field 
Kakeya maximal operator in the 
plane for non-integer q 
5.1 Notations and statement of results 
For prime fields IF we shall compute the optimal estimates of the Kakeya maximal operator of 
the form 
cm 	K(p -* )II eli 
Mc 
for all q ~! 2 where the er's are arbitrary constants and £ is a collection of lines in a vector space 
over F. A line £ in this context is a one-dimensional affine subspace {v t + a : t E ]F} and we 
define its direction to be v. The dot product is the usual. The norm tp is the EP norm with 
respect to the normalised counting measure. 
Our method is to show that the Lq norm (q ~! 2) of >EC ctX(x) is maximal if all the lines 
go through a given point. The main argument can be found in section The general theorem of 
this chapter, the sections leading to it explain how we have developed these ideas. 
We shall use the following notations throughout this chapter: the Lq norm always means 
the eq  norm over the domain of integration; the set £ is a collection of lines in the vector space 
F' (most of the time d = 2) whose lines point in all different directions, in particular £ has 
elements, this number is denoted by N. We shall denote by I (for incidence) those points 
Of UeELE  that are contained in more than one line. 
For a line £ the line £* is one parallel with it that contains the origin, sometimes we say that 
£* is the translation of £. For a point i I we denote by mi its multiplicity, i.e. the number of 
lines in £ that go through it. We shall call K := UfELf a Kakeya set in Fd.  For x E K we use 
the notation C,;  for the collection of lines in £ that contain x. We denote by #S the number of 
elements in the finite set S. For vectors x and y in Rn by x ~! y we mean that for all i = 1,... , n 
the inequality x ~! yj holds. 
5.2 The Kakeya Maximal operator 
The study of the Kakeya problem over finite fields has been initiated by Th. Wolff in [49] in 
the following form. 
Let F = GF(q) be the finite field with q elements and V be an n dimensional vector space 
over IF. We say that E C V is a Besicovitch or Kakeya set if it contains a line in every direction, 
i.e. for all non-zero v E V there is an x0 E V so that x0 + vt e E for all t E F. One of the 
possible ways to formulate the Kakeya problem over finite fields is to ask whether IEI > qfl 
where the implied constant may depend on ii but not on q. 
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There are other possibilities such as to ask whether for all e > 0 is it J EJ > q? Here the 
constant may depend on n and e but again not on the number of elements of the underlying 
field. 
In case of the Euclidean problem we ask whether a set containing a line segment in every 
direction in ]R has Hausdorif dimension 1 n. This problem is still open, the best known lower 
bounds on the dimension are (13n + 12)/25 found by Bourgain in [3] and Katz et al. in [24] 
using arithmetic combinatorial methods. A little weaker statement is that the upper Minkowski 
dimension of such a set is n. The above formulation of the finite field version goes along these 
lines. 
The lower bound (ii + 1) /2 of the upper Minkowski dimension in the Euclidean case is 
relatively easy to demonstrate, it was Wolff who gave the better lower bound of (n + 2)/2. I 
think this was the first major improvement in all dimensions on the estimate apart from n = 2 
where the problem had been settled much earlier by Davies ([12]). The work of Wolff is based 
on Bourgain's results ([4]) who had demonstrated that the Hausdorif dimension is bigger than 
(n + 1)/2. Earlier for case of n = 3 Schiag had found the lower bound 7/3. In [49] the same line 
of argument is applied to prove that q I El holds for the finite field case. The method of 
the proof is known as the 'bush argument' and is given in Appendix A. The reader is referred 
to this appendix of the thesis for a survey of results connected to the Kakeya problem over 
finite fields. It covers a wide range of topics that are not essential to the understanding of this 
chapter. 
In the survey [49], following the work of Bourgain, a maximal operator has been introduced 
and it has been proven that if this operator is for example of type (n, n) then the Kakeya sets 
of R7 have Hausdorif dimension n. The purpose of this section is to show what is known about 
the finite field version of such Kakeya maximal operators. 
The maximal operator is defined in complete analogy with the Euclidean case. Let S denote 
the set of directions in the n dimensional vector space IF", this has cardinality ' We shall 
write Sn  if it is necessary to indicate the dimension. For any function f IF" -* C let 
f*(v) 	sup E 11(x) 
roES xee(xo,v) 
This is a function defined on 5, obviously it is well defined and there is no question of measur-
ability. In the Euclidean case f* is a function on the unit sphere but there is no unit sphere 
in vector space over finite fields, still the analogy is correct because we consider all possible 
directions when working on S. 






IL(S) 	C Ill IILP(lm) 
when p n and q ~! (n 
- 
l)p', there is a smallest, denoted by K(p -4 q) which is finite, and in 





IlfIILP(F) := 	If(x)V 
we write L in case we deal with normalised counting measures. 
Shortly we shall see why the conditions are necessary. This is a usual phenomenon in the 
Euclidean case. 
In the sequel we shall first proceed to show that the finiteness of K(p -p q) implies the 
Kakeya conjecture. In Appendix A it is demonstrated the finiteness is equivalent to a Sze-
merédi - Trotter type estimate concerning the incidence properties of certain sets of points and 
lines. In the remainder of this section we closely follow [31] and elaborate the proofs thereof. 
LEMMA. If K(p - q) is finite then p n and q ~! (n - 1)p'. 
1 These are well-known notions of geometric measure theory and since we shall not need them later on they 
remain undefined here. A good reference is [29]. 
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Proof. One arrives at these results as usual, by scaling. The analogue of scaling in the finite 
field case is to test the inequality on the characteristic functions of points, lines and the whole 
space. That is what happens here. 




-j- 	g(v)x( x0 (v ),v ) 	~ K(p —  q) 	 i IY(v)I
yES 	 LP'(F")  
Proof. The maximal operator is not linear in the finite field case either, however the technique 
of linearisation is applicable here as well. It is enough to prove the inequality for positive 
functions, so 
f*(v) = sup E f  
roES xEt(xo,v) 
but this supremum is a maximum in this case for everything being finite. There is therefore 
a function x0 : S —+ S realising this maximum: f*(v)= E xEt(xo(v),v) 1(x) for all v e S. We 
shall prove our statements for all functions x 0 : S —p S. Observe that the operator L 0 := 
>IXEt(X o (V),V) 1(x) is linear and so duality techniques may be used. We want to show that 
L XO fII L(S) 	CII IILP(IF".) 
We use duality to compute the Lnorm  and find the adjoint of L 0 
IILxof!IL(s) 	sup 	fL xo f(v)g(v)dv = 
tI9II q(8) 1 J5 
= 	sup 
	is 	f(x)g(v)dv = 	sup 	 f(x) x(0(),)(x)g(v)dvII 9 q() =1 xEt(xo(v),v) 	 V9DLq(s)l S XEF" 
sup 	f(x)i
s
9(v)xt( xo (v ),v )(x)dv = 	sup 	> f(x)L0g(x). 
110 L(S) 	xEF" 	 'L(S) 	XEF" 
The integral with respect to dv is using the normalised counting measure on S. By Holder's 
inequality it is true in fact that I1IL1'(S)  implies the statement of the lemma. 
Consequently, the finiteness of K(p —* q) implies that Kakeya sets have more than CIFIP 
elements. Indeed, for a Kakeya set E C IF' one has x(v) = IFI and IIXIIL(F1) < K(p 
q) IXEIILP() one can see that the claim is true. 
5.3 The general formula 
If L is a set of lines in IFTh so that there is an x0 contained in all of them and q ~! 1 any real 





+ 	 dx = 







We may of course suppose that fl€EC = {0} and so the summation over the union of the lines 
in L can be written as 
EEL xE 
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since 0 x E UtEC if and only if there is exactly one £ so that x E £. 
Our aim is to show the following inequality. Let £* be £ translated so that it contains the 
origin and ce* = ce then for all q ~! 2 it is true that 
1 2 	 dx <— f.2 	 dx  
which by the above becomes the task of comparing 
Cf) q 
+ E (JIF1 - #(f n _T)) Cq 
XEI ( XEt 	£EL 
and 
1F2 	dx = 
(fE-C
Ct) + 	(IFI —1). 
LEC 	tEL 
First we prove the result in two special cases and later in complete generality. Knowing that the 
above inequality is true it is only a calculus exercise to find the best constant in the maximal 
Kakeya inequality. 
Remark. This is the right place to point out that it is enough to consider positive coefficients 
cL because our operator at each point of the space x E IFd has the value of a sum of these 
coefficients: • XEt cL and these are surely maximised by positive CL. 
5.4 Special case of F3 
We now turn to special cases and have a look at what we can say if the field is small and the 
number of different configurations for L is still reasonable. 
The number of different directions is 4 and there is no harm in choosing them to be 
Vi := (1, 0), v2 := (0, 1), V3 := (1, 1), V4 := (1,2) 
for each configuration L after the transformation £ --4 f* we end up with 
{(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0)} 
£2 := {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, 2)} 
£3 := {(0,0), (1, 1), (2, 2)} 
and 
£4 := {(0,0),(1,2),(2,1)}. 
By our general formula for any  q we have for these lines that 
q 	 /4 	\ 	4 
f,v:~ (ixix) dx 	 ±2c. 3 j=1 \j=1 ) 	j=1 
It is easy to show that for any £ in 1F on one of the lines there must be a triple-point. This 
can be shown in case of any finite field, but this is only a very weak form of X.W. Faber's result 
which says that in any such configuration any line but one contains at least one triple-point. 
(Cf. pp.  4-5 of my notes [48].) For y2  we present a simple argument to prove that there must 
be at least one triple point in the Kakeya set. 
Let us draw three lines in IF 3 , their points can be arranged so that they form a triangle. 
The vertices of the triangle are double points of the Kakeya set, now let us try to find the 
fourth line. On each side of the triangle there is one unused point of these three lines. The 
fourth line must intersect all three and can only do that in these, because of the condition that 
2 W are only interested in q ~! 2 but the general formula cannot see the magnitude of q. 
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there are no triple-points. But then the fourth line is composed of these three points because 
a line only contains three points. Now take a line £ parallel to the first line that goes through 
the intersection of the second and the third lines. The fourth line is not parallel to £ so there 
is an intersection point of the two. But where? £ is not the second or the third line so the 
intersection point cannot be on either of them as two lines having two points in common are 
identical. Therefore the intersection of £ and the fourth line is on the first line, quite unlikely 
since £ is parallel to the first line - a contradiction. 
Remark. We shall see that the same method works in IF 5 and in fact in any IF but the 
details become more involved and Faber's - although algebraic - proof is superior to these 
considerations. 
The Kakeya set in IF. As we have seen above apart from the configuration when all lines 
intersect in one point there is only one other possibility that we need to deal with if the 
underlying field is IF3 . For sake of concreteness we have chosen the following setting - this only 




n 	i n/. 	i9 and t2 
£3 :=t3 + (1,0) = {(1,0),(2,1),(0,2)} 
:= £4 + (0,1) 	{(0, 1), (1, 0), (2,2)}. 
The intersection points are given below: 
DI 	DI 	DI 	DF 
1 2 3 -4 
- 	 (0,0) 	(0,1) 	(1,0) 
- 	 - 	 (0,2) 	(0,1) 
ff 	
- 	 - 	 - 	 (1,0) 
So (1,0) is the triple-point and each point on £ is a double-point. The set I contains 4 elements 
and the Kakeya set has 7 elements. We point out again that this is the only non-trivial Kakeya 
set in IF - everything else can be obtained from it by change of coordinates. 
Figure 5.1: The only interesting configuration in the 1F3 plane. 




= (Cl + c2)" + (Cl + C3 + c4)  + C? + (c2 + c4) + (c2 + c3)  + c3 + c. 
The question is whether D(ci, c2, c3, c4) := 
/4 \ 
= (cj) 	 0. 
\i=' J 
We shall prove this by calculus. The function D is a polynomial of several variables for integer 
q's and by multiplying out it is easy to see that D ~! 0. In case of a general q we shall look for 
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critical points of D; the four derivatives are: 
q-1 
1D 







+2c l_(cj + c2)_l_(C2 + c4)Q_l_(c2 + c3 )_l = O 
1 5D 
/4 	\q-1 





() 	 -c_(c1+c3--c4)_l_(c2+c4)_l =0 
j= 1 
From the last two 
( 4 \q — l1:
cj) 	




 + (c2 + c4)" 
therefore 
(c2 + c3)" -1 - (c2 + c4)_l = cr 1 - cr1 
There are two cases: (i) c 3 c4 and (ii) C3 = c4. For (i) consider the function 
f (x) := (x + c3)_l - (x + C4) 	- c 1 + 
and observe that f(0) = 0 and 
- 
(x + 	- (x + c4) > 0 
q-1 
if c3 > C4 something we can supposeas the problem is symmetric in c3 and c4. Consequently 
we only have a critical point if C3 = C4 and observe that by the form of D the same line of 
argument app lies to show for example that c1 = c4. This is not very surprising, since the 
geometric configuration of £ suggests that whatever we can say it must be symmetric in Cl,  C3 
and c4 because the lines £, £ arid £ are indistinguishable. 
This leads to the following function 
C2) = (3ci + C2) " + 3c? + 2c - 3(ci + c2)" - (3ci)". 
Notice that (ci, 0) = 0 for all c1 ~! 0 and that (0, c2) = 0 for all C2 ~! 0. If we succeed in show- 
ing that certain partial derivatives of are non-negative in the domain {(Cl, c2) E R : c1 > 0, c2 > o} 
then we will have proved that D itself is non-negative in this domain, that in turn means that 
D is non-negative. 
Let us compute the partial derivative of cJ  with respect to c1 
1 D 
- 3(3c 1 + c2) 	+ 3c? - 3(ci + c2)" - 3(3ci)' q 49c, 
we may suppose that c1 > 0 and proceed to 
1 1 1 04D




Cq 	 \c) 	Cl) 	 '\. 	c 
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and 1(0) = 0 so f is non-negative everywhere so the same is true for 
We need to follow the same procedure for the other partial, namely 
1 & 
- - = (3cr + C2 )
q- 1 + 2qc 1 - 3(ci + C2 )
q-1 
q 3C2 
Along the above line of argument 





q 	19C2 1( \ C 
and differentiating this we get 
= (3x + 1)q_2 - (x + 
3 q-1 
which is non-negative for x ~! 0, and therefore the statement is proved 3 . 
5.5 The case of F. 
We begin by noting that over F 5 there are substantially more configurations £ to take into 
account since the number of configurations is super exponential in the characteristic of F. 
However, there is a simple case that we can settle by applying the method that worked so 
well over IF3 . Not surprisingly this is the case where there are only two types of lines, i. e. out of 
our six lines {i, . .. , £ } the first five intersect in one point and the sixth intersect all of these 
in points different from this. - 
I' 
Figure 5.2: The simplest non-trivial configuration in the IF5 plane. 
This Kakeya set has the size 21, I = 6 of which one is a point of multiplicity 5 the rest of 
multiplicity 2. What we want to show is that the following quantity is non-negative 





JF (I: CeXf(X) dx= 
+(#{flI} -1 )c = 
EEL 
3 1t is reassuring to see that we have used the condition q > 2. 
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/6 \ 	/5 \ 	5 	 5 
=(c) _(c) 
\j=1 J 	\j=i / 	j=i 
One can see how the differences between the type of lines create the respective parts of this 
function. 
Exactly as in the case of IF 3 we observe that in order to have a critical point the first five 
variables must be equal so what we really need to understand is the function 
D(x, x, x, x, x, y) = (5x + y)g - 5  qXq  - 5(x + y)'  + 4 Yq  + 
Observe that for (y> 0) 




F(z ) = (5z± 1) + 15z Q 	_5(z± 1) ± 4 
and F(0) = 0. To show that F'(x) > 0 consider 
P(z) = 
5(5x + l)-'  + 	- 5a-1 - 5(z + 
q 
so it needs to be shown that 
(5z + l) 	+ 	5z 	+ (z + l)-' 
if q ~! 2 and x ~ 0. And this we are not going to do since we shall see a completely general 
proof later on. 
On the other hand 
D(x, x, x, x, x, y) 
Observe that G(0) = 10 and compute the derivative to find that 
G'(z) = 
	
(5 + z) 	- 5(l + z) 	+ 4z 1 . 
q 
If q ~! 2 then by the convexity of x _4 Xq-1  we can see that the derivative is positive. Indeed, 









-5 55 	- 
We shall soon see that we cannot use this scheme in case of each configuration. 
A non-existing configuration in IF. Suppose now that the lines L, . . . , 4 intersect in one 
point and the other two lines £5 and £6 intersect these four in such a way that £5 fl€6 4 U. . .ij4. 
This has the promise of being a very interesting geometric situation if it existed. This would 
be a Kakeya set of size 18 with 10 intersection points and the property that all points of 4 and 
£6 are in I. 
Taking Faber's triple point lemma into consideration this configuration is impossible, as 
neither 4 nor £6 contain triple points. Again, we don't need the full strength of Faber's lemma, 
some geometry suffices. Let's call z the intersection of the first four lines and w : = 4 fl  4. The 
line L Z ,L, joining z and w exists and is none of the £ 's since it only has one point in common 
with any one of them. What's the direction of 4? 
An existing configuration in F. Based on the above we can see that if we have more than 
one type of line then we need to have at least three different types. Such a configuration £ is 
the following. 
Four lines Li,. . . , 4 intersect in one point and on the fourth a different point is the inter- 
= G(y/x) for Xq 
G(z) = (5 + z) - 5(l + z) + 4Zq - 5 q  + 15. 
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Figure 5.3: A non-existing configuration in the IF 5 plane. 
section of the remaining two lines £5 and £6 that by the nature of things intersect £2, £2 and £3 
in different points. This Kakeya set has 19 elements and #1 = 8. For later purposes observe 
that all i E I that have m ~! 2 are on one line £4. 
Figure 5.4: A configuration in 1F. 
The function we need to show to be non-negative is 
/6\ Q  /4 \ 	3 
D(ci,. . . ,c6 ) := (> Cj ) - (> cj ) - 	 ((cj +5) + (c + 
6)) - 






\j=4 / 	j=1 
One can see again that the number of different lines determines the symmetry properties of D 
which is not a symmetric function. In order to have a critical point we need to deal with the 
function 
D3 (x,y,z) :=D(x,x,x,z)y,y)= (3x+z+2y)_(3x+z)Q 
This is in fact enough based on the symmetry of D3 in the appropriate variables. 
First of all observe that on the coordinate axes 
D3 (X, y, z) = D(x, x, x, Z, Y, y) = (3x+ z+ 2)q - (3x +Zy - 6(x±y) - (z + 2)q  +6X  + zq + 6q 
holds with equality. Let us re-arrange the inequality D3 as follows 
q5q (x, y z) := (3x + z + 2y)q  + 	+ + 6yq ~ (3x + z)  + 6(x + y)' + (z + 2y)q : '0q (X, y, z). 
and in this notation when x > 0 and the rest are zero we get 
+ 6Xq = 3 qXq + 6x q 
for z> and x = y = 0 it is 
Zq +Zq =Zq +Zqthat needs to hold and finally for y > 0 we have 
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2qyq +6 yq  = 2y +6 yq 
If we now can prove that V q (x, y, z) ~ Vbq (x, y, z) for all (x, y, z) E (R)3 then we will 
be ready. This is a co-ordinate wise inequality and can be reduced to the following three 
inequalities. 
The x derivatives are 
{ 104'q - - 3(3x + z + 2y)q-1 + x-' q ax 
- 3(3x+z)' +6(x+y) 1 q Ox - 
and so we need 
(3x + z + 2)q-1  + 2x 	> (3x + z)' + (x + y) 1 
which is after dividing by x 1 and introducing the obvious new variables 
(3 + Z + 2y)q-1  + 2 > (3 + z)1  + 2(1 + y)' 
Similar considerations for the other two derivatives give two more inequalities of the same kind. 
They are 
(3X + Z + 2)' + 3 3(X + l)'  + (Z + 2)q— 1 and 
(3X + 2Y + 	+ 1 ~: (3X + l)'  + (1 + 2Y)1. 
These are, however, much simpler than the original one, and the method we are trying to use 
here proves them easily. In fact for 
(3 + Z + 2i'' + 2 (3 + Z)' +2(1 + yq 
notice that it's true on the axes, when Y = 0 then both sides are (3 + Z)' + 2 and when 
Z = 0 we need (3 + 2Y)_'  + 2 ~! 3"- ' + 2(1 + )-1 This is true if Y = 0 and the derivative 
of the LHS is larger than the derivative of the RHS. Knowing that we have the inequality on 
the axes we need to show the following 
((3 + Z + 2Y)-'  + 2) ~!((3 + z)-1 +2(1 + Y)" - ') iiy- —ay 
and 
a 
YZ- ((3 + Z + 
2Y)'  + 2) 	((3 + z)-1 + 2(1 + y)') 
for each (Y, Z) E (R+ )2. However, this is a trivial claim since 
1 a 
((3+ Z+2     Y)" - ' + 2) = 2(3 + Z + 2Y)" 2 
1 a 
((3 + z)2 + 2(1 + y)q-1) = 2(1 + 
and 
1 a 
((3 + Z + 2i')" + 2) = (3 + Z + 2y)q-2 
1 a 
((3 + zy' -1 + 2(1 + Y)q -1 ) = (3 + ZY' 2 
The claim is proved. 
There are four possibilities left. The configuration of Figure 5.5 is conceivable, although 
turns out to be impossible after further consideration. 
Here I contains 11 points and the size of the Kakeya set is 17. This cannot exist in the 
IF5 plane because the line £ZW joining the two triple points z and w must be parallel to one of 
£ E L z U Lw which is impossible because it intersects them all. 
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Figure 5.5: A configuration not violating Faber's lemma - still it is impossible in lF. 
A further possibility (see Figure 5.6)is when we have only one triple point in a set of size 16 
with #1 = 13 but this situation violates Faber's condition: there are three, not just one, lines 
without a triple point. 
Figure 5.6: A configuration in F2  5 violating Faber's condition. 
There are two configurations left where we shall have to do real work, in fact what we shall 
do is to show how the general method of the following section works in a particular case. 
The penultimate configuration in 1F. It is possible to arrange the lines so that we have many 
triple points, such as in the next example where #1= 7 and # U £ = 17. 
Figure 5.7: A configuration in 1F with four triple points. 
If we are only interested in the cases where the coefficients ce can only be 0 or 1 we can 
easily convince ourselves that for q ~! 2 the value of D is non-negative, for example if Ct = 1 for 
all £ E L then as a function of q the value of D changes as can be seen in Figure 5.8. 
Furthermore, for integer values of q the statement is quite obvious anyway because we 
multiply out and collect the terms. We obviously have all the terms 4 and c4 wit h 	= 6, 












D4(5)=(cj ) 	(c1+c4+c5)'1 (c3+c5+c6)'1 — 
\j=1 J 
—(c2 +c4 + c6)'1 - (C l  + 	- (c3  ±c4) - (c2 +co)'1 +2c 
and this needs to be shown to be non-negative for 6 E (R+) 6 . For the proof we rearrange 
D4 (c) ~! 0 in the same way as in an earlier section. Namely let 
/6 	\'1 	6 
q q (c1=(>jcj ) +2c 
\=1 I 
and 
= (Cl + C4 + C5)'+ (c3 + C + c6)  + (c2 + c4 + c6)'1 -f- 
+(c1 + 	+ (c3 + c4 )'1 + (c2 + c5 )' 1 . 
To see what happens on the axes observe that there are only two types of Cj 's in Oq , one that 
appears two times and one that three times. In i/ all appear three times, consequently on the 
axes the claim is true. 
Again, we shall prove that V q (ë) V'/)q () for all 6 > 0. (This inequality is to be under-
stood co-ordinate wise.) The coordinates of ë . are grouped into two: {c i , c2 , C3 }  occur twice in 
/)q whereas {c4, c5 , c6} three times. It's enough to consider one from each of these groups. 
(j=1
6
= 	 c +2cr
q 3c1 	I 
15&q 	 1 	 —1 -----(c) = (cl +c4+cs)' 1 +(ci+c6)'1 
q ac,  
Again, on the axes it's true that 
0c1 ' / 
	( C-
) 0c1  
We just have to show that 
V(c) ~ 
Oci 	49c, 





\ 	j=2 / 
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13 p - 1 
 c'4 + c'5)' + (1 + c)') = either (1 + c'4 + c) 2 or (1 + c) 2 
-ii-i 
and either way we get just what we wanted. The argument is entirely the same for the other 
two variables of this kind c2 and c3. 
For the second kind of ci 's the derivatives are 
"6 	
\q-i 






= (c1 +c4±e5) 	+(c2 +c4±)' +(c3 ±e4)_l 
On the axes for any k= 1,. .. , 6 
#{ck on the LHS } ~! #fc on the RHS } 





\ 	j=1,j4 / 









- - RHS = nothing appears twice or more, so one of the three 
Since q ~: 2 the claim is true. 
For all other variables the same argument is repeated with the obvious changes. 
It is relatively straightforward to see that the inequality does not hold if q < 2. (It's 
likely to be true below 1 though.) To demonstrate this I have attached the codes of two C++ 
programmes I have written to convince myself. 
One is called PhiPsi.Test and for a given exponent and sample size tests the inequality on a 
random sample. For example PhiPsiTest 1.5 500 resulted in 15 violations of the inequality. 
(Obviously, it will be different for another run of the programme.) The programme first prints 
the values of 4q,  ,bq and their difference for the entire sample, then lists the culprits, if any. In 
the above example the vectors violating the inequality are: 
Out of 500 found 15 negative values. 
The guilt is on the below vectors: 
0.0765134 0.101644 0.133348 0.887605 0.666833 0.0684126 
0.0351695 0.231139 0.0967053 0.963063 0.446706 0.163033 
0.200192 0.356555 0.126432 0.829351 0.42501 0.6675 
0.239097 0.200557 0.200433 0.65176 0.630308 0.762279 
0.0781844 0.20949 0.218538 0.790772 0.692202 0.535711 
0.0958741 0.0265039 0.180894 0.645207 0.778241 0.632668 
0.0531563 0.180818 0.0774298 0.287437 0.845393 0.715004 
M. 
0.0760738 0.181916 0.100799 0.529653 0.765512 0.733931 
0.0168577 0.285567 0.123541 0.738277 0.295481 0.817641 
0.0981299 0.0246452 0.351759 0.734759 0.243913 0.816495 
0.113817 0.291323 0.200106 0.702449 0.836013 0.326708 
0.172628 0.365392 0.185185 0.729481 0.757528 0.488856 
0.128292 0.173008 0.0904025 0.205032 0.991214 0.211639 
0.262973 0.1 0.238368 0.717396 0.331844 0.825 
0.118248 0.114629 0.10688 0.752696 0.299376 0.815503 
The second programme called PhiPsiTestAllExp is more interesting. One can give a range 
of q's, a sample size and a step size to it and it will check whether on random samples of the 
given size the inequality holds with the specified q's or not. For example PhiPsiTestAllExp 
10000 0.9 2.1 0.005 can be regarded as convincing and is runs in reasonable time. For every 
q tested it gives the proportion of the sample that failed. In order to save space we give the 
result of PhiPsiTestAllExp 10000 0.8 2.1 0.05 
First column: exponents 
Second column: proportion of sample that violates the inequality. 
0.800000 0.000000 0.850000 0.000000 
0.900000 0.000000 0.950000 0.000000 
1.000000 0.000000 1.050000 0.000000 
1.100000 0.000200 1.150000 0.000200 
1.200000 0.004200 1.250000 0.007700 
1.300000 0.009500 1.350000 0.012500 
1.400000 0.011700 1.450000 0.023000 
1.500000 0.042000 1.550000 0.025500 
1.600000 0.026000 1.650000 0.016800 
1.700000 0.024200 1.750000 0.030500 
1.800000 0.014000 1.850000 0.005800 
1.900000 0.002000 1.950000 0.001000 
2.000000 0.000000 2.050000 0.000000 
So for example q = 1.65 the programme generated a random sample of 10000 non-negative 
vectors ê and 168 of them failed to satisfy the inequality qq (e) 1,L)q (c). 
For six lines there is one more combination left, namely that of Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5.9: The last configuration for six lines in 1F. 




- (c2 + c5) - (c2 + 	- (c2 + c5)' - (c3 + c6)± 
+2c? + 3c + 2c + 3c + 2cg + 3cg 
and the reader may repeat the steps of 5.7 but we refrain from doing so and proceed to the 
proof of the general case, the main result of the thesis. 
5.6 The general theorem 
In the last two examples we have seen a pattern emerging, let us now see how far we can 
push this line of argument in the general case, that is for any q ~! 2 and an arbitrary field of 
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characteristic p. 
We have seen that if £ is a collection of lines that contains exactly one line pointing in each 
of the possible directions in the finite plane IF 2 then 
	
D =JF2  	 dx -  J,2  (ctXe(€E 	
x)) dx = 
(EEL I
= 	
( 	c€+(#{fl } -1)e. ce 
I 	xEI \t:xEt I 	£E 
irrespective of the value of q > 2. 
This is the right place to emphasize once more that it is sufficient to consider positive coeffi-
cients ce because our operator at each point of the space x E IFd has the value of a sum of these 
coefficients: 
XEt
ce and these are surely maximised by positive c. 
THEOREM. If £ is a collection of lines in IF Pn  that contains exactly one line pointing in each of 





EELF 	 J  
- 	
Cy. 
c + (#{ nI} - 1)c.
EEL 
\LEC I xEI :x 	I EEL 
is non-negative for q ~! 2 for any E E (R+). 
Proof. Observe that we have D = 0 when £ is a 'bush'. Our strategy has been to arrange 
D ~! 0 so that there are terms with positive signs only. For this end the functions q5 q and ,bq 
are defined as 
= 
(tE,C





and the inequality D ~! 0 is equivalent to q5q 	bq. 
For a 6 so that only at most one of its co-ordinates is non-zero we have çbq (ë) = ,bq (ë) 
because for any ck both sides count, with multiplicity, the number of times this occurs in the 
Kakeya set. This is actually more than what we need, we have proved that equality holds on 
the non-negative halves of co-ordinate axes, while we only need this to be the case in the origin. 
For the full result it is enough to show that 
V q (c) Vbq (5) 
for every ê > 0. (Inequalities of vectors are understood co-ordinate wise, as usual in this chapter.) 














Is it true that for all 6 ~! 0 and q > 2 
(9E,C 	
q1 	 /
Ct 	+(#{t' fl I} - 1)cT1 	i 	j ct) 
xE(Iflt') t:xEt 
for all £' E £? 
The first step is to verify that this holds when Ce'  = 0. Let I n £' = {x 1 ,... , XM} and we 
have to prove that 
/ 	\q-1 M / 
(ct) 	
~ ( 	c 
LEC 	 j=1 \t:x,Et 
This, however, follows easily from the convexity of x —+ X 1;  indeed, let a3 = 	:Xj E ect and 
	
with this notation the inequality is reduced to showing that 	aj) 
q 	EM, a!- 1 which 
is clearly true. 
The second step is to examine the gradients of the functions in this inequality, but before 
that we divide by cT ' and as before define the new variablesc := ct/ct'. We need to prove 
that 
/ 	
\q-1 	 / 
\ 	£E(C\{t'}) J 	 xE(Iflt') \ 	£:xEt,tt' 











xE(Iflt'flt") 	t: , tt' 
That the second is not larger than the first is trivial since £' fl £" can contain at most one point. 
Note that in this argument we have not used once that L is a collection lines in a two-
dimensional vector space, the dimension enters the picture only by the number of variables, 
and that is inconsequential. Our proof is complete. 
*** 
As stated earlier the most important question is whether for any L 
fF2 
 
(EceXeW f ( 
for all q ~!! 2. This is so because we want to prove (LP, L) estimates for the Kakeya maximal 




dx < K(p 
- )II eII. 
tEL 
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so the problem is now within the reach of the Lagrange multiplier method. Before turning to 
that, however, let's clarify the range of (p, q)'s that is possible at all. These are well-known 
necessary conditions Cf. [31] and [8]. I have changed the notation to the one applied in this 
work; in the words of [31] we are dealing with the dual of the Kakeya maximal operator and 
our (p, q)'s are the (p', q')'s of [31]. 
LEMMA. In order 
- 12 	cx(x) 	K(p - q) II II 	tEL II q 
to hold it must be true that 
nl>1 and 
(n-1)(1---- "\ <  
n 	q 	 \ 	p) — q 




Figure 5.10: The possible exponents for the Kakeya maximal operator. 
The task is to find the maximum of 
	




subject to the condition 	c = 1 with A := IFI - 1 and N := #L for (p, q) on the sharp 
line 
(n_1)(1_-"=with n1I1 
\ P1 q 	n 	q 
The corresponding Lagrange multiplier is 
L( A) := f(c - A ( 
	
- 
If there is a local extremum subject to the condition then VL = 0 in that point for an appro- 
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priate A > 0. The derivatives are 
= A qc _1 +q ( ci)_ AP _1 =O  
= E c' 10 
hence for all i, k E 11,. .. , N} we must have that 
Aqc - Apc 1 = Aqc' - Apc 
%
because the term q 	3) 
q 
 is present in all of these equations. Define 4'(x) = Aqc' - 
Note that we only can say something about the values q ~! 2 so we are only interested 




Figure 5.11: Exponents for the Kakeya maximal operator. 
The derivative of 0 is zero if and only if 
IAp(p-1)\ 
=:x0>0 
\Aq(q - i)j 
and 	 1 (Ap\ 
,O(x) = 0 if and only if x 
= 	
=: Xi > 0. 
so x0 <x 1 since p < q. There is just one way this can happen, and this is shown in Figure 5.12. 
1 
Figure 5.12: The function (x). 






for all i = 1, . .. , N. Since c3 ~! 0 we are not interested in the points where ,b is positive i.e. we 
look for c3 E [0, x i ]. By the condition 	= 0 if all the c3 's are equal then c = N 	for all j 
and 	
aL 
AqN 	 - ApN 
aci 
which gives a value for A we usually don't need, the only significance of this value is that it's 
positive. We need x1 in order to check whether N <x1 . 
x i = (zv + ANiJ:)) 
therefore 
q-p 	 p- g 
N <x1 if and only if N " <N " + AN 
which is true since A > 0. Consequently S = (N — i,.. . , N 	is a conditional critical point 
and the only one, and so the inequality is extremised by the constant functions. 
5.7 The value of the exact constant 
The value of K(p - q) can now be computed for the range q ~! 2 and (n - 1)(1 - l/p) = 11q. 
Let N := #L the number of lines as usual. The inequality is extremised by the configuration 




Il - k 
fEC LEC II 
g-g-p 
= N 	+ (IIFI - 1)N. 
Being on the critical line means pq(n - 1) - p = (n - 1)q and for n = 2 this means that 
K(p — q)= 1 +(IFI -1 )N
- 
 =1+ 
liFt - i 
since q ~! p if the field is large enough this is essentially one. For n > 2 this is just a complicated 
expression involving n,p and I FI, that may or may not be K(p - q). 
It is well-known ([31] p.  20) that the finiteness of K(p - q) has consequences regarding the 
size of the Kakeya sets as we have demonstrated in the previous chapter. To see this one needs 
to formulate the results in terms of the dual inequality and apply that for a Kakeya set. The 
result is, without proof, the following lemma. 
LEMMA. If in the inequality 
II 	1 II 
II ceXt 	K(p—* q)II5II 
11 11- 	LE 	 II q 
the constant K(p - q) is finite then for every collection of lines £ that form a Kakeya set 
#ClTFI' 
is true. 
Since our proof only works for q 2 what we can say for d ~! 3 is worse than the 4  result 
proved by the 'bush argument' Cf. [48]. 
In oder to obtain improvements of any kind we must prove the inequalities without differ-
entiating twice, hence requiring q ~! 1 only instead of q ~! 2, that is to say, that we would need 
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a proof of 
/ 	 \q-1 	 / 	 \q-1 
(1+ c) 	+(#{'nI} — l) 	 ct 
	
xE(IflV) \ 	£E(t,\{t'}) 
for q ~! 1 if this is true at all. Note that for q = 1 and q = 2 the inequality clearly holds and 
with equality in the first instance. The left-hand side can be written as 
/ 	 \q-1 
(1+ ct+c) 	+(#{'flI} -1)= 




(i+ 	i flI} -1)+ct) 	+ 
 \ £E(C,\{t'}) / 	 tel' / 
where I' is the set of lines not intersecting t' which of course in case of the plane is empty. And 
exactly because of this if the Kakeya set is in the plane the inequality holds with equality when 
q = 2 as well 
(xE(inv)
\q-1 
1+ 	> c)_(#{'nI} -1) 
 \ £E(C\{t'}) / 	 / 
/ 	 \q-1 
(i+ Ct) 	— (#{'flI} -1). 
xE(Iflt') \ 	te(c , \{t'}) / 
so in the plane values of q between 1 and 2 cannot be good in general. However, when the 
Kakeya set is in a higher dimensional vector space then I' can be non-empty and we have an 
extra term in the left-hand side, meaning that for q = 2 the inequality is strict and the smallest 
value of q that may be used is smaller than 2. 
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Appendix A 
A Survey of the 
Besicovitch-Kakeya Problem 
Over Finite Fields 
A.1 Introduction 
In this Appendix we explore the finite field Kakeya problem in greater detail than in the 
introduction of Chapter Five. We try to give results using as many different tools as possible, 
mostly from combinatorics. The introduction section and the results concerning the Kakeya 
Maximal operator are integral parts of this survey, indeed, in the form [48] they were included. 
Based on [491  we give the proof of the 'bush argument' mentioned in the introduction of 
Chapter Five. 
Let us first restrict our attention to the two dimensional case, that is V is a two dimensional 
vector space over IF. First of all suppose that E contains at least q/2 points on a line in each 
of m directions, we shall conclude that IEI rnq in this case. Note that m < q + 1. Denote by 
£ the lines and observe that on the finite plane any two lines intersect. Based on this 
M 	 II 	 I
m 	IEfltI = 	XE(x)X3(x) = 	 ~ E 	 X€
j1 	 xEIF j 	 xEE j 
 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Expanding the second term 
/ 
Xi (x)) = 	 Xti (x)Xek (x) = 	 fl fl I 
xF\j 	J x k j 	 j k 
Next observe that 
_ 	l ei nkI+ie3I = 
k j 	 jk 	 j 
=>l+rnII=m (m _l)+mq r= m (m _l+q) mq  
jk 
therefore m 5 IEI 12 (mq). If we now choose m to be q + 1 then we obtain J EJ > q2 and this 
was to be shown'. However the more general result will be of use later on. 
In case dim(V) ~! n there are (qfl - 1)1(q - 1) directions, so the Besicovitch set E contains 
at least this many lines £. For x E V let £E(x)  denote the number of lines in E that contain x. 
'This demonstration goes hand in hand with he so called Córdoba argument about the size of intersection 
of thin tubes in the Euclidean spaces. We shall return to a slightly different formulation of this result when 
dealing with Kakeya maximal functions. 
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For a fixed integer p to be chosen later we define high multiplicity lines as those £ C E for that 
{xE: £E(X) 	+1}' > 
2' 
we remark that E contains about qfl_l  lines. If there is not any high multiplicity line in E then 
the set 
E := {x E E : £E(X) 
intersects every line £ in at least q/2 points by definition. Indeed, the definition of a high 
multiplicity line i§ exactly that it has a smaller intersection with E. In this case the claim 
follows at once for 
EI ~!IE! 	IEnI> qq'.  
it 
If there is a high multiplicity line £1C  then it contains q/2 points that testify it so that at least 
ji different lines £ go through each of these points, hence 
I{i: 
Among the planes 7r i containing £c  for each & there is a unique one that also contains £ 
furthermore there are q - 1 points of this line not in i". Let L i denote the collection of lines in 
E that are also lying in ir. We apply our first result within ?ri to see that IEfl7rj fl(V\)I > qILI 
since q— 1 points of E are contained in each line in Li and the lines of Li have different directions. 
The sets 7ri n(V \t) are pairwise disjoint because the intersection of two 7r's is £k  by definition, 
so if we add these estimates then 
EIqILI 	ç 
The right choice of p in this situation is q n 2 2  and this gives J EJ q ~+2 2 finishing the proof. 
The following example of a Kakeya set is given in [31] where V is two dimensional over IF 
E := {(x,t) E V : x + t2 is a square} 
For the sake of numerical clarity we disregard the 'horizontal' lines. If we do so then a line is 
given by two numbers x0, v e IF as 
{(xo+vt,t)EV tEIF} 
so we need to check if for each v E IF there is an x0 E IF such that x0 + vt + t2 is a square 
for all t E IF. And this is indeed true since one can complete the square to see that the choice 
of xo = v 2 /4 will always satisfy the requirements. On the other hand the cardinality of E is 
q2 + q since in F there are (q + 1)/2 squares including 0. 
A.2 The Incidence Formula 
There has been a conceptually much simpler approach published in the preprint [15] by X.W.C. 
Faber giving a somewhat sharper result alongside with important structural properties of Besi-
covitch sets in IF 2 with characteristic bigger than two. Let us see the details. 
We introduce the following notation, £(a, b) = { (x, y) E 72 y = ax + b} for a, b E IF = 
GF(q) and £(oo, a) is the line x = a. The incidence formula states that for any Besicovitch set 
B = UjEFU{ OO}(i,bj) it is 
Bl 
> q(q+ 1) + 	(mp - 1)(mp —2) 
PeB 
It is an open question to find the exact size of Besicovitch sets in V, Cf. [15] 
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where mp is the number of lines in B containing P. In order to prove this take an arbitrary order-
ing £,... , £ of the lines in B and observe that £ = £(m, b) and £' = £(m', b') must intersect (and 
in exactly one point) if m m'. It is also true if one of the lines is vertical. We shall argue by 
the exclusion-inclusion principle; fix 0 :! ~ j < q and define mp(j) = I { c B : P E £; i !~ j} 
Consider the set of lines f i intersecting £3 with i < j, there are two cases: either all inter-
sections are different saying that q - j points of £3 do not lie on any £j with i < j, so on 
such a line mp(j) = 1 or rnp(j) = 2, or there are points with higher multiplicity in this case 
q - j + >(mp(j) - 2) points of ij are not on any £, the summation being over the higher 
multiplicity points of £. Either case it is true that 
BI 
={ 
fj \ U fi 
} =(q—j) + 	max(mp (j) — 2, 0). 
j=O 	i<j 	j=O 	 j=O PEt3 
By interchanging the order of summation the above turns out to be 
q(q + 1)  
2 




This was to be shown. The second main ingredient of the coming arguments is the Triple Point 
Lemma which states that for odd q with at most one exception for any choice of i E IF U fool 
there is a P E £(i, b2 ) with mp ~! 3. To see this we argue by contradiction and suppose that 
there are two lines in B so that neither contains a point with mp ~! 3. After a possible change 
of coordinates we may suppose that these lines are £(0, 0) and £(oo, 0). By hypothesis for any 
i e IF \ {0} the points 
£(i, b2 ) fl £(oo, 0) and £(0, 0) fl £(i, b) 
must be distinct in the respective lines, therefore 
IF\{0}={_ 	:iEIF\{0}}={bi : ieF\{0}} 
and this is a contradiction since 
—1= H i = [J
(--)= 
fl i/ [J b=1. 
iEIF\{O} 	iE]F\{O} 	2 	iEIF\{O} 	iEF\{O} 
Knowing this we can prove the first result of [15], namely that for odd q any Besicovitch set of 
IF' satisfies 
" (mp - 1)(mp —2) > q 
2 
Notice that 
(mp-1)(mp-2) 	 '1 	(mp-1)(mp-2) 	 1 
2mp 
FEB 	 FEB PEt3, j=O 	 FEB Pt3, j=O 
and by the Triple Point Lemma this is not smaller than q/3. As a corollary we get that any 
Besicovitch set has at least q(q + 1)/2 + (q - 1)/2 elements. 
Faber conjectures that the sum >JPEB (mp-1)(mp-2) > (q— 1)/2 and proves this in the case 
when all points P E B with mp ~ 3 lie on one line. 
We shall prove this statement as well as show that it holds with equality if and only if 
(q - 1)/2 points with mp = 3 lie on one line and there are not any other points with this or 
higher level of multiplicity. 
By choosing appropriate coordinates we can suppose that the line in question is £(oo, 0) and 
let T := I {P e B : mp 3} I and denote by ' the summation over points with multiplicity 
three or higher. Observe that >' mp = q + T + 8 where 8 is either 1 or 0, indeed, every line, 
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except possibly one, must intersect £(oo, 0) what's more in a point with mp ~! 3; therefore 
>'(mp—l) =q — o. 
Figure A.1: The line £(oo, 0) in V. 
Using this we get that 




There is no proof without the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality so by noting that (' mp)2 
T >'  M2 we obtain that 
(MP - l)(mp —2) 1 + T - 5)2 - 	
T (q-8) 2 1 
2 	2
(q - - = 2T 	
(q - 
PE B 
Take any point P E B with mp ~! 3, at least two lines pass through it but there are at most q 
lines so 2T :!~ q and q/2 is not an integer so T :!~ (q - 1)/2. Hence 
(mp - l)(mp —2) > (q j)2 - 
PE B 
as S = 0 or 1 the inequality is shown. 
The inequality is clearly sharp if mp = 3 for (q - 1)/2 points and for all other points P e B 
it is less. On the other hand if there is equality then it must hold with T = (q - 1)/2 and 
hence (mp-1)(mp-2) = 1 for there are (q - 1)/2 summands. This implies mp = 3 for exactly 
(q - 1)/2 points and mp <3 otherwise. Faber conjectures that if B has the smallest possible 
number of elements than all the points with mp ~! 3 must lie on one line. Our first example of 
a Besicovitch set supports these conjectures. 
A.3 Combinatorial Geometry 
It is worthwhile to remember that there are major differences between the Euclidean incidence 
geometry questions and those over finite fields, we devote this section to point out a case with 
highly significant difference. 
The fundamental result of Szemerédi and Trotter ([40]) gives an upper bound of the number 
of incidences of sets of points and sets of lines in the Euclidean plane. Let P C JR2 a finite set of 
points and L c R   a finite set of lines in the plane, a good way to characterise the complexity 
of this pair (P, L), let us call it following [36] an arrangement, is to count the incidences (P, L) 
between these points and lines; the trivial upper bound is I Pt ILI. One can however easily do 
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better than that, let n(l) denote the number of points in P on the line I E L 
(P, L) = E n(l) < 	
(
E n2 (l)) 
	
tEL 	 tL 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; furthermore notice that there can be at most one line through 




6P,1 6PI ' l 
tEL 
(Here Jp , l = 1 only if p E 1, else it is 0.) To estimate the double sum, group its terms according 
to whether p = p' or p p', to obtain in the first case the upper estimate (P, L) and by the 
above remark the second term can be at most the total number of pairs of points, therefore the 
upper estimate ____________ 
~ /iE{/(P,L)+lPl2. 
And from this one has (P, L) < ILl + IPI ILl . A similar geometric observation again aided by 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality provides a 'dual' estimate. 
(P,L) 	
(( )) = 	( PEP tEL 	 t,L'EL PEP 
There is obviously at most one point where two different lines can meet, therefore we have the 
upper bound (P, L) < IPI + ILl IPl, whereas 
(P, L) 	min {IPI+ILIIPI,ILI+IPIILI} 
so for example in case of I PI ILl = N one has (P, L) < N. 
Notice that these simple arguments may also be used in the finite field setting and in vector 
spaces of any dimension, since the properties of lines and points are the same. We shall later 
see an example showing that there is no possibility to improve in general on this bound for 
finite fields, however for the Euclidean plane the Semerédi - Trotter bound is (F, L) 
which is also sharp. 
We do not claim any degree of familiarity with the original proof of the Szemerédi - Trotter 
theorem, only point out here that the original proof ([40]) is weak in terms of constants, also 
it is far too long compared to the below proof which reduces the question to geometric graph 
theory. This proof is due to Székely ([41]). 
LEMMA. Let us draw a picture of the graph C = (V, E) in the Euclidean plane connecting the 
vertices with curves as we like apart from not allowing triple points and also avoiding going 
through a vertex. The number of crossings of the picture is denoted by #(G) and it is called 
the crossing number of that particular picture. The minimum among all possible pictures of C 
is denoted by #*(G) and we shall show that #*(G) > IEI - 31V1. 
Proof. Remark that for planar graphs one has #* (G) = 0 by definition. The proof is based on 
Euler's theorem, that is for planar graphs f - IEI + lvi = 2, where f is the number of faces 
of G, the infinite face included 3 . In terms of what we want to show we may assume that each 
edge separates two faces (triangulation), and in this case, as each face has at least three edges, 
one has f< IEI Therefore by Euler's theorem IVI - IEI ~ 2, but here it suffices to have 
IEI <3 IVI for all planar graphs. 
Suppose that for the a graph #*(G) < J EJ - 3 IVI. By removing #*(G) edges one obtains 





a planar graph G' = (E', V) with IE'l <3 lvi, a contradiction since 
El =lEh l+#*(G) <31Vl+IEI-3 1V1. 
LEMMA. For any graph G = G(V, E) either IEI < lvi or 	iE1 3 /iVI 2 . In this lemma we 
always suppose that the constants are chosen so that the statements are not void. 
Proof. The proof is probabilistic. Starting with the graph C one defines a random graph; let 
x E V be deleted together with all the adjacent edges with probability 1 - p, where p will 
be chosen later, and do not do anything to x with probability p. Let us denote the resulting 
random graph by G = (Vp, E) and note that I V,, lEl and #(G) are random variables on the 
probability space ({O, 11 ,p). By the previous lemma #(G) > IEp I —3 I Vp I and after taking 
expectations this inequality still holds: 1E#(G) > E lE I - 3El Vp I. However one can compute 
these numbers e.g. 1E#(G) = p4 #(G) because this is the chance of a crossing of G remaining 
unaffected, also 1ElEl = p2lEl and  ElV,i = pIVI. Now, either JEJ 5 lvi or choose p IVI/IEI 
and in this later case #(G) > 1E1 3 /1V1 2 as was to be shown. 
Using these results the Szemerédi - Trotter theorem follows easily. The arrangement (P, L) 
defines a graph C = G(V, E): the vertices are the points P and we join two points by an edge 
if they are neighbours on a line belonging to L. This is the simple reason why we cannot apply 
this argument in the finite field case. So (P, L) = El + ILl and #(G) < IL1 2 . The first statement 
becomes clear if we draw a picture, the second is obvious. Applying the second lemma 
. either JEJ < IVI that is (P, L) < I PI + ILl or 




Either way we have 	
2 
(P, L) < ILl + IPI +(ILIIPDr 
and the theorem is proven. 
Figure A.2: An example of a graph used in the proof of the Szemerédi - Trotter theorem. 
Next we show that in case of iLl 	Il this inequality is sharp, and also that in the finite 
field case there is no hope to improve on the earlier estimates: the Szemerédi - Trotter theorem 
fails in the finite plane. 
EXAMPLE ONE. Let V be the two dimensional vector space over IF = GF(p) for a prime p. 
The lines L are given as all of the form {a + bt : t E IF} with (a, b) E (V \ 0) x V, so there are 
P2 of them. Each line contains exactly p points. Take P to be the whole of V. The number 
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of incidences (P, L) is therefore pp  2,  which is the same as in the simple upper estimate: (p 2 ) . 
Consequently we cannot do any better in the finite field case than what we have already 
achieved, at least for I PI ILl "-j IIFI 2 . It is probably a great surprise after this that in [7] a 
better upper bound is given by Bourgain at al in the case IPI ILl - IF where 0 < a < 2. 
The proof is by contradiction therefore ineffective, we shall return to it in a later section. 
Mockerihaupt and Tao point out in [31] that the question of improving the bound p2 is 
equivalent to disproving the existence of a set E C GF(p) for which lEj IE+El - IEEI 
We shall return to this question, too 5. 
EXAMPLE Two. For the sake of completeness we now demonstrate that the Szemerédi - Trotter 
theorem is best possible in case of I LI IPI• Let k be an integer and define n = 4k 3 , the sets 
P and L are defined by 
P:={O,1,...,k-1}x{O,1,...,4k2 -1} 
and 
L:={y=ax+b:(a,b)E{O,1,...,2k-1}x{O,1,...,2k 2 -1}}. 
Now for each 0 !E ~ x < k one has 
ax+b <ak+b < 2k 2 +2k2 =4k2 . 
So for each integer i E (0, k) each line y = ax + b contains a point of P with x = i for one of 
the previous i's; as one has -  0 lines the number of incidences is (P, L) > 0 - n. 
A detailed and comprehensive treatment of incidence problems in the Euclidean plane can 
be found in the homonymous chapter of [27]. 
A.4 Besicovitch sets are not algebraic varieties 
The next observation is due to [31]. Let K > 0 and P2 : IF - F, i = 1,.. . , K be polynomials 
of degree at most K over the finite field F := GF(q). Suppose that E, a Besicovitch set, is 
contained in fl1 {P2 = 0}. In order to be a Besicovitch set, for each v E F -1 there is an 
x0 E F 1 so that 
£(xo,v) := {(xo +vt,t) : t E F} CE. 
The pigeonhole principle together with an algebraic observation show that this leads to a 
contradiction. 
We only have K polynomials so there has to be an i E {1,.. . , K} so that 
I{€(xo,v)fl{Pi = 0}}I> -- 
because every line has q elements. Furthermore there are a lot more v's than i's so there is at 
least one i occurring often, i.e. there is a set V of cardinality at least qfl_l  /K so that the above 
inequality holds for all v E V, or more explicitly, 
I{tEIF : Pj (xo+vt,t)=0}l> 
Let d := deg P2 the for fields of large enough characteristic one observes that this is possi-
ble only if P2 (xo + vt,t) = 0 for all t. Define as the principal part of P2 , that is P2 = 
P' + (terms with deg < d). As we have just observed for all P*(vt,  t) = 0 for all v and t. For 
fixed t it is zero on all of V which is of cardinality at least q/K, hence for fields of large enough 
40n page 22, second paragraph. In this paper the authors discard the 'vertical' directions and work with 
Besicovitch sets that cover IFI1-1 directions rather than the full range i- 1--j. We follow this practice when 
presenting their results only. 
5 There is an example in [10] of a set A C GF(p) so that JE + E] + IEEI <p 4  while I Al p. This is not 
too relevant to the discussion at present. 
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characteristic P, is identically zero; a contradiction for P2* being the principal part, therefore 
E cannot be a Besicovitch set. 
A.5 The Kakeya Maximal Operator 
For definitions and introduction to the basic results about the Kakeya Maximal operator the 
reader is referred to the relevant section of Chapter Five, this section is a direct continuation 
of the story started there. 
It is very appealing to see how efficiently the Córdoba argument works in the finite field 
case, proving the conjecture for the plane and giving a non-trivial result in higher dimensions. 
We have already seen a version of this by Wolff in the Introduction but we repeat it here in 
the context of the Kakeya maximal operators. It can be seen very clearly that the proof works 
because in F 2 any two lines intersect, and one may recall that the Córdoba argument proves 
the Kakeya conjecture also in 1R 2 because there 'almost' any two lines meet. 
Take F = GF(q) and applying the second lemma of the previous section consider 
isg (v) Xt(0(),)(X)dVII 	 L,2 (F-) 
where we express the square as 
is is g (v ) g(v') I(xo(v), v) n £(x o (v'), v') I dv dv'. 
It is most natural to group them according to v = v' or v / v', whereas the first group of terms 
gives FI 2  IIgIIL2(S) and the second IgIl(5)  because the intersection of two lines is at most a 
point. Both of these bounds can be approximated form above by IIgII2 ._ 2)(5) . 
From our point of view the following is one of the most interesting aspects of the Kakeya 
problem over finite fields. It turns out (on page 20 of 31]) that K(p —p q) 1 if and only if for 
any collection of points P C Fn and any collection of lines L C F" each pointing in a different 
direction one has the bound (P, L) IPI 11P Lh/ F(1l)/. Here and throughout the symbol 
A B means that for any e > 0 there is a constant C independent of the field such that 
A Ce IFICB. For the sake of computational simplicity we do not use the 'vertical' lines here. 
Let us first see how the Kakeya estimate K(p —* q) 1 implies the bound on the number 
of incidences. The set of points P C F'2 and lines L C F'2 are given, and the set of directions of 
the lines in L, denoted by V C F'21 , has the same cardinality as L itself. For any given v E V 
one has 




where £ is any line of L with direction v. Therefore 
(P,L)=>1{pEP : pE}I >x(v) 
tEL 	 vEV 
and one only needs to apply Holder's inequality and then the (p, q) estimate for the Kakeya 
maximal operator, 
IFI'2' 	(v)dv 	FI'2 (1 X(v)dv) 
11q 
v 1 1 ' < I 
/ vi 
K(p — q) IIXPIILP(p) 	 IFI'2 ' 	K(p —* q) 
1p1 11P 	11/' IIF I (n—l)/q  
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finishing this direction of the proof. 
The other direction illustrates the method of 'dyadic pigeonholes' (Cf. [451). Suppose we 
know the incidence bound for the specified P and L, based on the equivalent formulation of the 
(p, q) estimate for the Kakeya maximal operator and by duality it suffices to show that for all 
g : 1F 1 -p C and all x0 : ­4 Fn-i  we have 
	
JF1 F J ' g(v) xe(xo(v),  v)(x) 1(x) dvdx K(p 	q) I9IIL'(F - ') If IILP(F  
By the dyadic pigeonhole principle it is enough to show this for characteristic functions g = Xv 
and I = XP if we have , i.e. allow dependence on I F1 up to a power of a logarithm which is 
exactly the statement of the incidence bound estimate. The dyadic pigeonhole principle says 
that up to a power of log I IFI the Lr'(IFn) norm of f is a constant multiple of the LP (F
n ) norm 
of a characteristic function. We can see it the following way, let 
Si 	{x E Fn 2' < lf(x)l <23 '} 
so f(x) = 	 also 
llfIILP(1F') < E 2jPlSj  
jEZ 	 iEZ 
and so by the pigeonhole principle there is a jo = jo (p, f) so that 
IIfIIP(.) 	2-°"  M xs30 ILP(F.) 
and the estimate from below is obvious. 
A.6 Further Incidence Results 
Based on the equivalence of K(p -f q) with the incidence bound the following observation can 
be made'. Suppose that for any set of points P C IFtm and any set of lines L each having different 
direction the following bound is known 
(P, L) 	IPI° lLl l_ b IIFI1_c + IPI + IL 
for some a,b,c E (0,1) satisfying (n - 1)b+c ~! 1 then K(p - q) 1 for p 	((n - i)b+ c)/a) 
and q := min((n -  1)p', ((n - 1)b + c)/b). (I omit the short and technical proof.) 
Recall that we have observed that 
(P, L) < min {ii + ILl lP1 112 , ILl + IPI ILlhI2} 
and that we only have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and those properties of lines that 
are true in any IF : they meet in at most one point and through two points there is only one 
line. Hence we know that 
COROLLARY. K((ri + 1)/2 - n + 1) 1. From this only IKI 	IFIl follows and we have 
already seen more than that. 
DEFINITION. A set of lines L obeys the Wolff axiom if every plane contains at most O(lFI) of 
them. The constant depends at most on the particular plane. 
The incidence bound for cases with the Wolff axiom (i.e. also for sets of lines with different 
directions) 	
(P, L) < 1P1 112  L1 3!4  IIFI'I4 + IPI + ILl 
6 Thjs is Corollary 8.4 of [31]. 
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implies that 
K 1 	— 
f 
+ 
n+2 	(n-1)(n+2) <1  
\ 2 n 
which shows that I El > 	(n+2)/2 the result that served as our starting point. This proof is 
attributed to N. Katz in [31] and is of course stronger than only the cardinality result, since it 
involves the maximal function. The main idea is to count the number of triangles formed by P 
and L, as I will not make use of it, it is omitted. 
The incidence problem of points and lines is intimately connected to questions of arithmetic 
combinatorics (Cf. [7]) we shall now explore this link. 
A.7 Arithmetic Combinatorics 
Among the most important problems of arithmetic combinatorics is the question of sum-product 
estimates. Relevant to our discussion is the quest for lower bounds of J A + Al + JA. Al in JAI 
where A C Z. Here we use the usual Minkowski sum A + A {a + a' : a, a' E A} and the 
analogue definition of A - A. So far as I could determine this started with the paper [14] where 
Erdös and Szemerédi proved that for large enough subsets A of the integers 
A+Al+lA . AIlAI 0 
for some E0 > 0 which has been improved on by several authors, most recently by Solymosi in 
[39] proving Eo = 3/11, however the full conjecture has not been proven yet, we still do not 
know if € may be taken to be arbitrarily small (with an appropriate implied constant) 7 . 
For finite fields the corresponding estimate is that for any positive i and any subset A of F 
there is a constant c(e) so that 
max {IA + Al, IA.  Al} 	c(e) min {IA1 2 , lJFl 1 1. 
In the words of [7] this 'if true, is likely to be extremely difficult.' The following is proven in 
[7] which we accept without proof. 
THEOREM. Let F = GF(p) and A C F such that p5 < JAI <p' for some 6 > 0. Then for 
some e = e(6) > 0 one has 
max {IA + Al, IA.  Al}  c(6)IAI 1 
This has been used in [7] to show a Szemerédi - Trotter type theorem for finite fields, as we 
shall see in the next section. 
Recently there has been improvement on this theorem, the condition J AI > p5 has been 
eliminated according to the announcement [5] by Bourgain, Glibichuk and Konyagin but these 
results have not been published yet. For a proof of this see the preprint [18] by Green, it is 
more accessible than the original proof given by Bourgain, Katz and Tao in their paper, and it 
also proves the improvement we have mentioned. 
REMARK. The Erdôs - Szemerédi question has been very intensely studied recently as has 
been alluded to. There is one additional point that has emerged in the work of Nathanson and 
Tenenbaum (Cf. [321), namely that one can assume IA + Al to be small and that implies that 
A. Al has the conjectured size. 
7 1n [13] it has been observed that E0 = 1/4 follows immediately from the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem. Indeed, 
for Ac R take P := A + Ax A. A and all lines of the form {(x =a+t,y = a't) : t E IR} where a,a' E A 
therefore it is ILl = Al2. Such a line contains a point of P if and only if t E A so we have (P, L) = A1 3  on 
the other hand by the Szemerédi-Trotter theorem the upper bound (IAI2IPI)213 and comparing these two we 
obtain that 111 A15/2. This result is significant from the point of view of the Erdös ring problem. 
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THEOREM. (Nathanson - Tenenbaum, 1999) Let A C 7L and IA + Al 31A1 - 4 then 
/ A \2 
A.Al ~ ( 
- \logIAI 
THEOREM. (Elekes - Ruzsa) For A c R (sic!) finite 
A+A 4 A.AI log IAl> IA1 6 
therefore JA + Al 	lAl implies 
IAAI> Al2 
- log IA 
Chang announced in [11] further results in this direction and also shows that a small product 
set implies a large sum set. 
THEOREM. (Chang, 2003) Let A C N be finite and IA. Al <aIAl then IA + A] > 36lAI 2 . 
She also has proven analogous results for the h-fold versions. The proof is based on a careful 
analysis of the trigonometric sum >-aEA e2 X and an induction argument', especially Propo-
sition 5 of the paper deserves esteem. 
LEMMA. (Chang) Let A c N be finite and JA . Al <alA] then for any {da}aEA  C R 
2 
dae2 ' ° 	 d 
a 	 L 	aEA 
for some c = c(h, a) which is explicitly known. 
This is of course the famous A q constant for q = 2h. The method of Chang and its extension 
in [6] depend on the prime factorisation in Z and so are not available in all circumstances. 
A.8 Extension of Szemerédi - Trotter to finite fields 
In this section we give the proof of the Bourgain - Katz - Tao theorem [7] mentioned earlier 
without proof. This is Theorem 6.2 of the paper. 
THEOREM. (Bourgain - Katz - Tao, 200) Let IF = GF(q) where q is prime and in the pro-
jective plane PIF3 over IF take a set P of points and L of lines so that N := IPI =  I LI = IFI 
where 0< a < 2; then there are C >0 and e = e(a) >0 so that (P, L) !~ CN3/ 2 . 
We have shortly indicated the significance of this result in light of the counter examples 
related to the Szemerédi - Trotter theorem in the finite plane; the method of the proof turns 
out to be applicable in other contexts such as the Furstenburg, Falconer and Erdös problems. 
Proof The proof is by contradiction: suppose that there is an e > 0 that we shall choose later 
so that (P, L) > N 3/2 . We change our earlier notation and define for p e P the multiplicity 
(p) := I { i E L : p E t} I so the hypothesis means that 
(P, L) = 	p(p) 
PEP 
There is a simple technique in combinatorics, called the popularity argument that will be applied 
8 The proof is very well presented in the paper - unfortunately it would take us too far away from the incidence 
problems. 
frequently in this proof, which ensures that provided the above 
N'2 
pEP:u(p)N'/ 2 
also holds9 . We say that A << B if there is a very small constant c so that A :!~ cB. For example 
/2(p) >> Nh/ 2+6 implies /2(p) - 1 >> N 1 / 2 . 
Further we have the estimate 10 
/2(p) <<N'2 	p)(ii(r) - 1) 5 
pEP : i(p)>>Nh/Z+ 	 PEP 
N_ 1 /2 	I {(e,€) EL x L : p E £,t',t £'} I 
PEP 
N_ 1/2 	 I{iP : pE,t'}I 
£,VEL 
~ N'/-(N 2 - N) = (N3/2_6 - N 112 ) 
2 
on the other hand 
/2(p) > N 312 
PEP : 
hence if we denote by 
P' := {p E P : N" 2 	/2(p) 5 Nh/2} 
then 
u(p) N3/2_6 . 
PEP,  
We shall use this kind of statistical arguments to find subsets of P and L with very favourable 
properties, next we repeat the same argument two more times. 
	
Let A(s) 	{p E F' : p E £} I be the multiplicity of a line £ E L with respect to P. By the 
above 
p(p) = 	A() N 312 
PEP, 	tEL 
therefore by the popularity argument 
N  3/2—c  and 	 A(s) <<N"2 	:i: 
tEL: 	 tEL: A(t)>>Nh/ 2+ 	 p,p'EP : pp' 
in much the same way as before, so if 
L' 	{t E L N" 2 	A(s) < N1/'2+6} then 	)(€) > N312 
tEL' 
Now define 
' (p) 	I It E L' : p E £} I the multiplicity with respect to L' so that 
E e) = j /1'(p) > N312 
tEL' 	PEP,  
and so if 
:= {p E P : /.2' (p) >  Nh/ 2_} then 	/2'(p) > N 312 , 
PEP" 
9For any non-negative function f defined on a finite set S and satisfying E IES  f(s) ~ X it is 
sES f(s) ~ 
x f(s) ~ X. The proof is a nice exercise: take those points of S where you do not have the 
lower bound and subtract it from the entire sum, notice that you have an upper bound of the sum you subtract. 
10This is a point when [7] contains a misprint: p(p) 2 appears instead of i(p) in the sum. 
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consequently 
I {(p,) e P" x L'} I N3/2_6. 
Observe that IL'I N so IP"I > N'/2 . 
Let P0 E P" then there are N" 2 lines £ e L' so that Po  E E. By construction fl P' 
N 1/2 for all £ E L' so 
{(p,) E P x L' : P, Po E £,p :~ po}I > N1 
This is the first appearance of a C > 0 in this proof. From now on C multiples of i will be 
appearing as exponents of N and we do not give indices to these constants. These constants 
do not depend on IF or on a and we point out that subsequent instances of C always mean 
different constants. 
We define the relation ' on P as follows: 
p - p' if and only if p L  p' and there is a line £ e L' so that p, P' E £. 
For all Po E P" therefore I {p E P' : p i Po} I > N 1 _ 26  and 
i I{pEP' : p i po}={(p o ,p)eP"xP' : poip}INl_26IP 
poEP" 
The following lemma will play a similar part to the popularity argument, it will help us to 
exhibit statistical properties of relations such as 
LEMMA. Let A and B be finite sets and a relation on A x B so that 
{(a,b)eAxB : ab}IX where X>>IBI then 
I{(a,a',b)EAxAxB : aa',ab,a'a}I> 
IBI 
Proof. Let b E B and f(b) := I {a e A : a b} I so we have >IbEB 1(b) E X hence >bEB : f(b)X/IBI f(b) 
X by the popularity argument. By hypothesis 	>> 1 that is f(b) - JJ <<1(b) - 1 so 
- 1) 	 f(b) (1(b) 
- 
bEB : f(b)X/IBI 	 bEB : f(b)X/IBI 	JBI) — 
> --  	
f(b)X. IBI 
bEB : f(b)X/IBI 	JBI 
This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
We now apply this lemma to the relation ' so 
{(po,p) E P" x P' : p 'i p'} I > Nl26 IPF I 
implies that 
{(po,pi,p) E P" X P" X P' : P0 0 Pi,Po " -'i P,Pi '- i P} I _______________ 
> N''P" 2 
I'I 
since I P" I :~ N. So by the pigeonhole principle there are P0, P1 E P" so that P0 y-I p' and 
{p E P' : p '-ui po,p -'i i pi} I 	 (A.1) 
We fix this pair for the rest of the proof. 
Until this stage it is not at all clear why we want to use the projective plane PF3 instead 
of IF2,  it will transpire shortly that the reason is entirely technical, not at all essential, but 
certainly makes the proof more transparent". By a projective transformation we may suppose 
that 
P0 = [1,0,0] and P1 = [0,1,0]. 
Note that some of the points in the set on the right-hand side of (1) may be on the line at 
infinity 4. c PIF3 . This seems to be the real reason of using P1? 3 since now we aim to find a 
Cartesian product containing the set of (1). Observe that if for p E P with p 	P0 E 4,, 
P 'i P1 E £m and p e 4, then necessarily tm E L' by definition of "-'i and 50 	 N 112 . 
The point is that by choosing 6 appropriately small we may disregard the points of 4,, and so 
{p e P' ni?2 	[1,0,0],p — 1 [0,1,0]1 I 	N' 
Notice that lines £ c IF' 2 of the form y = b pass through [1,0,0] in P1? 3 so let 
B:={bEIF' : {y=b}EL'} 
and such a 'horizontal' line of L' contains at least > N" 2 points of P. As I P'I :!~ N we have 
N 1/2 . The same holds for 'vertical' lines of L': we have an IAI < N 1/ 2 so that 
IP' n (A x B)I >: N' 
Let P0 := P' fl (A x B); note that for all p E P0 it is Nh/2_6 $ u( p) N'/ 2 therefore 
	
1u(p) > IP0I N 112 	M—ce N" 2 
pEPo 
on the other hand 
p(p) 	It EL : p E L}I = I{(p,t) e P0 x L p E £}I = (PO , L), 
pEP0 	pEPo 
hence (Po, L) N3/2c, define now the set of lines 
L 1 := 
{ t 
EL0 	{() E P0 x L0 : p E £}I > 
1/2— Cc  
Observe the following 
ILo l N so 	 > N" ILoI 
and 
I {(p,?) E P0 x L0 : p E £} I > N3/2_C6 
tEL, 
Next we define the relation 2 between points of B and lines of L 1 
b 	£ if there is a p E Po n (A x {b}) so that p E £. 
The point p is uniquely determined since £ is not 'horizontal' henceforth 
{(b, t) E B x L1 : b 2 £} I > N3/2_C6 
The lemma on relations therefore gives that 
I{(b,b',) E B x B x L 1 b b',b 2  £,b' 2 £} I > 
(N 3/2_c6)2 	
N2 
IL 1 I 
"The space PF3 is F3  \ {(0, 0, 0)} / where is the equivalence relation v w if and only if there is a 
0 0 t E F so that v = tw. The coordinates of points in P]F3 are denoted by [x, y, z] hence this stands for an 
equivalence class of points of F 3 . The points of (x, y) E F2 are embedded into PF 3 as [x, y, 1] whereby PIP is 
F2  together with the line at infinity hereinafter denoted by t. For more on projective geometry see [38] 
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By the pigeonhole principle there are b, b' E B so that I It E L 1 : b 	L} I > N 112—C6 as 
IBI < N 112 . We fix these b and b' for the rest of the proof, too, and if necessary then by an 
affine transformation 12 assume that b = 0 and b' = 1. 
Any line £ E L 1 contains > N 112 	points (x, t) of A x B and since £ is not 'horizontal' 
I {(x, t, £) E A x B x L 1 : 0, 1 2  £, (x, t) E £, t 7~ 0, 1} I > N 312 '. 
By definition 0,1 2 £ means that there are x0, x1 e A such that (xo,0) E £ and (x 1 , 1) E £ 
therefore 
{(x,t,L,x o ,x i ) E A x B x L 1 x A x A : (xo,0) EL, (Wi, 1) EL, (x,t) E L,t 0, 1} I N312_C6 
But the fact that the above three points are on the line £ means that x = xo + (x 1 - xo)t E A 
and these points completely determine £. Let 
Q := I {(t, x0, x 1 ) E B x A x A : xo + (x1 - xo )t E A, t 54 0, 1} I > N 312 
We shall do a Balog-Szemerédi type refinement (Cf. [1] and also chapter 9.4 of [33]): (better 
explained later what that is) 
A' := {x1 C A :  m(xi) := {(t,xo) E B x A : x0 + (x 1 - xo )t E A, to 0,11 1 N''} 
that is Q = xiEA m(x i )> N 312 	and so >X1EA'  m(xi)> N 312 	by the popularity 
argument because J AI < N 112 . But 
m(xi ) = I{(t,xo,xi) E B x Ax A' : (1 — t)XQ+tXl E A,tO,1}I > N 3 "2 
on the other hand 
jr3/2-C€ 
IA'I > 	 > N 1' 
IAHBI 
Also by the pigeonhole principle there is a t o 0, 1 so that 




where we have again used the fact that IBI < N11 2+6  and consequently 
{(x 0 , x 1 ) E A x A' : (1 - to )xo + t0x 1 E Al I > N'IAI A'J. 
A major ingredient of the proof is the quantitative version of the Balog - Szemerédi theorem 
([1]) due to Gowers ([17]) or the variant thereof due to Bourgain ([3]) which is as follows. 
THEOREM (Gowers, 1998) Let A and B be finite subsets of an additive Abelian group so 
that JAI = BI and for a G c A x B so that IGI > I4IIBI for some K and IA +c A'l := 
I {a + b : (a, b) E G} 1 15 KIAI then there are A' C A and B' C B with IA'I cK_dlAl and 
IB'l ~! cK_ d IBI so that IA' - B'l !~ CKCIAI. 
Here we apply this result with the choices A and A' respectively for A and B of the theorem 
and G:= I(xo, xi)  E Ax A' : (1 —to )xo +toxi E A} thereby we have IGI > N'IAIIA'I and 
IA +c A'I :~ NC 6 IAI whence there is (1 - to)A C (1 - to )A and toA" C toA' so that 
• lto A"I K' Ito A'I = NItoA'I > N  1 /2—CE and 
• 1(1 - t0)AI > Nh/ 2_c6  and 
• (1 - t0)A - toA"I < N'IAI < N'12-
12 Affine transformations do not affect £. 
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We shall make use of the following 
LEMMA. (Cf. the book /331 Chapter 8.) Let A and B be subsets of an additive Abelian group 
so that IA + BI !!~ K min(IAI, IBI) then IA ± A ± ... ± Al :!~ CKCIAI where C depends only on 
the combination of the signs we take. 
Now if A := —toA" and B := (1—to)A then B+AI KN1/2+6 so lt0A"+t0A"l 
and so IA" + A"I < Nh/ 2+. 
Observe that the pigeonhole principle gives from 
{(t,xo,Xi) E B x Ax A" : (1— t)x o +txi E A,t 0, 1} I > N312 
an x0 E A so that 
{(t, xi) EBxA":(1—t)xo+txiEA,tO,1}IN1' 
By a translation we may assume that x o = 0 hence 
I{(t,xi) E (B\{O}) x (A\{0}) : tx1 E A}! > N' 
where we exclude 0 from A" without invalidating all our arguments, as they have only depended 
on the fact that IA"I < N 1 /2 and we can use A" in all our previous work instead of using A. 
Next we apply the Balog-Szemerédi-Gowers result in the multiplicative form and get a 
subset A" C A" \ {O} so that IA ... I > N'/ 2 and IA" . A" Nh1 2+ furthermore also 
IA" + A 11/ 1 < Nl/2+c6 which is not possible by the sum-product estimate 
max(IA" -+- A", IA" . A"I) > IA"I 
for an e > 0 which depends on the value of c (reminder: IAI = lFl) and nothing else, finishing 
the proof of the lemma. 
The theorem may be extended to IF' = GF(p13 ) but the existence of subfields results in 
technical complications (that I don't see too clearly at the moment). 
A.9 Besicovitch sets in IF 3 
In this section we give the proof of the recent theorem due to Bourgain, Katz and Tao that 
improves slightly on Wolff's lower bound of 5/2. This is taken from [7] where it is Theorem 8.1. 
The reasoning is very intricate incidence geometry and draws heavily on arithmetic combina-
tories just as everything in [7]. 
THEOREM. Suppose L is a set of lines in IF  that has I F12  elements and satisfy the Wolff axiom, 
let P := UEL {} then there is an e > 0, an absolute constant, so that II > IFI 5"2 . 
Proof. The proof is indirect — we suppose that there is an e > 0 so that II < IIFI5"2. This € 
is tiny and will be chosen in the final part of the proof. 
Let us begin with the usual combinatorial reductions using the 'popularity argument' a few 
times. We define the multiplicity of points with respect to L as ever by (p) := I If E L : p E £} I 
and observe that >.PEP i(p) = ILl IFl IF. With an eye on the 'popularity argument' we define 
{ E P : (p) IFI} and see that > p pI(P) >Ipep' z(p) = F13. The usual next 
step is choosing the popular lines and in order to do that define )) := I 1p E P' : p E £} I and so 
it is >:pEP'  (p) = >EL .X() Z  JF J ' and again with the 'popularity argument' in mind we define 
If E L : A(s) > JF J J then of course 	) (f) > ITF'I 3  and with t'(p) := I {i E L' : p E £} I 
it is >EL'  )) = :pEP' i'(p) 	F 3 . Now define P" := 	E P' : a' (v) IFI} and there- 
fore 	 1713. We continue with the reductions by defining A'() := I 1p E P" : p e 4 
then A'() Z 11F1 and so if we define L" := It E L' : A'() > IFI} then 	''&) > IIF'13 
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and this says that 
l{(p,L)EP"xL" :pEt}llFl 3 . 
Let - be the relation that p e £ so in the light of the above we attain that 
{(p ' L') E P" x L" x L" : p eL, p eL', £ £'}l> !L> Fl6 = lFI 7/2 _6 lPl 	lFl5/2 
We define a relation between lines in L" denoted also by (this will not lead to any confusion 
as we shall not use the former relation any more in this proof) the ensuing way 
£ £' if and only if £ £' and £ fl £' E P" 




I {(L, t o , el ) EL" x L" x L" : £ £, £ - £, £o 	£} I 	IL" 
By the pigeonhole principle there are to and £ 1 in L" so that 
{LEL" : L0—L,L1 -'L}I > IFI' 	and £0L1. 
Fix the lines 4 and El for the remaining part of the proof and let L. 	{L E L" : to £, Li - il 
and remember that ILI > I7I 1 _c6 . 
It is important to point out that the lines to  and  Li  may be chosen to be skew a fact that the 
rest of the proof depends heavily as can be seen for example by the forthcoming lemma. And 
this choice can indeed be made because of the Wolff axiom: if the lines were in a plane then in 
that plane there were only O( Fl) other lines £ E L and the previous intersection requirement 
would not be fulfilled. 
Our next lemma describes the momentous non-concentration property of lines of L'. 
LEMMA. Let L, £2, £3 be any non-intersecting lines in F3 then 
{LEL' : 
Proof. There are two cases: either, say, fl 11 e2 then if £ fl tj 0 0 and £2 fl £ 7~ 0 then £ lies in the 
plane containing tj and £2,  or the three lines are skew in which case there is an inhomogeneous 
quadratic polynomial Q so that the lines intersecting all three are in {x E F3 : Q(x) = 01 . This 
is a fact in geometry. ([37], [38]) 
Let us denote by S either the plane or the quadratic surface, we shall demonstrate that 
{LEL' : Lc S} has IFl elements. If  is the plane then I{LEL : £cS}l = 
o ( Fl) by the Wolff axiom and if S is the quadratic surface then recall that it contains at most 
O(IFI) lines, in either case ILs I IFI. 
L' is the set of lines that contain at least J FI points of P' therefore 
{(p,L)E(P'flS)XLs :pEL}IIFIIL s I 
on the other hand 
{(p,L) E (P'nS) x L : p (=- £}I < IP'nSI 12  
by the Szemerédi - Trotter (or the Cauchy-Schwarz) and combining the above two 
IP' n SI1LSI + l' n SI 	IFI, ILsI. 
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It is an obvious conclusion that l' fl S I > IIFI ILs I for this reason 
IP' fl SIILsI + JP n s'I > IP1 n SI 1ILs j + IFj ILs I > ITFI ILs I 
and IP'nSIILs II11iILs I then IP'flSIlFI 2 . 
Since lLsI 5 IIFI it follows that 
IF'fl Sj > min(IIFI 2 ,IjFI ILsI) > IFI IL s I. 
Observe that 
l{(P,L)E(P'nS)xL 
as P' is a set of points with multiplicity 	IFI 




I {(p, L) e (P' fl 5) x L : p EL, £ 0 S} I > IFlILsl. 
Suppose the later then It fl sl < 2 and 
Fl2ILII{(p,L)E(P'nS)xL :pEL,LS}IiFlILsI 
and then I1Fl 	lLsI. 
In the former case we can use that S contains at most O(IFI) lines and each line contains 
at most I F1 points which gives an upper bound and the desired result again. The proof of the 
lemma is completed. 
We remind the reader of the definition 
L. := It E L" : to  L, Li - ty 
Let 4 E L then it contains by definition _> IIFI points of P" hence 
I{PE P" : P  L,p to , pØ El l l > JIFI , 
wherefore 
I{(p,L) EP"XL' : 
by definition of L': for p E P" it is '(p) > 171 2' -6 . Notice that the point p is uniquely deter-
mined in the above definition by the lines. 
Define H(4) := {L E L' 0 ~ If fl 4 I ~ 14 fl  £I, i = 0, 1}, we have seen that for all E. E L 
it is IH(L)I 	IFI. 
LEMMA. For all 4 E L we have the upper estimate IH(t)I 5  lFl 
Proof. The proof is called, I believe, the 'hairbrush argument.' Observe that 
I {(p,L) E P 	x H(L) p EL, p 0 £*} I = IH(4)l (PFI -1) 	lH(L)I J IFI. 




> I 1FllH(6)I > IIFI 2 IH(4)1 2 - H(4)1 2 
P1 	" 	11F1512 	- IIFI'/2 
A picture would be great here as it would show at once that £' is in the plane generated by £ 
and E. - both £ and £' intersect 4 and p E £ fl £' - so by the Wolff axiom there are at most 
0 (IF I) choices for £' if £ is fixed therefore 
P x 	x H(4) p E £,', p V 4, £5e'}l < IH(4)I IIFI. 
This proves the lemma IH(6)I IFI 	H(4)2/Fh/2+6 and thus 1F13/2+6 > IH(6)I. 
How many lines £ E H(4) could intersect £? A brief consideration of the definitions or a 
picture that the reader is invited to draw in the space provided shows that £ E H(4) meets 
both 4 and to and in a point different from 4 fl to so there is a plane containing these three 
lines and by the Wolff axiom there are at most 0(IIFI) such lines. 
Definefl(4) 	{f e H(4) 	either £fl0 = 0 or £fl1 = 0} then bylH(4)I > 
we have IH(4)I > IFIC 6  Observe further that 
E L x L' : £ E i1(4)} I > IFI 	IL 
and as usual this regarded as a relation together with our lemma that 
{ v., 	
x L x L' £ E ft(4), £ E k(), 4 
2 
> (IFI312iLI) > F 32 L 2 = IFI'Ll2 
IL'I 
By the pigeonhole principle there is an 6 E L so that 
{() E L x L' £ E ft(4), £ E k(), 4 	!FI'lLI. 
Define L' L \ {4} so what we have is 
E L x 1) £ E 	 IFl 6 IL * I. 
Now we want to throw away some bad lines from L. We know that to fl 6 E £, therefore 
£, fl £i =A 0 because £ E 	so £, is the subset of the plane containing 4 and £. 
Observe that any plane contains at most 0(IFI 2 +C) lines of L' by the non-concentration 
property of these lines and so the contribution of those lines in L'  that contain to fl 4 (and 
similarly £ fl 4) is insignificant, in the present context meaning much smaller than IFI IL I. 
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We discard these lines and call the rest L, and still have the lower bound 
	
e L'' x H(4) : L E [1L)1 	IFI'tLI. 
Let ,z(e) 	El E L'' : £ E 	so that we have 	E(t') t(L) 	IFIl_G'6 ILI and for 
the last time apply the popularity argument' to see this: as H()I < FI 3/2+C so defining 
H' := {e E [1(c) : t*(L) > IFI_h/2_ILI} gives 	tEH' ,(L) > J1FJ' -C6 JL * J. 
On the other hand we have the following upper bound >EH' t(L) 5 JH'J JIFIh 12+ which 
is again a corollary of the non-concentration property of lines in V. Here the lines £ E H (c), 
to and L 1 are disjoint be definition and we count those lines f ' L" C L' that intersect all three. 
Comparing the upper and lower estimates I 7 I 1 IL 	H1IIFI"2 	hence IH'I > IF11/2-C6ILI. 
But we know that [1(t)I < 11F1 3/2+C6 wherefore ILI < IIFI'+ C'. Remember that the letter C 
may denote different constants within the same formula. 
LEMMA. There are maps II : L's' -* F2 and A : H' - { the lines of F2 1 with the following 
properties: 
. H is injective, 
. for each line £ in F2 we have IA1()j < 
• if (4, £) e L'' x H' with £ E H(L) then H(L) E A(L). 
Proof. (a) The lines to and £ are skew, 4nL0 74 0 and 4nL1 74 0 so we may indeed suppose that 
£o={(x,0,0):xEF},4={(0,0,z): zEF} and L 1 ={(0,y,1):yEIF}inanappropriately 
chosen coordinate system. It is unfortunately necessary to keep in mind all the definitions of 
various sets of lines that we have been using so far, first of all that 
TI' =It' EL' : fo nt*   £, and £ fl 4 * 
while L' = L \ {4 } and L" is the set of lines meeting t o and fi in points of F". Knowing 
this we can state that there are two points (x, 0,0) = to fl L, with x =A 0 and (0, y, 1) = £ 1 fl £ 
with y 0. Hence t ' L's' has the description {((1 - t)x, ty, t) : t E F}. We want H: L' - F2 
and take therefore ll(t) (11x, l/y) which is surely injective since two points determine a line. 
(b) Let now € E H'. We must again remind ourselves the definition of H': 
H' = It E [1(4) : i(L) IFI_ l12_ c6 1 
where ft (f* ) constitutes of those £ E H(4) that either £ fl to = 0 or £ fl L 1 = 0 and H(L) is 
the set of lines with A(L) > F that £ fl 4 0 is different from both 4 fl ti and 4 fl 4. The 
multiplicity A * (f) is the number of lines L, E L'' so that £ is contained in H(L). 
Since H' C H(€) we have £fl4 = (0,0, z) with z 76 0, 1. The equation of £ E H' is therefore 
£ = {(a(t - z), b(t - z), t) : t E F} 
where a, b E F and a, b 0 because £ fl to 0 and similarly £ fl £ 	0. We want a mapping 
A : H' -p  { the lines oflF 2 1; if we suppose that LflL 	0 then for at E IF it is (1 -t)x = a(t-z) 
and ty = b(t - z) and finally xy + (bz - b)x + yab = 0. This is why let 
A(L):= {(X,Y)EF 2 : 1+(bz-b)Y+azX=01 
and then H(€') E A(L). 
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(c) Let a, )3 54 0 and take the line {(X, Y) E F2 : 1 + /3Y + aX = o} and let L c,,j denote the 
inverse of this line under A so L,,, C H'. Also 
L cvy={I!EH' : bz—b=u3 and az=a} 
	
there are three lines that all elements of 	must intersect: 4, {(—a, y, 0) : y e IF} and 
{(x, —)3, 1) : x e IF}, so ILajI < lFI 112+ by the non-concentration property. 
To finish the proof of the theorem of this section note the following. Let P := H(L'') and 
L := A(H') which are sets of points and lines, respectively, in F 2 . We have on the one hand 
IP ILI <F1+C6  and 
LI > IFI_ 1,/2_ G6 lHh l > 1F1 	ILI > llFll_ce 
on the other. Further it is 
{t E L'' : £ E k)} 	IFI 1 " 2 tLI 	11Fl 
so by the lemma for all £ E L 
fp E F : p 	I > 1F1 112_C6 
Let N := IPI; there is a subset L' of L so that IFI — CE < IL'I N therefore 
I {() E P x L' : p E £} I > I1FI
1/ 2 6N > N312 
in contradiction to the Szemerédi - Trotter type estimate for f> 0 sufficiently small. 
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Appendix B 
Codes of the used programmes 
B.1 The code of the random number generator ran() 
The following is a very reliable and tested generator of a uniform random variate U[O, 1] given 
in the book ([34]) on p.  284. We have used it very often in the programmes of this thesis. 
1* 
The Press -- Teukolsky -- Vetterling -- Flannery 
Numerical Recipes in C++ 
random number generator for U[0,1] 




double ran(int& idum); 
double ran(int& idum) 
{ 
const mt IA = 16807; 	const mt IQ = 127773; 
const mt IN = 2147483647; 	const mt Ia = 2836; 
const mt NTAB = 32; 	 const mt NDIV = (1+(IM-1)/NTAB); 
coust double EPS = 2.0e-16; const double AM = 1.0 / IM; 
coust double RNNX = (1.0-EPS); 
static mt iy = 0; 	 static mt iv[NTAB]; 
mt jk; 	 double temp; 
if(idum <0 II !iy) { 
if(-iduia < 1) idum = 1; 
else idum = -idum; 
for(j=NTAB+7; j>=0; j--) { 
k = idum / IQ; 
idum = IA * (idum-k*IQ) - IR*k; 
if(idum<0) idum += IM; 
if(j < NTAB) iv[j] = idum; 
} 
iy = iv[0] 
} 
k = idum/IQ; 
idum = IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k; 
if(idum < 0) idum += IM; 
j = iy/NDIV; 
my = iv[j); 
iv[j] = idum; 
if( (temp=AM*iy) > RNNX) return RNMX; 
else return temp; 
} 
For details of the implementation please see the cited book where a very good introduction and 
discussion can be found on various methods of generating random numbers using the computer. 
B.2 The code of the programme F3SharpLine. cpp 
In this section we give the code of the programme F3SharpLine. cpp that we used to test the 
result about the extremiser of the extension estimate on the sharp line in Chapter Two. As 
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we said earlier this is a more sophisticated version of the (L 2 , L 6 ) code because the random 
number generator is supposed to be much better. We do not claim that it is better, because 
we have not tested it, but we rely on the book [341 when we say it is superior to the built-in 
randO. This generator is given in the previous section, here it is represented only as #include 
'ran. cpp''. The other more sophisticated features (such as measuring the time used) do not 
concern the essence of what we are doing. The code is followed by a detailed discussion of its 
working. 
/s 
Simple random testing for the sharp line 
case in the GF(3) extension inequality 







using namespace std; 
#include "ran. cpp 
double PowerSum(vector<double>& vec, const double n); 
double ExtOp(vector<double>& vec); 
II the conjectured constant (11/24)(1/6) = 0.878072226450529694037805755868 
coost double CONSTANT = 1.375; 
unsigned mt STEPS = numericlimits<unsigned int>: :max() / 1000; 
vector<double> g(int seed, jut len, double p); 
// Press -- Teukolsky -- Vetterling -- Flannery: Numerical Recipes in C++ ran() 
double ran(int& idum); 
mt main(int argc, char sargv[]) 
{ 
if(argc != 2) { 
cerr << "\tUsage : \n\tF3SharpLine <ERROR_BOUND>\n. 
return 0; 
} 
const double ERROR_BOUND = atof(argv[1]); 
srand( static_cast<unsigned int>(time (0) ) ); 
double error = 1.0; 
unsigned mt vectorsFound = 0; 




cout << "\nNumber of Steps: 	<< STEPS; 
cout << "\nWe are below the error bound ' << ERROR_BOUND 
for the vectors\n'; 
while(STEPS) { 
rndData= g(randO, 3, 1.5); 
LHS = ExtOp(rndData); 
error = CONSTANT - LHS; 
assert(error > 0.0); 
if(abs(error) < ERROR-BOUND) { 
vectorsFound++; 
sort (rndData.beginO, rndData.endO); 
vector<double>: :const_iterator datalter = rndData.beginO; 
whule(datalter != rndData.end() ) { 
cout.width(10); cout. precision (10); cout.setf (ins: :fixed); 





cout << "\nNurnber of vectors found : " << vectorsFound; 
time_t end= clockO; 
double time-elapsed = static_cast<double>( end - begin ) / CLOCKS-PER-SEC; 
cout.width(6); cout. precision (5) ; 
cout << "\nTime elapsed............. " << time-elapsed << " sec.\n; 
return 0; 
double PowerSom(vector<double>& vec, const double n) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :const_iterator veclter = vec.beginO; 
while(veclter != vec.end() ) { 




double Extop(vector<double>& vec) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
result += 6.0 * pow(PowerSum(vec, 2.0), 3.0); 
result += 3.0 * PowerSum(vec, 6.0); 
result += pow(PowerSuin(vec, 3.0). 2.0); 
result -= 9.0 * PowerSuin(vec, 2.0) * PowerSum(vec, 4.0); 
return result; 
vector<double> g(int seed, jut len, double p) 
{ 
vector<double> result; 	result, reserve (len); 
for(int i0; i<len; +i-) { 
jut j; 
j += seed; 
result .push_back(ran(j)); 
} 
vector<double>::iterator vi = result.beginO; 
double norm = 0.0; 
while(vI != result.endO) { 
norm += pow(abs(*vI), p); vI++; 
} 
norm = pow(norm, 1.0 / p); 
vi = result.beginO; 
while(vI 	result.andO) { 
*vI / norm; vI++; 
} 
return result; 
The user must give an error bound. Clearly, meaningful error bounds are below 1; if the 
programme receives a larger value or does not receive any value at all, it does not do anything. 
So F3SharpLine 0.001 is for example correct usage. In the while loop, which is the only 
nontrivial part of the code, vectors in 3 are generated whose lengths are 1 in LL 1R norm . 
This happens STEPS times, where STEPS is defined to be a large constant. The function ExtOp 
computes the value of the function F of the previous section at the randomly generated vectors, 
and if its result is within the specified error bound from the conjectured maximum then the 
vector is ordered and printed. We have already seen a sample run. 
B.3 The programme confirming the values of pp and ) 
This is the code of the programme that I used to 'confirm' my conjecture about the eigenvalues 
of A before trying to prove it. All the programme does is to count the number of 1 entries in 
two columns of the matrix A. I have chosen the 0th and the 6th columns. This is an arbitrary 
choice - a good one nonetheless. 
#include<jostream> 
#include<cstdio> 
using namespace std; 
mt lageudre(int x, mt y); 
tnt lambda(iut p); 
mt mu(iut p); 
lot main() 
{ 
jut PrimeSet[] = { 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 
83, 89, 97, 101, 103, 107, 109, 113, 127, 131, 137, 
139, 149, 151, 157, 163, 167, 173, 179, 181, 191, 
193, 197, 199, 457, 461, 467, 479, 487, 491, 499, 0 1; 
jut *primes; 
primes = PrixneSet; 
jut i, j, k; 
while(*primes) { 
cout << "For the prime 11 << *primes << " the two eigenvalues should be: 
tnt count = 0; 
mt CountTwo = 0; 
for(j0; i<*primes; i++) { 
for(j=0; j<*primeS; j++) { 
for(k0; k<*primes; k++) { 
if( (l+j+k) X *primes == 0 && (j*i+j*j+ksk) % *primes == 0) count++; 




cout << count << and << CountTwo << '\n'; 
cout << "while our conjecture was: 
cout <<mu(sprimes) << and << lambda(*primes) << \n"; 





The Legendre symbol (x/y) 
jut legendre(int x, mt y) 
{ 
if(x0) return 0; 
for(int i = 0; i<y; i++) { 




One eigenvalue \lambda_p = p-(-3/p) 
jut lambda( jOt p) 
{ 
return p-legendre(p-3, p); 
} 
The other eigenvalue \mu_p = pi-(p-l)s(-3/p) 




The output of the programme is this 
For the prime 461 the two eigenvalues should be: 1 and 462 
while our conjecture was: 1 and 462 
For the prime 467 the two eigenvalues should be: I and 468 
while our conjecture was: 1 and 468 
For the prime 479 the two eigenvalues should be: I and 480 
while our conjecture was: I and 480 
For the prime 487 the two eigenvalues should be: 973 and 486 
while our conjecture was: 973 and 486 
For the prime 491 the two eigenvalues should be: 1 and 492 
while our conjecture was: 1 and 492 
For the prime 499 the two eigenvalues should be: 997 and 498 
while our conjecture was: 997 and 498 
Armed with these results I was confident to do the formal proofs, but not before. The reason 
why the set of primes is an integer array ending with zero instead of, say, an vector<int> is 
that at the time of writing this code I was unacquainted with the STL. I want to keep this in 
this form for sentimental reasons because this is one of the first things I have written in C++ 
that worked. 
B.4 How to obtain picture of the matrix A using Mathe-
mat ica? 
First of all we define a function which is 1 if 
f x2+y2+z2=a2+b2+c2 
1 x+y+z=a+b+c 
can be solved in 1F and 0 otherwise. This can happen for example this way: 
f(x_, y, z_, a_, b_, c_, p_] = 
If [Mod [x+y+z-a-b-c,p]0&& 
Mod[x2 + y2 + z2 - a2 - b2 - c2, p] == 0, 1, 01 
Next we need to write functions that can convert numbers to base p and give their digits. Again 
there are many ways to do this, the one I have chosen here is 
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di[x_, p_I = Floor[x/p2] 
d2[x_, p_I = Floor[(x - p2*dl[x, p])/p] 
d3[x_, p_] = x - p2*d1[x, p] - p*d2[x, p] 
Having this we may now give the rule that we want to use building the matrix 
mtxrule[p_) = {{i_, j_} :> 
f[dl[i, p1, d2(i, p], d3[i, p1, di[j, p1, d2[j, p1, d3[j, p], p)} 
This puts us just one command away from having the matrix, e.g. if p = 5 then 
mtx5 = SparseArray(intxrule[51, {53, 53}] 
The 'variable' mtx5 now holds our matrix and by typing 
ArrayPlot [mtx5J 
it duly appears on the screen. Finally a word of caution: don't try this for p = 11 or larger, 
it will take forever. There is of course a more intelligent approach because these matrices are 
very sparse. 
B.5 The code of the programmes of Chapter Five 
Finally we give the code of the programmes we have use to test some of the inequalities in 
this Chapter. They are all very basic. Please note that the random number generator ran() 
contained in the file ran. cpp included in these programmes is given in the Seventh Chapter 
because we use it more extensively there. 
We are using the following code to generate random vectors of given L 8 norms. 
/s 
A random element of the unit ball of 
Lp(R'n) using the ran() of 
The Press -- Teukolsky -- Vetterling -- Flannery: 
Numerical Recipes in C++ 
for generation of U[0,1] (Pp. 284 --) 
The fcn f returns a random vector while 
the fcn g  returns a non-negative random 
vector. 
rand_Lp.cpp 








using namespace std; 
double ran(int& idum); 
vector<double> f(int seed, mt len, double p); 
vector<double> g(int seed, mt len, double p); 
vector<double> f(int seed, mt len, double p) 
{ 
vector<double> result; 
result. reserve (len) ; 
for(int i0; i<len; j++) { 
jot j; 
j += seed; 
result. push-back (2.O*ran(j)-1.0); 
} 
vector<double>::iterator vi = result.begino; 
double norm = 0.0; 
whjle(vI != result.endQ) { 
norm += pow(abs(*vI), p); 
} 
norm = pow(norm, 1.0 / p); 
VI = result.beginO; 
while(vI != result.endQ) { 
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vector<double> g(int seed, jot len, double p) 
{ 
vector<double> result; 
result, reserve (len); 
for(int i0; i<len; j++) { 
mt j; 
j += seed; 
result .push_back(ran(j)); 
} 
vector<double>: : iterator vi = result .beginO; 
double norm = 0.0; 
while(vI != result.endO) { 
norm += pow(abs(*vI), p); 
} 
norm = pow(norm, 1.0 / p); 
vi = result.begino; 
while(vi != result.endO) { 




The function f 0 generates a vector that can have negative elements, while g o has only positive 
co-ordinates. It is the second one we need later on in the code. We just fill a vector with random 
numbers and norm it. We do not use anything about the distribution of these vectors, we do not 
worry about how non-random these vectors really are (e.g lying in hypersurfaces etc) because 
the only thing we want is finding at least one vector violating our inequalities. Clearly, the 
distribution does not matter. 
Next we give the code of PhiPsiTest using the above gO function. 
1* 
For any real value q test if 
$\phL(\vec{c}) \geqq \psLq(\vec{c})$ if 
we define $ 
\phig(\vec{c}) = \left( \sum{ j=1 }6 cj \right)q + 
+ 2 \left( \aum{ j=1 16 cj"q \right)$ 
and $ 
\psig(\vec{c}) = (cl+c4+c5) -q + (c3+c5+c6)q + 







#include "rand.,Lp. cpp 
using namespace std; 
double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
void describeO; 
mt main(int argc, char* argv(]) 
{ 
if(argc != 3) { 
cout << "\n\nUsage: PhiPsiTest <exponent> <sample size>\n"; return 0; 
} 
describe 0; 
srand( (unsigned) time(0) ); 	double q = atof(argv[1]); 
mt size = atoi(argv[2]); 	vector<double> *vP; 
mt nval = 0; 	 vector<double> negs [size]; 
double p = atatic.cast<double>( q / (q -1) ); 
cout << "\n\n Phi" << "\t\t" << " Psi" << "\t\t' << "Difference" << endl; 
Cout << " 
for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
// the vectors in the sample are normed to be 
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/1 on the sharp line 
vP = new vector<double>(g(randO, 6, p)); 
double difference = Phi(*vP, q) - Psi(svP, q); 
cout. width (8) ; 	cout.fill(' 0; 
cout.precision(6); 	cout.setf(ios: :left); 
cout << Phi(*vP,q) << "\t" << Psi(*vP,q) << "\t\t" << difference << endi; 
if (difference < 0) { 




cout << "\nlhe exponent is " << q << endi; 
if(nval>O) { 
cout << endl << "Out of 	<< size << " found ' (< nval << " negative vaJ.uea.\n\n"; 
cout << 'The guilt is on the below vectors:\n\n"; 
for(int j = 0; j < nval; j++) { 
for(int i 0; i<6; i++) { 
cout.width(8); 	 cout.fill(' '); 
cout.precision(6); 	cout.setf(ios: :left); 
cout << negstj].at(i) << "\t 
} 
cout << endl; 
} 
} else { 
cout << "\nFor " << q << " the inequality holds for the sample.\n"; 
} 
return 0; 
double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 	double tap = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :const_iterator inputlter = v. begin Q; 
while(inputlter '= v.endQ) { 
result += sinputlter; 
tap += pow(*inputlter, q); 
input Iterl-+; 
} 
result = pow(result, q); 
result += 2.0 * tap; 
return result; 
double Psi(conat vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(3) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(4) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(l) + v.at(3) + v.at(5), q); 
result + pow(v.at(0) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(3), q); 




cout << '\nTests whether for the given q it holds that:\n\n"; 
cout << "(c_i + ... + c_06 + 2 (c_lq + ... + c_6q)\n'; 
Cout << "is larger than\n"; 
cout << "(c_i+c_4+c_5)q + (c_3+c_5+c_6)q +\n"; 
cout << "+ (c_2+c_4+c_6)q + (c_1+c_6)q + (c_3+c_4) -q+(c_2+c_5)q\n"; 
cout << endi; 
All we do is defining Phi() and Psi() as they are in the main text and then take a sample of 
random vectors of the specified size and compute the above functions for all of these. Then we 
print the results on the screen. 
The next code is that of PhiPsiTest .exe. It is essentially the same as PhiPsiTest but it 








#include "rand_Lp. cpp" 
using naaespace std; 
double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
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double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
void describeQ; 
mt main(int argc, chars argvD) 
{ 
if(argc 15) { 
cout << "\nUsage: PhiPsiTestAllExp <sample sizes> <qain> <qmax> <step size>" << endl; 
return 0; 
} 
double size = atoi(argv[1)); 	double qamn = atof(argv[2]); 
double qmax = atof(argv[3]); double delta = atof(argv[4]); 
double q = qain; 	 vector<double> *vP; 
double p = (double) q / (q-i); 
vhile(q<qmax) { 
mt negval = 0; 
for(int I = 0; i < size; 1+4-) { 
vP = new vector<double>(g (rand O, 6, p)); 
if(Pbi(*vP, q) < Psi(svP, q)) negval++; 
delete vP; 
} 
cout. width (8); 	 cout.fill(' 
cout.precision(6); 	 cout.setf(ios: :left); 
cout.setf(ios: fixed); 
cout << q << '\t" << (double) negval / size << endl; 




double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 	 double tap = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :const_iterator inputlter = v.beginO; 
while(mnputlter = v.endO) { 
result + sinputlter; 
tap += pow(sinputlter, q); 
input Iter++; 
} 
result = pow(result, q); 
result += 2.0 * tap; 
return result; 
} 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(3) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(4) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(l) + v.at(3) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(3), q); 





cout << "\nTests whether the inequality:\n\n"; 
cout << "(c_I + ... + c_6)6 + 2 (c-1q + ... + c_6q)\n"; 
cout << "is larger than\n'; 
cout << "(c_1+c_4+c_5)q + (c_3+c_5+c_6)q +\n"; 
cout << "+ (c_2+c_4+c_6)q + (c_1+c_6)q + (c_3+c_4)q+(c_2+c_5) - q\n\o"; 
Cout << "holds for the specified range of q's on samples of given size\o"; 
For completeness we give the code of the programmes for the other configuration of lines. 
They work exactly the same way as the earlier but the definitions of Phi 0 and Psi C) are 
different. 
/s 
For any real value q test if the inequality 
given in the describe() function. 








#include "rand_Lp. cpp" 
using namespace std; 
double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
void describe(); 
jut main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
if(argc 1= 3) { 
cout << '\n\nUsage: PhiPsiTest <exponent> <sample size>\n"; return 0; 
} 
describeO; 	 srand( (unsigned) time(0) ); 
double q = atof(argv[l]); jut size = atoi(argvt21); 
vector<double> *vP; 	mt oval = 0; 
vector<double> negs[size]; 
double p = static_cast<double>( q / (q-1) ); 
cout << "\n\n Phi" << "\t\t' << " Psi " << "\t\t" << "Difference" << endl; 
cout << " \n"; 
for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
vP = new vector<double>(g (rand O, 6, p)); 
double difference = Phi(*vP, q) - Psj(*vP, q); 
cout.width(8); 	cout.fill(' '); 
cout.precision(6); 	cout.setf(ios: :left); 
cout << Phi(*vP,q) << "\t" << Psi(*vP,q) << "\t\t" << difference << endl; 
if (difference < 0) { 




cout << '\nThe exponent is " << q << endl; 
if(nval>0) { 
cout << endi << "Out of " << size << " found " << nval << " negative values.\n\n"; 
cout << The guilt is on the below vectors:\n\n"; 
for(int j = 0; j < oval; j++) { 
for(int i =0; i<6; i++) { 
cout.width(8); 	 cout.fill(' '); 
cout.precision(6); 	 cout.setf(ios: deft); 
cout << negs[j].at(i) << "\t 
} 
cout << endl; 
} 
} else { 




double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :constiterator inputlter = v.beginO; 
while(inputlter != v.endO) { 
result += *inputlter; inputlter++; 
} 
result = pow(result, q); 
double tmpl = 2.0 * ( pow(v.at(0), q) + pow(v.at(2), q) + pow(v.at(4), q) ); 
result += tmpl; 
double tmp2 = 3.0 * ( pow(v.at(1), q) + pow(v.at(3), q) + pow(v.at(5), q) ); 
result += tmp2; 
return result; 
} 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(1) + v.at(2), q); 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(4) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(3) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(3), q); 
result += pow(v.at(1) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(1) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(5), q); 
return result; 
} 










using nalnespace std; 
double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q); 
void describeO; 
jot main(int argc, char* argv[]) 
{ 
if(argc =5) { 
cout<<"\nUsage: PhiPsiTestAllExp <sample sizes> <qmin> <qmax> <step size>\n'; return 0; 
} 
double size = atoi(argv[1]); 	double qmin = atot(argv[2]); 
double qmax = atof(argv[3]); double delta = atof(argv[4]); 
double q = qmin; 	 vector<double> *vP; 
double p = (double) q / (q-1); 
while(q<qmax) { 
mt negval = 0; 
for(int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 	 // the vectors in the sample are 
vP = new vector<double>(g (rand O, 6, p)); // normed to be on the sharp line 
if(Phi(*vP, q) < Psi(*vP, q))  negval++; 
delete vP; 
} 
cout.width(8); 	cout.fill(' '); 
cout.precision(6); 	cout.setf(ios: :left); 
cout.setf(ios: :fixed); 
cout << q << '\t" << (double) negval / size << endl; 




double Phi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :const_iterator inputlter = v.beginO; 
while(inputlter != v.endO) { 
result += *inputlter; inputlter++; 
} 
result = pow(result, q); 
double tmpl = 2.0 * ( pow(v.at(0), q) + pow(v.at(2), q) + pow(v.at(4), q) ); 
result += tmpl; 
double tmp2 = 3.0 * ( pow(v.at(1), q) + pow(v.at(3). q) + pow(v.at(5), q) ); 
result += trnp2; 
return result; 
} 
double Psi(const vector<double>& v, double q) 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(1) + v.at(2), q); 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(4) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(3) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(0) + v.at(3), q); 
result += pow(v.at(1) + v.at(4), q); 
result += pow(v.at(1) + v.at(5), q); 
result += pow(v.at(2) + v.at(5), q); 
return result; 
} 
void describe() { /* obvious, omitted */ } 
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Appendix C 
Numerical results about finite 
field Kakeya sets 
C.1 Introduction 
In this final Chapter we shall describe a computer programme that we have used to carry out 
numerical experiments about Kakeya sets in vector spaces over finite fields. These results are 
entirely experimental and computational, conventional theorems and proofs cannot be found in 
this Chapter. We believe that work of this kind is not valued as it should be. 
The programme is written in object oriented C++ and is not too complicated. We more like 
to think of it as a collection of tools that can be assembled to perform almost any computation 
concerning Kakeya sets. It must be pointed out that the author is completely self-taught as 
far as C++ is concerned, we appeal to the goodwill and patience of the more knowledgeable 
reader. 
In the final part of the Chapter we give numerical results, most notably about the average 
size of a Kakeya set in vector spaces F P1 for certain values of p and n. The more interesting of 
these results are in dimension n = 3 or higher because to the best of our knowledge not a lot 
is known about these matters. 
C.2 The basic header files 
In this section we give the basics of our programme. Kakeya sets are made up of lines and lines 
contain points, so in accordance with the rules of encapsulation of data we organised these in 
classes, i.e. a line object comprises point objects and so on. 
The first class to be given here is of course the class Point, that is in the file Point .h, it 
stores the characteristic of the field, the dimension of the vector space and the co-ordinates of 
the point as private data. We also added the potential to store a weight attached to the point, 
because this will turn out to be very beneficial later when computing multiplicities of points 
in Kakeya sets for example. The reason why this is a double and not an mt will be apparent 
later. 
/s 




#include< io stream> 
#include<vector> 
using namespace std; 
class Point { 
public: 
Point(int p, mt n, conet vector<int>& vec); 
Point(int p, mt n, conet vector<int>& vec, const double w); 
Point(const Point& other); 
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Point& operator=(const Point& other); 
virtual Point() {}; 
private: 






conat double weight() const { return w_; } 
coust vector<int> coord() { return coord_; 
void addweight(double x) { w.. += x; } 
void Print() coust; 
const bool operator<(const Point&) coost; 
conat bool operator== (conat Pomnt&) const; 
conat bool operator>(const Point&) const; 
const bool operator!=(coxlst Point&) const; 
The implementation is perfectly standard and is in Point. cpp. All the public member functions 
and the comparison operators are easily implemented, there is no need to go into the details. 
The reader will notice that we have created the class with the possibility in mind that one day 
subclasses of Point will have to be created. This has not happened in case of this programme 
but the potential is there. 
The next class we give is the class of lines in 1F and a little more explanation is in order 
here. As in the earlier parts of this thesis (in particular Chapter Four) we defined lines in 
the vector space of n dimensions over finite fields of characteristic p as one-dimensional affine 
subspaces i.e. they have a direction v E IF and a starting point x0 E and are given using 
the parametrisation 
£(xo,v) :={xo+v.t : tE1F}. 
In this chapter we shall only be considering lines with a restricted set of directions as is the case 
in the paper of Mockenhaupt and Tao (31]). We discard the set of 'horizontal' directions. This 
is purely for computational simplicity. On the other hand if n is larger than two and p is large 
enough, say p = 29 then instead of 871 directions we only deal with 841 and = 0.96555. 871 
The relevant ratio tends to 1 very quickly with p tending to infinity. 
As private data the Line class stores the characteristic of the field, the dimension of the 
vector space, a possible weight attached to the line, the starting point and the direction. The 
last two are vector<int>'s. We could have made the choice of having e.g. vector<Point>'s 
as private data, that is storing the entire line and depending on possible further investigations 
this might well turn out to be the right choice. The reason why we set things up the way we 
did is that we are more interested in Kakeya sets, and we shall represent those as sets of objects 
of the Point class and we shall pay little or no attention to the actual Line objects. 
/s 
Lines in vector spaces over finite fields 
given by a direction and a translation both in 
form of vector<int>'s, we only keep track of 
these. 
A weight value can be stored together with 
the line. 





using nainespace std; 
class Point; 
class Line { 
public: 
Line(const vector<int>& direction, const vector<int>& startPt, 
mt p, mt n); 
Lmne(const vector<int>& direction, const vector<int>& startPt, 
mt p, mt n, double weight); 
Line(const Line& other); 









vector<int> operatorO (jut i); 
Point operator l] (mt i); 
mt Chi(const vector<int>& v) { 
for(mnt i = 0; i < p_; i++) { if(this->operatorO(i) == v) return 1; } 
return 0; 
} 
double ChiW(const vector<int>& v) { 
for(int 1 = 0; i < p_; i++) { if (this->operatorO (i) == v) return weight_; } 
return 0; 
} 
vector<int> direction() { return direction_; } 
vector<int> BtartPt() { return startPt_; } 
double weight() { return weight_; } 
The utility functions are restricted to the bare minimum. We can access the private data via 
the functions directionO, weight() and startPtO, and the ith point of the line via the 
overloaded operator 0. The functions Chi 0 and ChiW 0 are characteristic functions of the 
line, i.e. for an element of 1F represented as a vector<int> in our programme, using Chi() 
we obtain 1 if it is in the set, and 0 otherwise, clearly ChiW() gives the weight of the point with 
respect to the set. 
Again, the implementation of this class is straightforward and can be found in Line. cpp. 
There is a very simple class called Directions that for a given dimension stores all the 
directions that will be represented in the Kakaya sets. This is obviously fixed for a given vector 
space. As we pointed out above we ignore the 'horizontal' directions. 
/s 
The class of directions in the n dimensional 
vector space over the finite field GF(p). 
Doesn't check if p is a prime. 





using nsmespace std; 
class Directions { 
public: 
Directions() {}; 
Directions(int p, mt n); 
Directions& operator(const Directions& other); 
Directions(const Directions& other); 
virtual Directions() {}; 
private: 
vector< vector<int> > Dir; 
public: 
vector<int> operatorOCint i) { return Dir.at(i); 
mt Size() { return Dir.sizeQ; } 
There is no issue of interest here except probably that the set of directions is represented as 
a vector of vector<int>'s and not as of vector<Point>'s. Our aim is to be a little more 
efficient. The implementation is given in Directions. cpp. 
There is a similar collection of classes of auxiliary nature that we use to build the Kakeya 
sets. We start with the set of directions, and when creating the Kakeya sets lines having those 
directions and going through the origin will be dilated. The class Translations is responsible 
for giving the translations used. This class has been created with the possibility in mind that 
different kinds of translations might be used in the future therefore it is an abstract base class. 
'S 
A collection of vector<int>'s that will 
be used as the translations of the lines. 




using namespace std; 




vector< vector<int> > theTranslations; 
Translations(int n, mt p); 
virtual Translations() {}; 
Translations() {}; 
Translations(const Translations& other); 
Translations& operator=(const Translations& other); 
public: 
vector<int> virtual operatorO(int i) { return theTranslat ions. at(i); } 
}; 
The actual work in this programme will be done by a subclass of Translations that gives 
random translations. The possibility is there to have other subclasses e.g. one where the user of 
the programme can define the translations to be used one by one. We have not created any other 
subclasses because we did not need them. The implementation is in the file Translations. cpp 
and is trivial. 
The subclass of Translations doing the actual work is RndTranslations and its header 
file is the following: 
/* 
Publicly inheriting from Translations class 
defines random translations. 





using namespace std; 
#include "Translations. h" 
class RndTranslations : public Translations { 
public: 
RndTranslations(int n, mt p); 
RndTranslations(int n, mt p,  mt seed); 
virtual 'RndTranslat ions () {}; 
RndTranslations(const RndTranslations& other); 
RndTranslations& operator=(const RndTranslations& other); 
private: 
RndTranslat ions Q; 
}; 
This does not of course tell anything about what is going on and for the first time we need to 
look at the implementation code given in RndTranslat ions. cpp. We define a function that 
generates random vectors RndVec (mt n, mt p) in dimension n over characteristic p. For 
simplicity we use the built-in rand() function. We know that this might be a bad choice but 
we take the risk because we shall not need too many of these random vectors. For a discussion 
of the possible dangers of using the rand C) coming with the compiler see ([34]). The function 
RandVec() is overloaded, one implementation is this: 
vector<int> RndVec(int n, mt p) { 
vector<int> result; 
result, reserve (n); 
for(int i = 0; i < n; i++) 
result. push-back ( rand() I p ); 
return result; 
} 
This is then applied in the constructors for example this way: 
RndTranslations::RndTranslations(int n, mt p) 
Translations(n, p) 
{ 
srand(static_cast<unsigned int>(time(0)) ); 





that is filling the data vector of the class one after the other with the random vectors generated 
by RandVec 0. For the full implementation details please see the file RndTranlations .cpp as 
usual. 
Similarly to the Translations class we shall need a class of random & weights. For similar 
reasons cited with regards to the Translations class this again is an abstract base class and 
will have one subclass doing the actual work. 
1* 
A vector in the rn-dim space over GF(p) to be 
used as weight. Here m is the number of lines 
in the Kakeya set, obtained from as 
Directions. Size Q. 





using narnespace std; 
class Lpweight { 
protected: 
virtual LpWeight() {}; 
LpWeight(int p, mt n, double exp); 
Lpweight(const Lpweight&); 








double virtual operatorO(int i) const { 
if(i < w_.size() ) return w_.at(i); 
return 0.0; 
} 
jot Size() { return w_.sizeO; } 
We generate a vector<double> that stores the weights in its co-ordinates. We also have the 
dimension of the vector space, the character of the field, and the exponent used in the norm as 
protected data. We can access the weights by using the operator() that we find a clear and 
convenient way. 
The subclass of LpWeight doing the actual work is RndLpWeight and its header ifie is not 
very telling, so we shall have a look at the implementation as well. 
/s 
Random LpWeights. Subclass of LpWeight class. 
RndLpweight . h 
*1 
#include< io stream> 
#include<vector> 
using narnespace std; 
#include "LpWeight .b 
class RndLpWeight : public Lpweight { 
public: 
RndLpweight(int p, jot n, double exp); 
RndLpweight(const RndLpWeight& other); 
RndLpWeight& operator(const RndLpWeight& other); 
virtual RndLpweight() {}; 
All that matters is the constructor: 
RndLpweight::RudLpweight(int p, mt n, double exp) 
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LpWeight(p, n, exp) 
{ 
srand( static_cast<double>( time(0) ) ); 
= g( randO. IntPow(p_, n--t), exp_); 
where the function g C) returns a non-negative, normalised random vector. This has been used 
in earlier chapters and it is implemented in a separate file rand-Lp. cpp the following way: 




for(int i0; i<len; i++) { 
jot j; 
j + seed; 
result .push_back(ran(j)); 
} 
vector<double>: : iterator vi = result. begin O; 
double norm = 0.0; 
while(vI != result.endQ) { 
norm += pow(abs(*vI), p); 
} 
norm = pov(norm, i.0 / p); 
vi = result.beginO; 
while(vi != result.endQ) { 




There is very little non-obvious activity going on here, we use the ran3 C) function of ([34]), 
called ran C) here, to fill a vector of the appropriate length with random numbers and then 
normalise it. The code of ran C) is given at the end of this Chapter. 
C.3 The Kakeya set class KS 
The class KS is the heart of the programmes, of course. This class has a fairly large interface 
and it could be argued that we should have created a Kakeya set abstract base and derived the 
various Kakeya sets we use as subclasses of this. We agree without reservations, but we have 
not done computations diverse enough to justify the creation of an abstract base class. 
Let us see the header file KS . h first and then we shall discuss it in great detail. 
/* 
The Kakeya Set class. It is implemented in terms of 
Directions.h, Translations.h, Point.h and LpWeight.h 









class KS { 
public: 
KS(int p, lot n, Directions *theDir, Translations *theTr); 
KS(int p, lot n, Directions etheDir, Translations *theTr, coust Lpweight& w); 
KS(const KS& other); 
KS& operator(const KS& other); 












jut Chi(const vector<int>& vec); 
double ChiW(const vector<int>& vec); 
const jut Sizeo) const { return theSet.sizeO; 
double D(const double exp); 
double RootOffl(double, double, double, int); 
coust bool operator=(const KS& rhs) const; 






void MultStatisticsQ; 	II unfinished 
void KS: :SinipleMultStatistics() const; 
Naturally we store the dimension of the vector space and the characteristic of the field. In 
order to construct a KS object, that is a Kakeya set, we need to know the directions of the lines 
and the translations that we apply to the lines. Both are present as pointers, the first to a 
Directions object, the second to a Translations object. The Kakeya set itself is stored as a 
vector<Point>, and we keep track of the weights of lines in a vector<double>. There is also 
a bool variable that is set to true if theSet is ordered according to increasing multiplicity of 
its points. 
There are two constructors, one without weights but in the second we can specify a set of 
weights that will be attached to the lines that are used in the Kakeya set. The weights can be 
of class LpWeight but as we have only implemented RndLpWeight we shall only use those of 
course. The implementation of the first constructor is the following: 
KS::KS(int p, jot n, Directions atheDir, Translations *theTr) 
p-(p), n-(n), theDir_(theDir), theTr_(theTr) 
{ 
double t = pow(sqrt(p_), n_); 
jut hts; 
for(hts = 0; hts < t; hts++) {} 
hts++; 
*ifdef DISPLAY 
cout << "With HS size ' << hts << endl; 
*endif 
vector<int> htsRes(hts, 0); 
theWeights.reserve(IntPow(p_, n_-i) ); 
vector<Point> theSetHashed[hts] 
for(int i = 0; i < theDir->SizeQ; i++) { 
#ifdef DISPLAY 
cout << "\ni = " << i << endl; 
#endif 
theWeights . push_back(i .0); 
Line tmpLine(theDir->operatorO(i), theTr->operatorO(i), p_,  n_); 
for(int k = 0; It < p_; k++) { 
mt KEY = key(p_. tmpLine(k) ); 
assert(KEY < hts); 
#ifdef DISPLAY 
cout << KEY << 
#endif 
if(htsRes.at (KEY) == 0 ) 
{ 
theSetHashed[KEY].reserve(IntPow(p, n / 2) ); 
htsRes.at (KEY) = 1; 
} 
vector<Point>: : iterator theSetHashedlter = theSetHashed[KEY] .begino; 
while (theSetHashedlter = theSetHashed [KEY] . end() 
{ 





if(theSetHashedlter == theSetHashed[KEYJ.end() ) 
theSetHashed [KEY] .push_back(Point(p, n_, tmpLine(k) ) ); 
} 
// . . . and collapse the hashed thing into a single big vector<Point> 
theSet. reserve (IntPow(p_, n_) ); 
for(int i = 0; i < hts; i++) { 
vector<Point>: :iterator collapselter = theSetHashed[i] .begin0; 






Sorted = false; 
*ifdef DISPLAY 
cout << '\nKakeya set constructed.\n"; 
#endif 
} 
The idea is simple: we take the lines one-by-one and collect the Points objects in them in what 
will later be the Kakeya set. Of course we want to have each point only once but with the 
correct weight (or multiplicity) and to achieve this a simple hash table is used. To each Point 
object a key is generated by the function key C) defined in the KS. cpp implementation file: 
jot key(int p, const vector<int>& x) 
{ 
mt result = 0; 
vector<jnt>::const_jterator xi = x.beginO; 
for(int i = 0; xi != x.endQ; li-i-) 
{ 
result += *Xi * IntPow(p, i); 
} 
double sqrt_p = sqrt(static_cast<double>(p) ); 
double t = pow(sqrt(p), static_cast<int>(x.size() ) ); 
mt hts; 	// holds the size of the ht 
for(hts = 0; hts < t; hts++) {} 
hts++; 
result / hts; 
return result; 
It is necessary to collect the Point objects temporarily in different collections with some key 
attached to each because it is otherwise very expensive to check whether we already have a 
Point or not. The method applied in the key() function is compute the natural number that 
the co-ordinates of Point represent in base p, that is what *xi holds, and then to create about 
/° (n is the dimension of the vector space) different collections, and store the Point objects 
in them according to their keys divided by •/5fl•  We carefully keep track of the changes of 
multiplicity when we see a point already in one of our collections. The second constructor is 
much the same. 
Turning to the function objects. We have the characteristic functions of the set ChiC) 
and ChiW 0 with the same functionality as seen for Line objects. We can print the set using 
PrintTheSetC), sort it by multiplicity with SortByMult 0 and find all the multiplicities of its 
points with Mult 0 and similar things. There are also various operators we will not need. 
The function DO is of great interest. This we have seen in Chapter Five and we now recall 
that it is defined as 
D
:= j ( 
c. (x) 
q 
 dx - I (1:  ctXe(x) dX 
/ 	JF' 	 I 
where IF is the field of characteristic p, L is a collection of lines that point in all non-horizontal 
directions, q> 1 and ce are non-negative weights having a specified L 8 norm. This definition 
is implemented in DO: 
double KS::D(coust double exp) 
this function computes the all important difference 
{ 
double subSumi = 0.0; 
double subSum2 = 0.0; 
vector<double>: :iterator theWeightslter = theWeights.beginO; 
while(theWeightslter != theweights.end() ) 
{ 
subSuini += *theWeightslter; 
subSum2 += pow(*theWeightslter, exp); 
theweightslter++; 
} 
double 5105 = pow(subSumi, exp) + (p_-i) * subSum2; 
double LHS = 0.0; 
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vector<Point>: :iterator theSetlter = theSet.beginO; 
while(theSetlter 	theSet.end() ) 
{ 
LHS += pow(theSetlter->weightQ, exp); 
theSetlter++; 
return RBS - LHS; 
} 
Later on we shall compute this function for many different Kakeya sets and see for which values 
q it is non-negative. The function RootUfD 0 computes a root of DO using the secant method 
of elementary numerical analysis. The implementation can be described as 'high risk' to a 
certain extent, but we know enough about the function D 0 from theoretical investigations not 
to worry about this issue here. In all cases we have tried so far this works. 
The function SumNultSquares 0 is of some theoretical importance that we explain when 
we give the details of our computations. The statistics functions of the KS class are admittedly 
primitive, but we do not use them because we have built a different statistics generating class 
that we describe next. 
C.4 The statistics class BasicStatistics 
The essence of what we do with these programmes is the collection of data about many random 
Kakeya sets and to do that efficiently and in order to avoid reimplementing the same simple 
functions many times we have created a class that computes the basic statistical quantities of 
a set of data. (This could of course be used outside the world of our Kakeya set experiments, 
also it can easily be extended to provide further statistical measures of data, if needed.) The 
header file of the class BasicStatistics is the following: 
1* 
A class that computes the basic statistical 
measures of its data. Can be used with data 
from files. 
B a a i c S t a t istics h 
*1 
#include <iostream> 
using nainespace std; 





virtual BasicStatistics() {}; 
BasicStatistics(const BasicStatistics&); 





const double operatorQ(int i) const; 
const mt Size() const { return _data.sizeQ; } 
coast double Average() coast; 
coast double StdDev() const; 
const double Quantile(const double); 
const double MedianQ; 
const double Min() coast; 
const double Max() coast; 
void Print() const; 
The names of the functions are self-explaining. The only non-trivia' implementation detail is 
in the function Quant lie 0, namely that we need to sort the data. However, since our data 
is stored in a vector<doubie> we can use the STL sort algorithm. We shall use this class to 
analyse data such as the roots of many DO functions, or sizes of many random Kakeya sets. 
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C.5 The KSFactory class 
Before we turn to our numerical experiments there is one more class to mention. This is purely 
for convenience and it is called KSFactory. This is strictly speaking not a factory design pattern 
of object oriented programme design but simply a class whose objects create KS objects i. e. 
Kakeya sets. The header file KSFactory . h is the following: 
/s 
A functional that can create various KS objects. 




using namespace std; 
#include Directions. h' 
#include 'Line.h" 





class KSFactory { 
public: 
KSFactory(const mt p, const mt n); 
KSFactory(const mt p, const mt n, coost mt seed); 












KS inake(double x); 
KS makeW(double x); 
By looking at the constructors it is clear what is happening: we give a prime p and a dimension 
ii and the make 0 member function of a KSFactory object will give a Kakeya set in Fn using 
a random set of translations. The other versions of make 0 are self-explaining. We do not 
want KSFactory objects to be copied or assigned in our programmes so we explicitly forbid the 
possibility of these operations. 
As in case of other classes we mention that KSFactory can be the base class of more specified 
'factories', however, our work has not reached the stage where we could have used this. 
C.6 The first programme 
As a first application of our programme tools we have written a short programme that can 
produce one Kakeya set in a specified IF. 
1* 
A first test of the KS code. Gives a Kakeya set 
in the required dimension and characteristic. 






using namespace std; 
#include "KSFactory . h 
#include BasicStatistics . h 
#include 'MiflerRabin.cpp" 
#ifndef KSFACTORY 
#include "Directions. h" 
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#include "Line.h" 





mt IntPow(int, int); 
jot main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc 	3) { 
cout << "\n\tusage: GiveKS <characteristic> <dimension>\n\n"; 
return 0; 
} 
jot pr 	atoi(argv[1]); 
jot dim = atoi(argv[2]); 
// testing if pr is really a prime number 
if(MR(pr, 100) == "composite") { 
cout << "\nme number ' << pr << " is not a prime.\n; 
return 0; 
KSFactory aKSF(pr, dim); 





We use Sort ByMult 0 because the result looks better if printed this way. As can be seen 
the user is requested to give the characteristic p and the dimension n as parameters of the 
programme GIveKS. exe. Just to have more fun we implemented the Miller-Rabin probabilistic 
prime testing algorithm but this is not important and we are certainly not interested in the 
details of this. 
To give an example the programme used as GIveKS 2 5 gives 
Characteristic = 2 
Dimension = 5 
Size = 20 
Space size = 32 
The points of the set are: 
1, 	0, 	0, 	1, 	1, 1 
1, 	0, 	0, 	0, 	0, 1 
1, 	1, 	0, 	1, 	1, 1 
1, 	0, 	0, 	0, 	1, 1 
1, 	0, 	1, 	1, 	0, 1 
0, 	1, 	0, 	0, 	1, 1 
0, 	0, 	0, 	1, 	1, 1 
0, 	0, 	1, 	1, 	1, 1 
0, 	1, 	0, 	1, 	1, 1 
0, 	0, 	0, 	1, 	0, 1 
0, 	1, 	1, 	0, 	1, 1 
0, 	0, 	1, 	0, 	0, 1 
0, 	0, 	1, 	0, 	1, 2 
1, 	0, 	1, 	0, 	0, 2 
1, 	1, 	1, 	1, 	0, 2 
0, 	0, 	1, 	1, 	0, 2 
0, 	0, 	0, 	0, 	1, 2 
0, 	1, 	0, 	0, 	0, 3 
1, 	1, 	0, 	1, 	0, 3 
1, 	0, 	1, 	1, 	1, 4 
which is the first Kakeya set in F 5 that we have ever seen. The first five numbers are the 
coordinates and the sixth the multiplicity of a point in the Kakeya set. In this form our code is 
not capable of doing anything very interesting mathematically so we turn to more complicated 
tasks in the next section. 
Remark. By not repeating the trivial #include< ... >' s in case of all codes later in the text 
we save about a page, and we are convinced that the reader will agree with us that this is a 
sensible thing to do. 
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C.7 The average size of Kakeya sets 
As mentioned at several places in the previous chapters the Kakeya conjecture over finite fields 
(in its strongest form) says that if K is a Kakeya set in 1F then there is a constant C so that 
IKI > Cpa. Our tools are up to the task of constructing as many Kakeya sets as we like and 
counting the number of their elements. This is achieved in the code AvgSetSize . cpp: 
1* 
The main of the KakeyaSet project as 
A v g S e t S i z  .cpp 
*1 
If the usual includes here from the previous code 
jut IntPow(int, jut); 
coust mt printSize = 200; 
mt main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc 	3) { 
cout << "\n\tUsage: AvgSetSize <characteristic> <dimension>\n\n; 
return 0; 
} 
mt pr 	atoi(argv[l)); 
jut dim atoi(argv[2]); 
cout << \nSet sample size: 
mt sampleSize; 
cin >> sampleSize; 
if(sampleSize < printSize) cout << "Sample of Kakeya sets of sizes: 
KSFactory KSF(pr, dim); 
vector<double> relSizes; 
double ratio = 0.0; 
for(int i = 0; i < sampieSize; i++) 
{ 
for(time_t t = clockO; clock() < t + 1000.0; ) {} 
KS aXS = KSF. make Q; 
ratio static_cast<doubie>(5KS.Size() ) / IntPow(pr, dim); 
relSizes.push_back(ratio); 
if(sampieSize < printSize) cout << aKS.Size() << 
} 
cout << audi; 
*ifdef DISPLAY 
sort(relSizes.begino, relSizes.end() ); 
cout . setf (ios: : fixed); 
jut k = 0; 
for(vector<double>::iterator i = relSizes.begmnQ; i 	relSizes.endO; i++) 
{ 
cout << *i << 




cout << audi << endl; 
cout.setf (los: :fixed); 
cout<<\tTHE K A K E Y A CONSTANT\n; 
cout << '\n\tKakeya sets in = << dim << " dimensions over characteristic " << pr << endl; 
cout << endi; 
cout <<\tAverage ..............." << Stat.Average() << endl; 
cout << \tStandard Deviation ...." << Stat.StdDev() << endi; 
cout << "\tMaximum ..............." << Stat.Max() << endl; 
cout << "\tMinimum ..............." << Stat.Min() << endl; 
double x = 0.1; 
do { 
cout << "\tquantila( << x << ") ......<< Stat.Quantile(x) << endl; 
x += 0.1; 
} while(x < 1.0); 
char answer; 
cout << "\nPrint data to file? (y/n) 
cin >> answer; 
switch(answer) { 
case 'U': return 0; 
case 'y': 
{ 
cout << '\nEntar file name: 
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string fileName; 
cin >> fileName; 
of stream out(fileName.c_str() ); 
if('out) { cout << \nCan't open file.\n'; return 1; } 
for (vector<double>: : iterator i = relSizes. begin O; i != relSizes.enciO; i++) { 
out. setf (ios: :fixed); out << ci << endl; } 
out.closeQ; 








where again the user should give the characteristic and the dimension as parameters of the 
programme AvgSetSize. exe. The code is almost trivial: the user is asked to give the number of 
Kakeya sets to be used, the programme generates these sets and then does the simple statistical 
analysis of the sizes of the sets using the BasicStatistics class. A sample run is the following: 
Set sample size: 40 
Sample of Kakeya sets of sizes: 79 81 84 78 77 80 82 76 80 75 79 80 83 83 83 81 77 80 79 85 85 78 84 
79 76 79 85 83 83 80 78 82 81 77 82 80 80 76 81 78 
THE KAKEYA CONSTANT 
Kakeya sets in 3 dimensions over characteristic 5 
Average 	............... 0.641800 
Standard Deviation 0.033387 
Maximum 	............... 0.680000 
Minimum 	............... 0.600000 
Quantile(O.100000) 	.... 0.616000 
Quantile(O.200000) 	.... 0.624000 
Quantile(O.300000) 	.... 0.632000 
Quantile(0.400000) 	.... 0.640000 
Quantile(0.500000) 	.... 0.640000 
Quantile(O.600000) 	.... 0.648000 
Quantile(0.700000) 	.... 0.656000 
Quantile(0.800000) 	.... 0.664000 
Quantile(O.900000) 	.... 0.672000 
Quantile(i.000000) 	.... 0.680000 
Print data to file? (yin) n 
We have used relatively small parameters and small sample here but ideally this programme 
would run for a long time and compute possibly thousands of Kakeya sets. To accommodate 
this we added the possibility of saving the results in a file. 
If we experiment a bit further with this programme we notice something interesting. This 
is a sample of 40 sets again: 
THE KAKEYA CONSTANT 
Kakeya sets in 3 dimensions over characteristic 7 
Average 	............... 0.635714 
Standard Deviation 0.021897 
Maximum 	............... 0.664723 
Minimum 	............... 0.609329 
Quantile(O.100000) 	.... 0.620991 
Quantile(0.200000) 	.... 0.623907 
Quantile(O.300000) 	.... 0.626822 
Quantile(0.400000) 	.... 0.632653 
Quantile(O.500000) 	.... 0.638484 
Quantile(0.600000) 	.... 0.641399 
Quantile(0.700000) 	.... 0.644315 
Quantile(0.800000) 	.... 0.647230 
Quantile(D.900000) 	.... 0.653061 
Quantile(1.000000) 	.... 0.664723 
which is very remarkable because the average of the constant in the inequality IKI ~! Cp 
is again close to 0.6 and at this point we feel the need to test this more carefully. A slight 
modification of the above code does the same computation for one prime after the other up to 
100 for samples of size 100 in dimension two: 
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1* 
The main of the KakeyaSet project. 
K a  e y a S e t .cpp 
*1 
1/ the usual includes here from the previous code 
mt ItPow(int, int); 
double SharpLine(int, double); 
KS GiveDifferent(const KS& set, KSFactory* factory); 
mt main() { 
mt dim 2; 




for(pr; pr < 100; pr++) { 
if(MR(pr, 100) == prime) { 
KSPactory KSF(pr, dim); 
vector(double> relSizes; 
double ratio = 0.0; 
for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++) 
{ 
if(pr < 60) for(time_t t = clock() + 600.0; clock() < t; ) {} 
if(pr >= 60 && pr < 100) for(time_t t = clock() + 100.0; clock() < t; ) {} 
KS aKS KSF. make Q; 
ratio = static_cast<double>(aKS. Size () ) / IntPow(pr, dim); 
relSizes. push-back (ratio); 
} 
BasicStatistics SsxnpleStat(relSizes); 
cout << "\tCharacteristic ......." << pr << endl; 
cout << "\tDimension ............" << dim << endl; 
cout << "\tSample size ............<< SampleStat.Size() << endi; 
cout << '\tAverage .............." << SampleStat.Average() << endl; 
cout << "\tStd Dev .............." << SamplaStat.StdDev() << endl; 
cout << "\tQuantile(0.25) ......." << SampleStat.Quantile(0.25) << endi; 
cout << "\tMedian .................<< SampleStat.Median() << endl; 
cout << "\tquantile(0.75) ......." << SampleStat.Quantile(0.75) << endl; 
cout << "\tMinimum .............." << SampleStat.Min() << endl; 
cout << \thaximum ..............' << SainpleStat.Max() << endl; 
cout << endi; 
AVG. push_back(SampleStat . Average 0); 
MAX. push_back(SampleStat .MaxO); 
MIN. push_back(SampleStat . Min 0) 
} 
} 
vector<double>::const_iterator iAVG = AVG.begin0; 
vector<double>::const_iterator iMAX = MAX.begin0; 
vector<double>::const_iterator iMIN = MIN.begin0; 
of stream out( 1 Dim2Res .txt"); 
while(iAVG != AVG.end() ) 
{ 
If cout.setf(ios: :fixed); 
cout << *jAVG << " ' << *jMAX << " " << *jMIN << endi; 
out. setf(ios: :fixed); 
out << tIAVG << "\t" << *jMAX (< "\t" << CiMIN << endl; 





which is just printing the same statistical analysis on the screen and the average, the minimum 
and the maximum in the file Dim2Res .txt that is automatically created by the programme. In 
order to save space we do not give a sample run of the programme here only the contents of 
file. 
Prime Average Maximum Minimum 
3 	0.704444 0.777778 0.666667 
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5 	0.671600 0.720000 0.600000 
7 0.657143 0.714286 0.612245 
11 	0.649421 0.677686 0.619835 
13 0.646805 0.692308 0.615385 
17 	0.643356 0.671280 0.615917 
19 0.640499 0.656510 0.617729 
23 	0.639187 0.655955 0.627599 
29 0.639156 0.650416 0.626635 
31 	0.638075 0.651405 0.627471 
37 0.636757 0.645727 0.627465 
41 	0.636889 0.646044 0.625818 
43 0.635224 0.645754 0.622499 
47 	0.635749 0.646446 0.628339 
53 0.635489 0.642933 0.627269 
59 	0.635145 0.640046 0.628842 
61 0.635082 0.639613 0.629669 
67 	0.634720 0.640232 0.630207 
71 0.634475 0.639556 0.628645 
73 	0.634800 0.639895 0.629762 
79 0.634722 0.638359 0.630508 
83 	0.634353 0.639425 0.631296 
89 0.633827 0.637420 0.629845 
97 	0.634325 0.638431 0.628653 
whereby one is prompted to think that 0.63 is somehow the expected value of the Kakeya con-
stant. Easy modification of the above programme yields very similar results in three dimensions 
but it takes much longer to do these. 
With a sample of 100 sets we have obtained these results: 
Prime 3 5 7 11 13 17 
Average 0.655926 0.6432 0.637405 0.63422 0.63208 0.632394 
Std 0ev 0.076299 0.04623 0.0263123 0.01311 0.0099 0.0067006 
Quantile(0.25) 0.62963 0.616 0.626822 0.62885 0.6281 0.629351 
Median 0.666667 0.648 0.635569 0.633358 0.63268 0.6322 
Quantile(0.75) 0.666667 0.664 0.650146 0.64012 0.63677 0.63566 
Minimum 0.555556 0.568 0.591837 0.617581 0.61584 0.62182 

























For larger primes we needed to decrease the size of the sample to 50 because the programme 
started to slow down dramatically. After the results we illustrate the decrease of the perfor-
mance. 
Prime 37 41 
Average 0.632167 0.632227 
Std 0ev 0.002201 0.001940 
Quantile(0.25) 0.631453 0.631694 
Median 0.632184 0.632289 
Quantile(0.75) 0.632875 0.633087 
Minimum 0.629637 0.629329 
Maximum 0.635915 0.635075 
43 	47 	53 
0.632248 0.632145 0.632088 
0.001522 0.001514 0.001377 
0.631781 0.631479 0.631441 
0.632460 0.632172 0.632119 
0.632875 0.632866 0.632858 
0.629555 0.630053 0.630265 
0.634145 0.634541 0.633939 
Where the computation for 53 took almost five hours 1 . 
Prime Time (sec.) Prime Time (sec. 
5 0.016 31 20.719 
7 0.031 37 50.062 
11 0.297 41 84.609 
13 0.265 43 108.219 
17 1.047 47 167.922 
19 1.766 53 305.391 
23 4.64 59 528.125 
29 15.063 
'We had no access to supercomputers and all the work has been done on a cheap Acer laptop with an AMD 
Sampron 3000+ processor with 792 MHz and 192 MB RAM. 
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Based on these observations one must formulate the following conjecture. 




poo pfl  
that is the expected value of the constant 2 in IKI ~! Cp' for a 'random' Kakeya set is 
Since there are only finitely many Kakeya sets in IFn  this conjecture is stronger than the 
Kakeya conjecture and therefore it is hopeless for the time being. 
C.8 The sum of multiplicity squares 
It is well known that by the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality if we give and upper bound of 
XE K 
where K is a Kakeya set and m is the multiplicity of x E K then we have given a lower bound 
of the size of K. Naturally we carry out a few numerical experiments about this question as 
well. We have already mentioned that the KS class has a member function SuinNultSquares 0 
implemented as 
double KS: :SumMult Squares () 
{ 
double result = 0.0; 
for (vector<Point>:: iterator i = theSet.beginO; i != theSet.endO; i++) 
result += pow(i->weightO, 2.0); 
return result; 
} 
and use it in a code the following way 
/* 
The main of the KakeyaSet project as 
SumOfMul t Squares .cpp 
*/ 
the usual includes here from the previous code 
jot IntPow(int, int); 
double SharpLine(int, double); 
KS GiveDifferent(const KS& set, KSFactory* factory); 
jot inain(iot argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc != 3) { 
cout << \n\tUsage: SumofMultSquares <characteristic> <dimension>\o\o"; 
return 0; 
} 
mt pr 	atoi(argv[l]); 
mt dim = atoi(argv[2]); 
cout << \nSet sample size: 
jot sampleSize; 
cio >> sampleSize; 
vector<iot> sizes; 
vector<double> sumflultSquares; 
cout << "\nKakeya sets of sizea:\n; 
for(int i = 0; i < sampleSize; j++) { 
if(Intpow(pr, dim) < 1000) for(time_t t = clockO; clock() < t + 900.0; ) {} 
KSFactory aKSF(pr, dim); 
KS aXS= aXSF.makeQ; 
cout << aXS.Size() << 
sizes. push_back(aXS.Size() ); 
sumllultSquares . push_back(aXS . SumMultSquares C) ); 




cout<<\tTHE SUM OF MULTIPLICITY SQUARES\n\n'; 
cout << \tKakeya Sets in << dim << dimensions over characteristic << pr << \n\n; 
cout << "\tlntPov("<< pr << 11 , 11 << dim+1 << ') = 	<< IntPov(pr, dim+1) << endl; 
cout << \t2.5 * IntPow("<< pr << 	<< dim << ") = << 2.5 * IntPow(pr, dim) << '\n\n'; 
cout << '\tMaximum ....... << smsStat.Max() << endi; 
cout << "\tAverage ....... << smsStat.Average() << endl; 
cout << '\tStd Dev ....... << smsStat.StdDev() << endi; 
cout << \tMedian ........ << smsStat.Median() << endl; 
return 0; 
} 
that is generating random Kakeya sets and computing the sums of squares of multiplicities. 
With this programme SuinOfMultSquares exe in F we have the results: 
Set sample size: 10 
Kakeya sets of sizes: 
77 81 77 77 75 81 79 84 79 79 
THE SUM OF MULTIPLICITY SQUARES 
Kakeya Sets in 3 dimensions over characteristic 5 
IntPow(5 4) = 625 
2.5 * IntPow(5, 3) = 312.5 
Maximum ..... 269 
Average ..... 250 
Std 0ev ..... 0.039719 
Median ...... 251 
Obviously we could use larger samples. The constant 2.5 is implied by the conjecture of the 
previous section. 
One can formulate many other hypotheses concerning the set of multiplicities and the size 
of a Kakeya set, and check them using our tools. For example let us see 99 Kakeya sets in IF17  
and all the multiplicities of their points. This can be achieved using the below code. (To save 




for(int i = 0; i < 100; i++) { 
KSFactory KSF(17, 3); 
KS aKS = KSF.makeO; 
cout << aXS.Size() << 
vector<double> Mults = aKS.MultsQ; 
for (vector<double>: : iterator i = Mults.beginO; i ! Mults.endO; i++) { 
cout << *i << 
} 
cout << endi; 
vector<double> KS: :Mults() 
{ 
vector<double> Mults; 
if (Sorted == false) sort (theSet. begin o, theSet.end() ); 
vector<Point>::iterator theSetlter = theSet.endQ; 
theSet Iter--; 
Mults.push_back(theSetlter->weight() ); 
double currentMult = theSetlter->weightO; 
while (theSetlter->weight() > 1.0) 
{ 
theSetlter--; 
if (theSetlter->weight() < currentMult) 
{ 
Mults.push.back(theSetlter->veight() ); 




The output of the programme should look similar to this: the first column is the number of 
elements in the Kakeya sets followed by all the multiplicities of their points. 
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31367654321 31058654321 3120754321 3102654321 
30937654321 30787654321 3095654321 31097654321 
3114654321 3100654321 312454321 3113654321 
3113654321 3110654321 3127654321 3104654321 
3073654321 3123654321 31357654321 3094654321 
311054321 3113654321 3072654321 3154654321 
3070654321 31327654321 3116654321 3085654321 
310254321 3108754321 3126654321 3109654321 
3100654321 3097654321 3135654321 3125654321 
3157654321 31157654321 3128654321 3117654321 
3096865432 1 3095765432 1 3105654321 312054321 
3089654321 3099854321 3097654321 31008654321 
31257654321 3159654321 3095654321 3117654321 
3140654321 3079754321 3115654321 31367654321 
3150654321 3121654321 30647654321 3101654321 
3099754321 3124654321 310054321 3084654321 
3106654321 3130654321 3114654321 3125654321 
309154321 31007654321 3096654321 3141654321 
3099654321 31297654321 3124654321 3104654321 
3127654321 30977654321 3145654321 31357654321 
3124654321 3133654321 3088654321 30987654321 
3124654321 31027654321 31387654321 3117654321 
3117654321 31067654321 3138654321 3091654321 
3094654321 3126654321 3085654321 3135654321 
307554321 3103654321 3105654321 
Looking at these results there seems to be no apparent relationship between say the largest 
element and the size of the set. Even the same set of multiplicities can give rise to different 
sizes e.g. such as 3075 5 4 3 2 1 and 3091 5 4 3 2 1; and good so, because the multiplicity 
of the multiplicity also counts. Notice that in our sample 3096 8 6 5 4 3 2 1 and 3105 8 6 
5 4 3 2 1 have the highest multiplicity but 3159 6 5 4 3 2 1 is the largest set. Again, the 
programme can be assembled to test almost any hypothesis one may think of 
C.9 The D(q) function 
Our most important result in the previous Chapter was to show that for q ~! 2 the function 
D(q) defined as 
D =1 (cx.(x)) dx— f ( 	dx 
JF' 
p 
is non-negative for every p and n. As we mentioned there as well, for n ~! 2 this is a very weak 
result, because only proves that a Kakeya set in Fn  has size bounded from below by Cp2 which 
is much worse than what we would get using a 'bush argument'. In this section we experiment 
with this function D(q) implemented as DO member of the KS class. (We have given the simple 
implementation in the KS class section.) 
First and foremost let us see a simple code that computes D(q) for any range we are 
interested in. 
/* 
The main of the KakeyaSet project as 
KS computeD .cpp 
*/ 
the usual includes here from the previous code 
mt IntPow(int, let); 
mt main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc != 3) { 
cout < "\n\tUsage: KScomputeD <characteristic> <dimension>\n\n'; 
return 0; 
} 
lot pr = atoi(argv[l]); 
jut dim = atoi(argv[2]); 
cout << "\n\tCOMPUT I NG THE D FUNCTION\n; 
cout < \n\tEnter exponent: 
double exponent; 
cin >> exponent; 
KSFactory aXSF(pr, dim); 
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KS aXS = aXSF.makeW(exponent); 
aKS. SimpleMultStatisticsQ; 
cout << endi << endl; 
cout << '\tWhich range to compute D for?\n'; 
cout << \tLower end ............. 
double lowerEnd; 
cin >> lowerEnd; 
cout << \tUpper end ............. 
double upperEnd; 
cm >> upperEnd; 
COUt << '\tStep size ............. 
double atepSize; 
cin >> stepSize; 
cout << endi; 
double x = lowerEnd; 
while(x < upperEnd) 
{ 
cout.setf(ios: :fixed); 
cout << "\tD(' << x << ') = << aXS.D(x) << endl; 
x += stepSize; 
} 
cout < '\nRecompute? (y/n) 
char answer; 
cin >> answer; 






cout << '\tWhich range to compute 0 for?\n; 
cout << '\tLower end ........... 11 
cin >> lowerEnd; 
cout << \tUpper end ........... 
cin >> upperEnd; 
cout << "\tStep size ........... 
cin )> stepSize; 
x = lowerEnd; 
while(x < upperEnd) 
{ 
cout.setf(ios: :fixed); 
cout << "\tD(" << x << ) = 	<< aKS.D(x) << audi; 
x += stepSize; 
} 
cout << \nRecompute? (yin) 





} while(answer != 
return 0; 
} 
which is elementary programming only. To see a sample run of the programme consider the 
case of IF29 . 
COMPUTING THE 0 FUNCTION 
Enter exponent: 1.5 
Kakeya set in 3 dimensions over characteristic 29 
Size = 15433 (63.2785 per cent of the total space.) 
Which range to compute 0 for? 
Lower end ........... 1 
Upper end ........... 1.5 
Step size ........... 0.05 
0(1.000000) = 0.000000 
0(1.050000) = -2.487892 
0(1.100000) = -3.319788 
0(1.150000) = -2.933152 
0(1.200000) = -1.648503 
0(1.250000) = 0.302822 
0(1.300000) = 2.757521 
0(1.350000) = 5.604232 
D(1.400000) = 8.771346 
D(1.450000) = 12.217792 
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Recompute? (yin) y 
Which range to compute D for? 
Lower and ...........1.2 
Upper end ...........1.25 
Step size ...........0.005 
D(1.200000) = -1.648503 
D(1.205000) = -1.480203 
D(1.210000) = -1.305482 
D(1.215000) = -1.124521 
D(1.220000) = -0.937499 
0(1.225000) = -0.744584 
D(1.230000) = -0.545941 
D(1.235000) = -0.341730 
D(1.240000) = -0.132101 
D(1.245000) = 0.082797 
D(1.250000) = 0.302822 
Recompute? (y/n) n 
and if we try this with a different Kakeya set then we notice that the point where D(q) becomes 
positive is roughly the same for a given prime p. This suggests, of course, that there are a few 
really bad Kakeya sets for which we need q = 3/2 but for the majority of them a smaller q 
suffices. (We have seen the special case IF2  in the previous Chapter where only one set out of 
the six possible forced q = 2, for the other five somewhat smaller q's would have been enough.) 
The next computations show that as p grows, in IF3  we need larger and larger q's, so possibly 
in the limit q = 3/2 is the point where D(q) changes sign. We do not know. To save space we 
leave off the usual #include< . .. >'s from the following code that computes D(q) in the range 
1.1 !~ q :!~ 1.29. 
const jot pr 7; 
const jot dim 3; 
jot IntPow(int, jot); 
jot main() { 
Directions SainpleDir(pr, dim); 
jot m = 5; 
while(m < 60) { 
if(MR(m, 100) == "prime") { 
coot << "\nSet for " << m; 
Directions SampleDir(m, dim); 
RndTranslations SampleRndTr(dim, m); 
RndLpWeight SampleW(m, dim, 1.5 ); 
tjme_t begin = clockO; 
KS SampleKS (m, dim, &Sainpleflir, &SampleRndTr, SampleW); 
timet end = clockO; 
cout << " has size = " << SampleKS.Size() << endl; 
for(jnt i = 10; i < 30; i++) { 
double tmp = 1.0 + static_cast<double>(j) / 100.0; 
cout.setf(jos: :fixed); 
cout << "\t DC' << tmp << ") = " << SampleKS.D(tmp) << endi; 
} 
double time-elapsed = staticcast<double> (end - begin) / CLOCKS-PER-SEC; 





We have arranged the output differently to that of the programme to save some space: in the 
columns we can see the value of D(q) for the corresponding prime and value of q in the first 
column. The cg's are random from L312 . 
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q 	5 	 7 	 11 	 13 	 17 	 19 	 23 	 29 
1.10 	0.170061 	0.328147 	0.102224 	-0.172056 	-0.55897 	-0.994945 	-1.829704 	-3.179246 
1.11 	0.193898 	0.373482 	0.152540 	-0.126176 	-0.508424 	-0.957782 	-1.807495 	-3.180754 
1.12 	0.218860 	0.420828 	0.209071 	-0.070691 	-0.4421 -0.900579 	-1.755777 	-3.137825 
1.13 	0.244923 	0.470125 	0.27157 	-0.005995 	-0.360748 	-0.824335 	-1.67615 -3.053111 
1.14 	0.272062 	0.521318 	0.339821 	0.007533 	-0.265073 	-0.729993 	-1.570123 	-2.9291 
1.15 	0.300252 	0.574355 	0.413612 	0.149535 	-0.155744 	-0.618445 	-1.439117 	-2.768123 
1.16 	0.329470 	0.629184 	0.492744 	0.23967 -0.033395 	-0.490535 	-1.284469 	-2.572367 
1.17 	0.359694 	0.685757 	0.577025 	0.337613 	0.101375 	-0.347056 	-1.107436 	-2.343879 
1.18 	0.390902 	0.744027 	0.666274 	0.443057 	0.248003 	-0.188759 	-0.909201 	-2.084575 
1.19 	0.423073 	0.803951 	0.760317 	0.55571 0.405953 	-0.01635 	-0.690875 	-1.796245 
1.20 	0.456187 	0.865486 	0.85899 0.675293 	0.574724 	0.169504 	-0.453498 	-1.480564 
1.21 	0.490225 	0.928591 	0.962137 	0.801544 	0.753839 	0.368176 	-0.198049 	-1.139093 
1.22 	0.525168 	0.993228 	1.069609 	0.934213 	0.942853 	0.579078 	0.074556 	-0.773287 
1.23 	0.560998 	1.05936 1.181267 	1.073065 	1.141346 	0.801656 	0.363462 	-0.384502 
1.24 	0.597698 	1.126953 	1.296977 	1.217875 	1.34892 1.035389 	0.667867 	0.025999 
1.25 	0.63525 1.195973 	1.416612 	1.368434 	1.565207 	1.27979 0.987023 	0.457047 
1.26 	0.673639 	1.266388 	1.540053 	1.524541 	1.789856 	1.534404 	1.320734 	0.907556 
1.27 	0.71285 1.338169 	1.667188 	1.686008 	2.022544 	1.798802 	1.666848 	1.376518 
1.28 	0.752867 	1.411287 	1.797909 	1.852659 	2.262963 	2.072586 	2.026263 	1.863006 
1.29 	0.793675 	1.485714 	1.932116 	2.024325 	2.51083 2.355385 	2.397919 	2.366163 
And a similar set of results for larger primes organised as explained above. 
q 	31 	 37 	 41 	 43 	 47 	 53 	 59 
1.10 	-3.958864 	-5.771845 	-7.123891 	-8.17035 	-9.565139 	-11.892678 	-15.069995 
1.11 	-3.984092 	-5.833686 	-7.214536 	-8.288823 	-9.712444 	-12.086522 	-15.33891 
1.12 	-3.957584 	-5.824918 	-7.220928 	-8.313053 	-9.751598 	-12.149057 	-15.446388 
1.13 	-3.8825 -5.750153 	-7.148777 	-8.249525 	-9.690268 	-12.089982 	-15.404779 
1.14 	-3.761804 	-5.913696 	-7.003407 	-8.104283 	-9.525591 	-11.918296 	-15.225524 
1.15 	-3.598272 	-5.41957 -6.789781 	-7.882957 	-9.294202 	-11.642352 	-14.919219 
1.16 	-3.394502 	-5.17153 	-6.512522 	-7.590787 	-8.972266 	-11.26989 	-14.495666 
1.17 	-3.152926 	-4.873074 	-6.175935 	-7.232647 	-8.575507 	-10.808079 	-13.963926 
1.18 	-2.875819-4.527465 	-5.784015 	-6.813063 	-8.109235 	-10.263552 	-13.332365 
1.19 	-2.565305 	-4.137737 	-5.34048 -6.33624 -7.578368 	-9.64244 -12.608701 
1.20 	-2.223366 	-3.706715 	-4.848779 	-5.806074 	-6.987459 	8.950403 	-11.800045 
1.21 	-1.85185 -3.237019 	-4.312106 	-5.226177 	-6.340719 	
- 
-8.192661 -10.912939 
1.22 	-1.452479-2.731084 	-3.733423 	-4.599887 	-5. 	 - 642034 	7.374018 	-9.953393 
1.23 	-1.026855 	-2.191166 	-3.115464 	-3.930292 	-4.894989 	-6.498894 	-8.926922 
1.24 	-0.576467 	-1.619349 	-2.460755 	-3.220236 	-4.102882 	-5.571345 -7.838575 
1.25 	-0.102696 	-1.017594 	-1.771626 	-2.472342 	-3.268745 	-4.595086 	-6.692969 
1.26 	0.393179 	-0.387588 	-1.050219 	-1.689017 	-2.395359 	-3.573515 -5.494311 
1.27 	0.909974 	0.268942 	-0.2985 -0.872474 	-1.485269 	-2.509731 	-4.246431 
1.28 	1.446598 	0.95052 0.481729 	-0.024733 	-0.540799 	-1.406553 	-2.952802 
1.29 	2.002043 	1.655768 	1.288821 	0.852357 	0.435937 	-0.266538 	-1.616566 
Obviously we are most interested in the root of D(q). Recall that we have implemented a 
simple numerical algorithm in the KS class to find the roots of D(q) called RootOfDO. We have 
written two programmes using the Root Of DO function. The first can simply find a root and is 
implemented as follows: (leaving off the usual first few lines) 
mt main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc != 3) { 
cout << \n\tusage: KSfindRootD <characteristic> <dimension>\n\n; 
return 0; 
} 
mt pr = atoi(argv[1]); 
mt dim atoi(argv(2]); 
cout<<'\n\tFINDING THE ROOT OF 0 FUNCTION\n; 
cout << '\n\tEnter exponent: 
double exponent; 
cin >> exponent; 
KSFactory aKSF(pr, dim); 
KS aKS = aXSF.makeW(exponent); 
aKS.SimpleNuitStatisticsQ; 
cout << endi << endl; 
cout << "\tWhich range to look for the root of 0 
cout << "\tLower end ........... 
double lowerEnd; 
cin >> lowerEnd; 
cout << \tUpper end ............. 
double upperEnd; 
Cin >> upperEnd; 
cout << "\tError bound ......... 
double errorBound; 
cin >> errorBound; 
for(double x = lowerEnd; x < upperEnd; x += 0.05) cout << aKS.O(x) << endi; 
cout << The root is 
cout << aKS.RootOfD(lowerEnd, upperEnd, errorBound, 100) << end.l; 
cout << endi; 
return 0; 
} 
We have pointed out that the secant method is not ideal, however the shape (or conjectured 
shape) of the graph of D(q) allows us to use it without facing grave consequences. For example 
let us see two sample runs. The first in 1F 7 : 
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FINDING THE ROOT OF D FUNCTION 
Enter exponent: 1.2 
Kakeya set in 2 dimensions over characteristic 37 
Size = 875 (63.9153 per cent of the total space.) 
Which range to look for the root of 0 in? 
Lower end ........... 1.5 
Upper end ........... 2.5 
Error bound ......... 0.0001 
The root is 2 
and another in IF 17 . 
FINDING THE ROOT OFD FUNCTION 
Enter exponent: 1.5 
Kakeya set in 3 dimensions over characteristic 17 
Size = 3108 (63.2607 per cent of the total space.) 
Which range to look for the root of D in? 
Lower end ........... 1.2 
Upper end ........... 1.7 
Error bound .......... 0001 
The root is 1.1633 
A few experiments suggested that the exponent i.e. the L 8 space where the vector Ice} is taken 
from, does not influence the root in any major way. 
Let us examine finally the roots of D(q) with our simple statistical methods we have used so 
often in this Chapter. This is done by the following programme. (Again, the usual #include<>'s 
must be there.) 
mt main(int argc, char *argv[]) { 
if(argc != 3) { 
cout << \n\tusage: KSfindRootD2 <characteristic> <dimension>\n\n; 
return 0; 
} 
jot pr 	atoi(argv[1]); 
jot dim = atoi(argv(2]); 
cout << '\o\tF IND ING THE ROOT OF 0(q) FUNCTI 0 N\n"; 
cout << "\o\t\tSecond Act\n"; 
cout << '\n\tEnter exponent: 
double exponent; 
cin >> exponent; 
cout << endi << endi; 
cout << '\tVhich range to look for the root of D in?\n; 
COut << '\tLower end ............. 
double lowerEnd; 
cin >> lowerEnd; 
cout << "\tUpper end ........... 
double upperEnd; 
cin >> upperEnd; 
cout << '\tError bound ........... 
double errorBound; 
cin >> errorBound; 
cout << "\tSsmple size ........... 
jot sainpleSize; 





KSFactory aXSF(pr, dim); 
KS aKS = aKSF.makeW(exponent); 
theRoots . push_back (aKS . RootOfD (lowerEnd upperEnd. errorBound, 100) ); 
} 
#mfdef DISPLAY 
for (vector<double>: : iterator i = theRoots. begin O; i!= theRoots.endO; i++) 




cout << end-i << endl; 
cout.setf(ios: :fixed); 
cout<<\tT}JE ROOTS OF 0(q) STATISTICS\n'; 
cout << '\n\tFor Kakeya sets in 11 << dim << dimensions over characteristic << pr << end-l; 
cout << endi; 
cout << \tAverage ................. << rootStat.Average() << end-l; 
cout << '\tStandard Deviation 	<< rootStat.StdDev() << endi; 
cout << '\tMaximum ................. << rootStat.Max() << end-l; 
cout << "\tMinimum ................. << rootStat.Min() << endi; 
double x = 0.1; 
do { 
cout << "\tQuantiie(" << x << 0 ...... << rootStat.Quantiie(x) << endi; 
x += 0.1; 
} whiie(x < 1.0); 
return 0; 
} 
No difficulty can be found here: just generate the Kakeya sets and collects the roots of the D(q) 
function. This is a sample run of the programme in F 3 : 
FINDING THE ROOT OF 0(q) FUNCTION 
Second Act 
Enter exponent: 1.5 
Which range to look for the root of D in? 
Lower end ........... 1.4 
Upper and ........... 2.2 
Error bound .......... 0001 
Sample size ......... 25 
THE ROOTS OF D(q) STATISTICS 
For Kakeya sets in 3 dimensions over characteristic 23 
Average 	............... 1.213178 
Standard Deviation 0.003880 
Maximum 	............... 1.222274 
Minimum 	............... 1.198944 
Quantile(O.100000) 	.... 1.208854 
Quantile(0.200000) 	.... 1.210560 
Quantile(O.300000) 	.... 1.211396 
Quantile(O.400000) 	.... 1.212494 
Quantile(O.500000) 	.... 1.214049 
Quantile(O.600000) 	.... 1.215163 
Quantile(O.700000) 	.... 1.216085 
Quantile(O.800000) 	.... 1.216854 
Quantile(0.900000) 	.... 1.219931 
Quantile(l.000000) 	.... 1.222274 
On a better computer larger samples could be tested and probably we could even single out 
the type of Kakeya sets that are responsible for the need of larger q values. Here we see that 
we are relatively far from the critical 3/2. 
C.10 Conclusions 
As these were numerical experiments only we do not have any new results. However, we believe 
that we have demonstrated that it is worth the labours of a gentleman to set up experiments 
of this kind because they might lead to some insight and probably to further results. We leave 
this area of research with the hope that sometime in the future there will be someone finding 
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